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WORLD MONETARY REFORM

Regional Organization
under a New Bretton Woods
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

June 3, 2000 vention. Really intelligent people, around the world, are
treating that oncoming collapse virtually as if it had already

Despite the hysterical efforts of the U.S. President’s occurred. This is the time for all intelligent monetary systems
to dictate their bequests to their prospective heirs. WhatWorking Group on Financial Markets (“the Plunge Protection

Team”), the world’s present financial system is already in the remains chiefly in doubt, is whether or not the post-crash
governments will be able, or willing, to honor such a lastlast phase of a terminal collapse. Only lunatics, and other

desperate fools, such as U.S. Treasury Secretary Larry Sum- will and testament of what is presently the already
doomed system.mers, are still hoping to keep that system from collapse. All

of the world’s intelligent and well-informed government of- As of September 1998, it would have still been possible,
although admittedly difficult, for U.S. President Williamficials, leading bankers, and economists, are preparing for the

kind of world which will come into existence, very soon, after Clinton to have brought about a comprehensive reorganiza-
tion of the existing International Monetary Fund. In the after-the present IMF system has been wiped out.

As I have warned, repeatedly, no one can predict the math of the October 1998 Washington conference, especially
after decisions on the Brazil crisis of February 1999, thatexact hour of the day the present system’s bankruptcy will

be made official. Since the fateful blunders of the October approach to monetary reform had been virtually destroyed,
by the Clinton Administration itself. Now, the establishment1998 Washington monetary conference, the system as a

whole has entered fully into its terminal phase of collapse. of the urgently needed, new international monetary system,
were more likely to be built up from a combination of regionalExactly how it will collapse—whether by deflationary chain-

reaction, by hyperinflationary explosion, or by being placed groupings, such as the proposed ASEAN-Plus-Three associa-
tion aired at a recent Chiang Mai, Thailand meeting, or notin bankruptcy-reorganization by governments—is a “Utah

death-sentence” style of choice, still to be made by relevant at all.
In the situation defined by the presently inevitable earlygovernments;1 but the collapse is now inevitable, and will

occur soon—very soon, perhaps before November, perhaps disintegration of the current international financial system,
the imperative of even simply national economic survival,before the August U.S. Democratic Party nominating con-
requires cooperation among the relatively most interdepen-
dent regional trading blocs. The maintenance of even the1. Formerly, under a famous, then-standing Utah law, a convict condemned to

execution, was permitted to choose the method by which he would be killed. barest essentials of trade-cooperation, requires treaty-facili-
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ties of a sort needed to provide for short- to medium-term
trade of some essential portions of hard-commodity traffic.
The ASEAN-Plus-Three meeting, typifies the lines of coop-
eration which are urgently wanted in various regions of
the world.

The case of the Chiang Mai meeting, and its revived delib-
eration on the 1997 proposal for an Asian Monetary Fund,
reflects the specific form of political hysteria caused by the
desperate actions of the U.S. “Plunge Protection Committee.”
In the effort to postpone the inevitable global financial crash
until after the U.S. general election of November 2000, at
least until the Democratic Party Convention of August, the
U.S. launched predatory actions against both Japan and the
continental European currency-bloc, the Euro. The points of
vulnerability focussed upon by the Plunge Protection Com-
mittee, were the respective “Yen carry-trade” and “Euro
carry-trade.”

Thus, the hysteria of the Gore-campaign-dominated Clin-
ton Administration, came very close to breaking the quarter-
century-long “Trilateral” arrangement of 1975, among Wall

FIGURE 1
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Street, Tokyo, and continental European finance. This Gore-
prompted savagery against Wall Street’s crucial Tokyo and
European monetary partners, represented a threat of an irrepa- two. Since President Clinton, unlike his Vice-President, is an

intelligent, rational person, his clinging to his current offi-rable break among the leading elements of the present world
monetary system. Although neither China nor Japan was then cially proclaimed delusion about the world economy, de-

mands the typically Baby-Boomer style in pseudo-rationalprepared to risk an open break with the U.S., the question was
posed. The mood at the Chiang Mai meeting, is to be regarded doctrines, the “Third Way” and “New Economy.” It also de-

mands a third sort of reassurance, the belief that the majorityas a relatively mild warning-shock, a warning of a likely,
oncoming political form of the major monetary earthquake, of popular opinion still shares his delusion. The best way to

avoid thinking about the rope, is to accept the delusion that ita warning of the threatened break-up of the existing IMF-
dominated system. does not exist. If customary fools, popular opinion, share that

delusion, so much happier the wishful thinker will be—for at
least a moment or two longer.The Rope in the House . . .

The most dangerous implication of the onrushing world Start from the reality of the present world financial situa-
tion. Then, pin-point the delusion which prevents a Presidentfinancial collapse, is the continued unwillingness of the U.S.

government to face this reality of the situation. In Washing- Clinton—and many others—from seeing the reality they des-
perately wish to deny. Start with the reality of the Tripleton, D.C., it appears to be the rule, that “one does not mention

the rope in the house of the hanged.” The President apparently Curve, and also the reality of the fact that the world financial
system is, at this moment, in the midst of a hyperinflationaryhopes, against all evidence of past performance, that a Presi-

dent Al Gore would honor a commitment to defend an ex- spiral like that of Germany 1923. Then, examine President
Clinton’s expressed belief in the delusion of a “new econ-President Clinton from the murderous Bush machine. How-

ever, even if Gore were the honorable man he is not, there is omy;” look at this delusion in light of the global financial
reality which the President has refused to face—since no latervirtually no chance that an Al Gore could be elected President

after a pre-November 2000 global financial collapse, nor that than October 1998.
Look at two versions of the Triple Curve. The first, isthe U.S. could survive for long under a President George W.

Bush. So, when Gore enters the room, the band strikes up the general version which I first presented in graphic form
in the setting of a Vatican conference of Autumn 1995the Nashville, Tennessee ditty, “Born to Lose,” whereas the

President were appropriately greeted by a ditty entitled, “Tell (Figure 1). Then zoom in on a close-up of the area of the
same curve at a critical point, the point at which the rateMe It Isn’t So.”

Among people who desperately need to convince them- of monetary expansion rises more rapidly than the rate of
financial expansion (Figure 2). The latter is the conditionselves that they are behaving rationally, purely arbitrary blind

faith in a delusion, is not sufficiently reassuring. To make into which Germany had entered over the interval March-
October 1923. The latter is the phase at which the rate oftheir delusions appear credible, they require a rationale or
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FIGURE 2A
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FIGURE 2B

Crude Oil Price, West Texas Intermediate, 
1999 to Present
(per barrel)

Source:  Wall Street Journal.
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The steep rise in the price of a barrel of oil reflects the trend
indicated by Figure 2a. The inflation of the financial assets,
through junk-bond-style mergers and acquisitions, creates anhyperinflationary spiral of financial assets, itself fed by wild-
aggrandized financial asset per barrel of oil. This financial asseteyed monetary expansion, erupts as an accelerating form of
now requires an increased apparent financial profit-margin-yieldhyperinflation of commodity prices. The latter is the point
per barrel of oil. Since that increase requires a corresponding

recently reached, a point comparable to Germany of March- added margin of financial asset appreciation, the growth of
April 1923 (Figure 3). required debt-service payments (e.g., nominal profit) per barrel of

oil now zooms geometrically, according to the price-earnings ratioThis situation is comparable, in the domain of mathemati-
needed to maintain that skyrocketing per-barrel financial-assetcal physics, to the Riemann shock-wave “front” which Rie-
price on the market.mann defined in his “The Propagation of Plane Air Waves of

Finite Magnitude” (Figure 4).2 The transition from the gen-
eral pattern shown in Figure 1, to the local condition shown
in Figure 2, is analogous to that shown by the Riemann shock- per barrel produced and distributed.
front of Figure 4. The March-October 1923 development in Look at similar patterns of financially-driven inflation
Germany, as depicted by Figure 3, is comparable. in areas such as real estate, and primary materials generally.

Look at this in terms of the price of a barrel of petroleum. In such cases of combined “privatization” and mergers
To understand this comparison, make a distinction be- and acquisitions generally, one must recognize the fact that a

tween the physical costs of production and distribution, in- hyperinflationary expansion of total financial accumulations,
cluding the direct costs of administration of the processes leads, by a significant factor of delay, toward a self-feeding
of production and physical distribution, and the additional inflation in the amount of tax which mergers and acquisitions
costs added to prices by inflation of the financial-capital superimpose on each barrel of oil, etc. At the point, this factor
nominally invested in title to ownership of that entity. Typi- of increase of gross price greatly exceeds the underlying,
cal are the current financial charges incurred by mergers and physically-incurred costs of production, distribution, and
acquisitions of entities producing, processing, and distribut- management, a hyperinflationary expansion of grossfinancial
ing petroleum and petroleum products. Then, examine the capital, explodes as an emerging and generalized commodity-
rising portion of total price per barrel represented by the price inflation.
purely financial charges which mergers and acquisitions add Thus, during 1997-1998, the world financial system en-

tered the terminal phase of its existence. As of October 1998,
this assumed the form of a general hyperinflationary growth

2. Über die Fortpflanzung ebener Luftwellen von endlicher Schwingungs-
in monetary expansion. Approximately the close of 1999, theweite, “On The Propagation of Plane Air Waves of Finite Magnitude,” Bern-
general hyperinflationary trend began to assume the form ofhard Riemanns gesammelte Mathematische Werke, H. Weber, ed. (New

York: Dover Publications reprint, 1953). a self-feeding trend toward the eruption of commodity-price
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FIGURE 3

Weimar Hyperinflation, Wholesale Price Index 
(1913 = 1), March-November 1923
Logarithmic scale 
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to base the most crucial observation; the world is entering the
shock-front phase of a general post-1997-1998 global hyper-
inflation in nominal valuations of financial assets.

The present financial system as a whole is hopelessly
bankrupt. There is no way in which present financial obliga-
tions outstanding could be paid. Over-the-counter derivatives
must be the first to go, followed immediately by other forms
of derivatives and junk-bond indebtedness. In addition, long-
term debt generally, must be frozen and rescheduled at nearly
zero-interest rates. Other financial assets, such as personal
saving accounts and pensions, must be maintained as cur-
rently liquid, but only as is required to optimize social stability
of family households and employers.

The world requires a new monetary and financial system,
rebuilt from the ground-level of expanded present levels of
physical output measured in quantities of employment and
output in production of physical goods of newly produced
infrastructure, agriculture, and manufacturing. A sudden and
sweeping cancellation of all changes in monetary, financial,
and economic policies since August 1971, is mandatory.

President Clinton’s Delusion
The delusion which President Clinton has shared publicly

with his unfortunate choice of Vice-President, Al Gore (andinflation. While we can not, presently, determine the way in
which the March-October 1923 Weimar Germany process many others of the Baby-Boomer class), is the interchange-

able notion of what is called either “the new economy” orcompares, in scale, to the presently emerging global hyperin-
flationary trend in key commodity prices, the fact that a com- an “information society.” The political-cultural connections

underlying that delusion, are multifarious. The common rootparison is to be made, is already sufficient evidence on which

FIGURE 4

The Formation of a Shock Wave
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The photographs of an artillery shell show the formation of a shock front. In the
two pictures on the left, the shell is travelling less than the speed of sound,
forming waves to the side and behind. In the third photo, the shell has surpassed
the speed of sound, and a shock front has formed in front of the shell.

Source for artillery shell photos: A.C. Charters in T. von Kármán, 1947, J. Aeronaut. Sci., 14:373-402.
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is an utopian delusion, typified by the collaboration of H.G. administration of man by man, or, in other words, the reduc-
tion of society to the mangement of a mass of virtual cattleWells and Bertrand Russell, a delusion associated with Rus-

sell’s public endorsement of Wells’ The Open Conspiracy.3 by an oligarchical minority and its attending lackeys. The
mentality is that of those shipmasters who improved the un-As current U.S. Secretary of State Madeleine Albright

bragged, in her Oct. 14, 1999 New York address, she has sinkable and doomed Titanic, by reducing the number of life-
boats far below the quantity needed to accommodate thebeen an active follower of the ideology of Wells’ The Open

Conspiracy, in her entire career, including her official Cabi- ship’s passengers and crew—a fact which is, indeed, some-
thing to remember.net roles as UNO Ambassador and Secretary of State. The

principal delusions shared between Mrs. Albright and Al Thus, the notion of economy in the mind of Al Gore,
and implicitly the doctrine adopted by President Clinton, isGore, have their proximate origin in that “Open Conspiracy,”

as defined by Wells and Russell. something out of Tolkien’s Baby-Boomer’s fantasy, The
Lord of the Rings. For that doctrine, real economy does notThe principal categories to be considered are: “globaliza-

tion,” as defined by the practices of Clinton, Gore, Albright, exist, only rearrangements of the seating-arrangements at
the dining table (as long as seats are still available), thus,and London’s Tony Blair—with some equivocations by Clin-

ton; “information theory,” a concoction of Russell’s devotees as by current U.S. health policies, following Adolf Hitler’s
health and welfare policies, of shortening lives deemed “un-Norbert Wiener and John von Neumann; and the Wellsian

doctrine of post-Morloch (“post-industrial”) society, as advo- worthy to be lived.” Such are the implications of the Vice-
President’s statements and practices on education and healthcated by Gore, under the rubric of “ecology,”4 and by both

Clinton and Gore, under the rubric of opposition to “dual use” policy—as, ostensibly, endorsed by the President, policies
which have contributed to a state of affairs under whichforms of alleged “weapons of mass destruction.” All of this,

of course, is consistent with the neo-Confederacy Romanti- approximately half our current eighth-graders are virtual
Yahoos, illiterates. Today, under such influences, a majoritycism of Robert Penn Warren’s and William Yandell Elliot’s

Nashville Agrarian hatred against the American Whig legacy of maturing adolescents would not be employable at family-
income-level wages, in the industries and related work-of President Abraham Lincoln. Henry Kissinger’s and Zbig-

niew Brzezinski’s character as protégés of Nashville Agrarian places of the 1960s!
Granted, there are various hints that President ClintonElliot coincides with Vice-President Gore’s expressed ideo-

logical bent on such accounts. does not believe such nonsense—at least, not privately. How-
ever, publicly, especially since mid-1996, the President hasFrom the founding of the U.S. republic, the American

System of political-economy, and its sundry European and acted is if he believed he were obliged to pretend to believe
such Gore-y nonsense, that as a precondition for outlivingother admirers and imitators, have been, like Alexander

Hamilton, Abraham Lincoln, Franklin Roosevelt, at al., fol- both his incumbency and retirement as President.
There is a simple political correlative to this delusion. Oflowers of the science of physical economy as defined by

Gottfried Leibniz. Indeed, the related notions of France’s the upper twenty percent of today’s family-income brackets,
representing more than half the total national income, at leastKing Louis XI and England’s Henry VII, in founding the

modern nation-state economy on the principle of the general half, probably more, are virtually economic parasites, living
off the back of the eighty percentile of the lower income-welfare, or commonwealth, reflect the same commitment of

all modern rational political-economy, to the principle that brackets. Such types from the so-called “new suburban” class,
are the principal voter-support for the candidacies of boththe general welfare requires a constant increase of mankind’s

power in and over nature, as measurable, physically, in per- George W. Bush and Al Gore. This same upper-twenty-per-
centile stratum, is also the hard core of what Gore and his allycapita and per-square-kilometer terms. This increase has

always depended upon those improvements in applied tech- Dick Morris, like England’s Tony Blair, have defined as the
“middle,” those who are depended upon as likely to vote innology which are derived from validatable discoveries of

universal principle. state-wide and national elections. This upper twenty-percen-
tile thus represents the stratum of “public opinion” perceivedThe notion of “information,” as defined axiomatically,

mathematically, by Russell devotees Norbert Wiener and by the pollsters, and by most of the mass entertainment and
news media.John von Neumann, excludes the existence of discoverable

universal physical principles, just as their master Russell did. In effect, whatever the President’s actual views, he has
locked himself into a public posture of basing the conclusion“Information theory” reduces society, axiomatically, to the
of his Presidency, and his personal survival thereafter, on the
prospect of benefits from the election of sure-loser Al Gore.3. H.G. Wells, The Open Conspiracy: Blueprints For A World Revolution
He has sought to secure his long-term position in history, by a(London: Victor Gollancz, 1928).
shallow, pragmatic reliance upon short-term, largely illusory4. Albert Gore, Jr., Earth in the Balance: Ecology and the Human Spirit,

2nd edition (New York: Houghton Mifflin, 2000). estimates of momentarily popular delusions.
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Last days of Pompeii, anyone? To that end, we require a system of stable, relatively fixed
exchange-rates among currencies: otherwise, medium- toOnce we take into account, that the existence of nations,

and most of their populations, depend upon the continuation long-term loans are too costly. We require, also, a system of
protectionist agreements, by means of which national indus-and growth of such physical output as infrastructure, food,

and manufactured items, the failure to base assessments of tries are protected against cheap imports, and also against the
state of pauperdom to which “free trade” condemns export-the performance of economies upon anything but the rate of

physical consumption and output, per capita and per square ing nations.
The net result is, that the optimal form for a new globalkilometer, is effectively lunacy, a wild-eyed delusion.

monetary system is one modelled on the best features of the
1945-1958 Bretton Woods relations between North America,The Day Money Vanishes

If we except the third alternative—my alternative, a New Europe, Japan, Australia, et al. A fixed-exchange-rate, pro-
protectionist system. A more or less global monetary facilityBretton Woods system, then we must see the U.S.A., in partic-

ular, as headed toward the early day, when money has ceased should coordinate among regional and cross-regional partner-
ships, as the case for an Asian Monetary Fund typifies suchto exist, as in 1923 Germany, or in which only a tiny fraction

of current levels has survived a crushing deflationary depres- lines of partnership.
Optimal would be a system including the following key-sion, worse than 1929-1931. What do you do then, Little

Man? Where are all those popular opinions you expressed so stone elements. A continental European partnership. A trans-
Eurasian system of cooperation including Russia, China,lavishly until now?

What do you need, then, Little Man? India, Japan, and the ASEAN group. An Ibero-American
group. A Middle-East/North Africa group. A Sub-SaharaYou need basic economic infrastructure: transportation,

power, water management, sanitation, and also schools, med- development association. A general system of collaboration
among the U.S.A., continental Europe, a trans-Eurasiaical facilities, and kindred public facilities and services. You

need food, which must be produced and delivered. You need group, et al.
The sovereign member-states of the new global systemmanufactured items, physically distributed to where they are

needed. You need places of employment, especially in the would be parties to their regional associations, and also
represented in the global system through these regionalproduction and maintenance of basic economic infrastruc-

ture, agriculture, and manufacturing. If you do not have these associations. That political-economic structure, echoing the
post-war intentions of President Franklin Roosevelt, shouldthings, then, of what use is money?

If, however, we can secure the production of such required take over the bankrupt remains of presently existing interna-
tional monetary and related institutions, and conduct bothmaterials and conditions, and if the physical cost of that pro-

duction and maintenance is less than what is delivered, can the processes of bankruptcy-reorganization of the present
world system, and the launching and direction of the newwe not issue sufficient currency, and lend it through banking

channels, to ensure the continuation and growth of such physi- one.
The problem to be emphasized, is the following.cal output? In other words, even if money were wiped out by

a hyperinflationary explosion, we can survive quite nicely, if When three powers of the four-power authority occupy-
ing Germany—Thatcher’s Britain, Mitterrand’s France, andthe physical conditions of infrastructure, agriculture, manu-

facturing, and related employment are available. If those con- George Bush’s U.S.A.—acted, during 1989-1992, to impose,
upon both Germany and the world, a caricature of the Romanditions of growth—as measured in physical terms—can be

met, then government can generate and supply the state credit, Empire, as a ruling, Anglo-American imperium upon the
world at large, a situation developed, over the course of theas in the form of issues of lendable governmental currency-

notes, to sustain those physical preconditions of continued recent decade, in which the world had wasted the great
opportunity represented by the events of 1989. The goodeconomic growth.

In light of the nature of the present global division of labor will which might have been mustered, among former “Cold
War” adversaries, the NATO powers, and the developingin the production of these physical conditions of economy, it

should be obvious, that agreements on trade among nations sector generally, has been greatly dissipated over the course
of the recent decade. The most recent folly of the U.S.are an essential feature of any successful recovery effort. It

should also be clear, that regional cooperation has pre-emi- government, in pitting itself against the vital existential inter-
ests of both Japan and continental Europe, for sake of thatnent importance. Then, those facts taken into account, the

crucial added requirement, is cooperation among nations worthless enterprise known as the Al Gore Presidential pre-
candidacy, leaves the world no likely option, but reliancewhich are leading exporters of capital forms of improved

production technology, and sections of the world which are upon developing cooperation among regional blocs as the
means for bankrupting and replacing the existing world mon-naturally the principal medium- to long-term importers of

such technology. etary and financial systems.
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evaluations of the Bank for International Settlements (BIS)
in Basel, Switzerland, will be astonished at the clarity with
which the sources of danger for the world financial system
and economy are called by their real names.

The Worst Case Could HappenBIS Warns of
When the BIS presented its annual report on June 5, its

president, Urban Bäckström, said that there are two thingsStock Market Crash
which worry him: “external imbalances and asset prices.” He
added: “We have witnessed too many crises in the last decadeby Lothar Komp
not to know that market confidence can shift suddenly. A soft
landing is by no means assured. If there were problems on the

On the evening of May 29, something monstrous happened stock markets, the whole pyramid of debt would be endan-
gered.”in the old Elysée Palace in Paris. The top managers of the

largest European, Asian, and American banks were gathered Bäckström pointed in this connection to the fact that
“loans to finance equity purchases have risen sharply in atogether at the French Presidential mansion, with the most

powerful central bankers in the world, to celebrate the anni- few major countries.” He said, “Ensuring that investors are
not sheltered from the consequences of their sometimes mis-versary of the Banque de France. It was, of course, the role of

French President Jacques Chirac to open the ceremonies. But guided investments is important for maintaining prudent
lending standards. Investors should not expect that monetarythere was a problem: Chirac was not there. The assembled

bankers had to bide their time for an hour until the President policy will underwrite any particular valuation of equity
markets. A second and related risk is that high asset pricesfinally arrived.

As it later turned out, there was a prior meeting between might lead to complacency about debt levels. Household
and corporate balance sheets may look healthy when assetChirac and the heads of the Group of Seven central banks,

where there was such a heated argument between Chirac and prices are stable or increasing, but what will they look like
if prices fall?”U.S. Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan, that the tim-

ing of the whole affair was thrown off track. Just as there are “rising levels of household and corporate
indebtedness in the United States and some other industrialChirac had characterized the speculative bubble on the

U.S. stock market, as well as its exploding current account countries,” the “rising levels of external indebtedness in a
number of emerging market economies are based on expecta-deficit, as a danger for the world financial system. Greenspan

responded with a laudatory on the economic and financial tions of continued strong growth in income and production.”
Bäckström warned: “Volatility is intrinsic to financial mar-situation in the United States.

The episode underscores once more, that the Trilateral kets. Recent turmoil in stock markets as well as earlier crises
in emerging markets demonstrate the risks of basing decisionsconsensus among the members of the three large currency

blocs is falling apart. The situation resembles the last hours on one central scenario, rather than allowing too for a range
of possible—including worst case—scenarios.”on the Titanic, as the ship was forging full-speed ahead

toward the iceberg. In Europe and Asia, some of the decision- The annual report that Bäckström presented, devotes a
separate chapter with the economic and financial situation inmakers have recognized that they have to get into some

lifeboat as soon as possible, or steer clear from the site of the United States. The BIS draws an interesting comparison
between the United States today and Japan at the end of thethe impending disaster. U.S. Treasury Secretary Lawrence

Summers and Fed chief Greenspan are desperately trying 1980s, just before the speculative bubble on the stock and
real estate markets there burst, and the entire banking systemto keep everyone on board in a good mood, with heavy

dosages of liquidity or other concoctions until the last party became dependent on government rescue packages. The ob-
jection might be made, the report says, that stock prices roseon the Titanic finally comes to an end, i.e., until either Al

Gore or George W. Bush have been crowned the new Presi- in the United States in the 1990s, but real estate prices did not
rise as dramatically, as they did in Japan. “However, unlikedent of the United States.

But, amid the high spirits on the financial markets, which Japan before, the United States is an external debtor with a
large current account deficit. Thus, the balance of risks re-had been sustained to the end of May—which had everyone

believing that the figures on the performance of the American mains difficult to assess.”
economy guaranteed a “soft landing,” and that a “summer
rally” would soon take hold on the stock markets—the central ‘Without Advanced Warning’?

Prices on all of the stock markets in the world, not only inbank of central banks raised its voice with unmistakable
warnings. the United States, are moving at record high levels relative to

the fundamental parameters of the respectivefirms. The price-Those who are familiar with the traditionally cautious
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earnings ratio on the stock markets today have “exceeded the
levels seen before the stock market break of October 1987.”
The BIS report notes: “The historically high valuations of BIS Alarm Bells: Big Newsmajor stock markets clearly pose risks of a sharp market-wide
correction. The high-technology sector would appear to be in Europe, Blackout in U.S.
particularly vulnerable. Yet the non-technology sector also
displays valuations that are high by historical standards.

This year’s annual report of the Bank for International Settle-While for most of thefirst quarter of 2000 investors alternately
favored one sector over the other, a shift in sentiment that ments was released on June 5, and its 200 pages were made

available in full on the Internet. On the day of release, interna-favored high-technology stocks could well have repercus-
sions for non-technology stocks as well. Such a shift in inves- tional wire services—Associated Press, Bloomberg, Reuters,

and others—duly carried notices and accounts of the content.tor sentiment often requires very little to precipitate it. Large
sell orders can come without warning and cause further selling In Europe, the significant warnings by the BIS of prospects

for a financial crash, were covered prominently and widelyas other investors infer adverse information, whether or not
the initial trades were actually informative. Historically this within 24 hours, followed in succeeding days by commentary

and analysis. In the United States, next to nothing appeared.has often led to a general loss of confidence as prices fell
unexpectedly.” The major U.S. press did not even send their European

financial correspondents to the June 5 BIS press conferenceAnd once the downward trend starts, then, thanks to the
changes in the world financial system in the past decades, in Basel. The wire stories were killed or buried alive. This

degree of coordinated suppression reveals intervention bywe have considerably worse cards than before. As the BIS
emphasizes, not only is a worldwide rise in “rapid credit Wall Street and the White House both. The reasons are cov-

ered in the accompanying articles.expansion” and a “growing willingness on the part of creditors
to take risks” observable, but also the degree of concentration The BIS itself confirmed that its report was blacked out

in the United States. A spokesman for the Bank told EIR thatin the financial markets has increased. That means “not only
that the global economy may have become more exposed to to their knowledge, no news outlets in the United States had

covered the story. Curiously, the BIS spokesman, Margaretmacroeconomic shocks, but also that the dynamic response
of markets to such shocks may be harder to predict than in the Critchlow, noted to EIR, that the international edition of the

Wall Street Journal covered the BIS report in two separatemore regulated past.” More pointedly put, “A combination of
continuing deregulation, heightened competition, technolog- articles, but the Journal did not cover it in its U.S. edition.

Also, the International Herald Tribune, run by the Washing-ical change and increased concern for shareholder value may
have encouraged behavior and cross-sector relationships ton Post and the New York Times, covered the story, but the

Times and the Post blacked it out at home! An attendee at thewhich will prove to have been imprudent only when the next
downturn comes.” And if the leaders of financial institutions BIS press conference told EIR that it was “surprising and

puzzling” not to see the Washington Post reporter at the June 5do not lay greater weight on limiting the risks of their trading
departments, “the relentless pursuit of shareholder value, Basel press conference, given that the reporter had previously

attended such releases.without this crucial adjustment, could prove a very danger-
ous strategy.” Among the very few sightings of coverage in the U.S.

media, was CBS Market Watch, and an item in the June 7
Seattle Times. The Times Business Section, page 1, the thirdNo Solution

The Basel bankers’ sober assessments are a welcome topic in the “Newsletter” column covering world trade and
Pacific news, ran the BIS story. The buried item gave a short,contrast to the manic-euphoric mood spread by most of the

financial media. It is remarkable that the most recent BIS accurate rendering—imagine the impact of it as front-page
news across the United States. Columnist Stephen Dunphywarnings have been mentioned only in the European press,

while so far most of the U.S. media have ignored them wrote, “The Bank for International Settlements in Manila [sic]
has released its annual report on the world economy, and it iscompletely. Yet, the BIS’s analyses and warnings contain

nothing which has not been addressed by Lyndon LaRouche, a sober one.
“The bank, the international organization of centraland covered by media symapthetic to him, in past years.

More importantly, the BIS presents no solution. The BIS banks, warned that a hard landing of the global economy is
possible, given growth rates in the U.S. and Europe, the levelbankers who are gathered for the last party on board the

Titanic, refuse to drink alcohol, and instead speak about the of the dollar, inflation, and the high value of stock markets.
“The bank said the ‘current rate of expansion of domesticapproaching icebergs, but they seem little worried about the

fact that hardly anyone pays attention to them. The inevitable demand in the U.S. is unsustainable and potentially inflation-
ary.’ The biggest policy challenge may be coping with a sud-question is: Where is the captain who can swing the rudder

in the other direction? den reversal in the fortunes of the dollar, the bank said.”
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Eurpopean news-
papers cover the
BIS report which
was almost com-
pletely blacked out
of the U.S. press.

The following are two items typical of the widespread Settlements warned yesterday,” he writes. “Recent volatility
in currencies and equities, and the lack of liquidity in somecoverage in Europe of the BIS report.

The German business daily Handelsblatt, June 6. financial markets, meant the market reaction to such a down-
turn posed a further risk, the BIS said in its annual report.“Dangerous Dynamic on Financial Markets,” was the

headline of the lead commentary, the day after the release of “Emphasizing the uncertainties of the current global situ-
ation, the BIS . . . said the imbalance between rapid growththe BIS report. International correspondent Klaus Engelen

made the point that the BIS warnings of the past were ignored, in the U.S. and slower growth elsewhere would have to be
corrected, and that large movements in exchange rates werebut this time they must be heeded. He wrote that the Interna-

tional Monetary Fund, the World Bank, and the Organization likely to follow,” says the Financial Times, continuing that,
“the BIS compared the U.S. to Japan in the late 1980s, whenfor Economic Cooperation and Development all have a

proven record of never recognizing a large financial crisis in a combination of high-productivity growth, low inflation, and
soaring asset markets ended in a collapse in asset markets andadvance. However, he pointed out, the Basel economists of

the BIS are a different case. They predicted the outbreak of a prolonged recession. Present stock market valuations were
unlikely to be sustainable in the long term, it said.”the financial disasters in Mexico and Asia, pointing to the

instability of “emerging markets” due to underdeveloped Later, the Financial Times reports, the BIS “warned that,
if the inflationary threat in the U.S. remained, the Federalbanking systems and the deregulation and globalization of

financial markets. But “all such earlier warnings from Basel Reserve should keep raising interest rates even if stock mar-
kets slumped—so avoiding any suspicion that it was bailinghad been ignored by euphoric markets.” And still, not much

attention is being given by market participants to the ever out investors who had caught out.” The BIS report is quoted,
saying, “ ‘Were monetary policy to back off at the first signsmore “emphatic warnings of the BIS concerning ever higher

financial asset prices and the unsustainable foreign trade im- of declining equity prices, the risks of moral hazard would
be great.’ ”balances, in particular the U.S. current account deficit which

is running out of control.” Andrew Crockett, BIS general manager, is quoted saying
that the volatility is likely to continue.But the “alarm bells” of the BIS were never ringing as

loudly as today, says Engelen. BIS chief Urban Bäckström is In its Lex column, the Financial Times refers to the BIS
as a kind of Cassandra, and says, it’s no wonder, therefore,urging the public to finally take notice of the fact “that the

world financial system—due to deregulation, globalization, that it should issue a gloomy report. It adds, “But the BIS’s
attempt to stiffen the spine of the U.S. Federal Reserve isand technological revolutions—has become much more sus-

ceptible to new shocks. The dynamic of deregulated markets, striking in its tone: It explicitly urges the Fed not to back away
from the necessary monetary tightening just because equitywhich are directing huge private capital flows over the border

of nations, have become completely incalculable.” Therefore, prices start to weaken.” The Financial Times notes that asset
prices have come down somewhat since the March period, onit’s no longer the question of how big are the chances of a

“soft landing,” but whether governments and central bankers which the BIS based its report, “but it should make those
investors who believe interest rates are nearing the top of the“have any chance to prevent a hard landing.”

Financial Times of London, June 6. cycle think again. If there is one thing central bankers hate as
much as rising inflation, it is the perception that they are bound“Warning of Global Hard Landing” is the title of a front-

page article, by Alan Beattle in Basel. “The global economy to rig up a safety net if the markets look like crashing—but
they will have to inflict considerably more pain before thatfaces the risk of a hard landing with U.S. stock markets and the

dollar dropping sharply in tandem, the Bank for International message gets through.”
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The BIS Issues a Warning, But
It Doesn’t Have the Solution
by John Hoefle

The Bank for International Settlements (BIS), in a report is- were of a soft landing, but rather whether there is any chance
at all to prevent a hard landing.sued on June 5, and in a major international press conference

accompanying the release of the report at its headquarters in The blunt warnings reflect the realization by the BIS that
the current globalfinancial and monetary system is unsustain-Basel, Switzerland the same day, confirmed what Democratic

Presidential candidate Lyndon LaRouche has been warning able, and that major changes are required to keep the system
together. Such warnings, as far as they go, are valid, andabout for years: that a global financial crash is right around

the corner. While that assessment has been given banner head- represent a better understanding of the state of the world than
anything flowing out of official Washington, but they still falllines throughout Europe, the warning has been blacked out of

the U.S. press. far short of reality.
“One point on which virtually everyone would agree is

that the current rate of expansion of domestic demand in the Hard Landing, or Mid-Air Explosion?
The whole debate about “soft landing” versus “hard land-United States is unsustainable and potentially inflationary,”

the BIS stated in its 70th Annual Report. The report goes on ing” is a fraud. The idea behind the soft landing is that the
U.S. economy is growing so fast, that the pace of growth isto say that “it could be argued that the sooner the bubble

deflates, the better.” unsustainable and might trigger inflation. Therefore, to slow
the pace of growth and head off potential inflation, FederalIn remarks at the BIS Annual Meeting the same day, BIS

President Urban Bäckström threw cold water on the assertions Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan has been raising interest
rates. By gently putting the brakes on the economy, to use theby the U.S. President’s Working Group on Financial Markets

(a.k.a. the Plunge Protection Group) that the U.S. economy aircraft metaphor, the Fed hopes to bring the economy down
from its lofty heights to a safe and soft landing. The hard-was headed for a “soft landing.”

“We have witnessed too many crises in the last decade landing crowd likewise assumes that the plane will land, but
perhaps with significant damage. What is absent from thisnot to know that market confidence can shift suddenly,” Bäck-

ström said. “A soft landing is by no means assured.” controlled discussion is a third possibility, that of a mid-air ex-
plosion.He also warned of the rising levels of household and cor-

porate debt in the United States, and the growing dependence In citing “the record U.S. current account deficit,” the BIS
pointed squarely to the fact that the U.S. economy is beingof the United States upon foreign goods and money-flows.

“Household and corporate balance sheets may look healthy subsidized by the rest of the world. The current account bal-
ance (Figure 1), which hit a record $100 billion deficit for thewhen asset prices are stable or increasing, but what will they

look like if prices fall?” he asked. fourth quarter of 1999, represents the extent to which the U.S.
economy is dependent upon foreign goods and investments.To underscore the BIS’s warnings, the German economic

daily Handelsblatt, in a commentary by Klaus Engelen on The deficit reflects both the inadequacy of U.S. goods-produc-
tion to meet the needs of the nation’s population, and theJune 6 entitled “Dangerous Dynamic on Financial Markets,”

noted that while the International Monetary Fund, the World extent to which foreign funds have flooded into the country
to participate in the U.S. market bubble and purchase otherBank, and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and

Development had proven records of not seeingfinancial crises U.S. assets. Were this inflow to be interrupted or reversed, by
a stock market crash or a sharp decline in the value of thein advance, the BIS had warned of instability in the emerging

markets before the Mexican and Asian crises erupted. How- dollar, the “soaring” U.S. economy would be lucky to make
it to the ground in one piece.ever, Engelen said, “all such earlier warnings from Basel had

been ignored by euphoric markets.” Market participants are
still not paying sufficient attention to the “emphatic warnings Controlled Burn

One aspect of the effort to bring the U.S. economy in forof the BIS concerning ever higher financial asset prices and
the unsustainable foreign trade imbalances, in particular the a soft landing, is the attempt to deflate the overblown U.S.

stock market without triggering an investor panic. Make theU.S. current account deficit which is running out of control.”
Engelen said that the issue was not one of how big the chances change gradually enough, and the public will stay in the mar-
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FIGURE 2

Nasdaq Composite Index, 1997-2000

Source:  Nasdaq.
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logically for the sharp drop, to keep “investors” from panick-
ing and fleeing the market. That aspect of the campaign was

FIGURE 1

The United States Is Living Off the Rest of the 
World: Current Account Balance, 1960-99
(billions $) 

Source:  U.S. Department of Commerce.
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successful, as no panic occurred; the market stabilized, at
least in the short-term, at a lower level, without an immedi-
ate collapse.ket even as it declines, a variation of the frog-in-the-pot the-

ory. (It is said—I’ve certainly never tested it—that one can That does not mean, however, that no damage was done.
The sharp drop in tech stocks generated serious losses forput a frog in a pot of water on a stove, and that if one heats

the water slowly enough, the frog will stay in the pot until many investors, those not warned of the central bankers’
plans. Hardest hit were those who had hitched their futures toit boils.)

But a controlled and limited deflation of a bubble is a the Internet, and those playing with borrowed money. Some
$2.2 trillion in value (albeit virtual, rather than real) evapo-tricky operation, one which can easily get out of hand and

trigger the very panic one is trying to prevent. rated between March 10, when the value of all stocks traded
on the Nasdaq peaked at $6.7 trillion, and April 14, when itAn analogy for the danger is the fire set by the U.S. Na-

tional Park Service on May 4 in the Bandelier National Monu- dropped to $4.5 trillion. Many of the investors who got wiped
out were playing with borrowed money, as indicated by thement in New Mexico. The fire, intentionally set as a “con-

trolled burn” to burn brush and dried timber on 1,000 acres in sharp drop in margin debt outstanding, by clients of the bro-
kers which belong to the New York Stock Exchange. Afterorder to reduce the danger of a wildfire, rapidly went com-

pletely out of control, triggering the very wildfire it was de- rising 55% to $279 billion from September 1999 through
March 2000, margin debt fell by $27 billion—nearly 10%—signed to prevent. The result was the immolation of some

48,000 acres, the destruction of more than 200 homes and during April, ending the month at $252 billion (Figure 3).
Most of that reduction was due to investors getting hit withapartment buildings in the nearby town of Los Alamos, and

the destruction of parts of the Los Alamos National Labo- margin calls, and having to sell stock—and their most valu-
able stock at that—in order to pay their debts.ratory.

The 33% drop in the Nasdaq from mid-March to mid- The impact of such market declines goes well beyond the
markets themselves. Many people working in the tech sectorApril, including a 25% drop in just the week of April 10,

shows all the hallmarks of a controlled burn (Figure 2). The have taken stock options in lieu of higher salaries, betting that
the money made from rising stock prices will more than offsetdrop was preceded by an international media propaganda

campaign, beginning in Europe and then spreading to the the lower wages. While this gamble has made many million-
aires in a rising market, it will have the reverse effect in aUnited States, about the unsustainable nature of the “Internet

bubble” and the necessity of a “correction.” One key aspect declining one. Many would-be stock-option millionaires are
under water, the option prices on their stock higher than theof the propaganda campaign was to prepare the public psycho-
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There is an unexpected bright spot in the city’s economy,
according to the Fed study, and that is manufacturing, or
rather the lack thereof. The manufacturing sector accounted
for nearly half of the city’s job losses and more than two-
thirds of the decline in real earnings during the city’s slump in
the early 1970s, and was “a severe drag” on the local economy
during the 1989-92 recession, as well. Today, manufacturing
accounts for just 6% of local earnings, compared to 20%
in 1969. “Because its importance to the city’s economy has
diminished significantly, another decline in the manufactur-
ing sector would likely put far less pressure on the local econ-
omy than was true in previous downturns,” bubbleheads
Bram and Orr concluded, showing that the Fed doesn’t have
a clue when it comes to physical economy.

Reorganization and Manipulation
Coincident with the newly emerging bear market is a reor-

ganization of certain financial warfare operations, particu-
larly the large hedge funds. Julian Robertson’s Tiger Manage-
ment group of hedge funds, which once had $23 billion under
management and controlled many times that through lever-
age, has closed down, said to be a victim of Robertson’s bet
that the Old Economy would prevail over the New. The im-
pression is given that Robertson was an old-style investor who
just didn’t understand the new era, when in fact Robertson

FIGURE 3

Stock Market Margin Debt, 1992-2000
(billions $) 

Source:  New York Stock Exchange.
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was one of the bloodiest speculators on the planet. Stanley
Shopkorn, the man who, as head trader at Salomon Brothers,
is credited with doing much to prevent the Black Mondaycurrent market prices, rendering their options worthless.

Some of these have borrowed heavily against that planned Crash of 1987 from melting down the financial system, and
is now an investment guru with the $10 billion Moore Capitalstock-option money; in California’s Santa Clara County, the

home of Silicon Valley, for example, the median price of a hedge fund group, is taking a sabbatical this summer to cruise
the Mediterranean.single-family home was $577,820 in April, up 45% in one

year; nationally, the median price for a single-family home Then there’s the case of drug-legalizer George Soros and
his Soros Fund Management, at one time worth $22 billion.was $136,700, suggesting hard times ahead for the Silicon

Valley real estate market, as well as for other high-tech centers After the March-April slide of the Nasdaq, Soros announced
he was downsizing his operation into a more conservativesuch as Northern Virginia and Austin, Texas. The commercial

real estate market will also suffer from the shakeout on the style of investing. With the change came the resignations
of his two top fund managers, Stanley Druckenmiller andtech sector, since all the new Internet companies required

lots of office space, the demand sharply increasing rents in Nicholas Roditi, and the departures of chief financial officer
Peter Streinger and chief executive Duncan Hennes.many areas.

The danger is also great in New York City which, accord- Nominally, the reorganization at Soros Fund Manage-
ment comes as a result of sharp losses on the tech stocksing to a study by the New York Fed, is more dependent than

ever upon Wall Street. The July 1999 study by the bank’s in the wake of the April-May Nasdaq slide, but there are
indications that the truth runs deeper. Last autumn, with hisJason Bram and James Orr, shows that the securities sector

generated 19% of the city’s earnings in 1998, nearly double funds down slightly for the year, Soros made a sharp push
into technology stocks, buying enough to end the year upits contribution in 1987 and more than four times higher than

in 1969. The securities sector itself employed 4.5% of the 35%. Between mid-October and mid-March the Nasdaq
Composite Index nearly doubled, rising an unprecedentedcity’s workforce in 1998, and given the U.S. Department of

Commerce’s estimate that each job on Wall Street generates 88%. Some Wall Street observers have attributed a significant
portion of that rise to Soros’s heavy buying.two additional jobs in other sectors, Wall Street is directly or

indirectly responsible for roughly 14% of the total employ- The timing between the controlled burn of the Nasdaq and
the announcement of the reorganization of the Soros funds,ment in New York City.

In fact, according to economist James Parrott, Wall Street suggests the possibility that Soros also played a role in setting
that particular fire.workers accounted for an astonishing 97% of the increase in

the city’s payrolls between 1990 and 1997. The idea of an orchestrated run-up and take-down in this
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FIGURE 4

Monetary Inflation Feeds the Bubble: U.S. 
Money Supply Grows, 1959-99
(trillions $) 

Source:   Federal Reserve.
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highly manipulated environment is nothing new. By running

FIGURE 5

Global Cartelization Escalates: The Value of 
Announced Mergers, 1986-99
(trillions $) 
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up the Nasdaq at the end of the year, large profits could be
gained to offset losses—particularly hidden losses—from the
spring and summer turmoil. Once in the new year, the insiders mar-style hyperinflation, where the value of money itself goes

into a free-fall.could sell off into a rising market, taking one last profit fling
while sticking the suckers with the looming losses. Even in- Another aspect of this nascent hyperinflation is the surge

in commodity prices in the recent period, typified by the risevestors in the Soros funds, which were down 22% for the year
as of the end of April, could have covered their losses with in the price of oil. One of the factors in this is the accelerating

level of mergers in the economy (Figure 5). Due to the ex-offsetting bets.
traordinary levels of debt taken on in these mergers, the com-
panies are forced to raise prices in order to show a profit.Hyperinflation

Beginning with the globalfinancial crisis which broke out Thus, the attempt to outpace the collapse via consolidation,
actually brings closer the demise.in Asia in the summer of 1997, and continuing through the

subsequent “Russian,” “Long Term Capital Management,” While the warnings issued by the BIS have some validity,
the solutions it puts forward do not. The BIS does not wish to“Brazilian,” “Tiger,” and other, better-hidden events, the cen-

tral bankers have responded to each crisis with what Soros kill this global financial parasite—which would be tanta-
mount to suicide—but merely to exert tighter control over itshimself called “a wall of money.” Throwing money at prob-

lems is nothing new for the bankers, as the sharp growth in growth, to avoid killing its host. The BIS is, as its report
shows, in favor of the continued deregulation and globaliza-the U.S. money supply since 1992 indicates (Figure 4). But

as the money flows in, the instability grows and the crises tion of financial markets, taking ever more control out of the
hands of nation-states and giving it to the oligarchic forcescome ever faster and larger. That is because the increased

money for the bubble comes by further cannibalizing the which control the financial system and the BIS itself. It is not
the process, but the perceived excess, which the BIS deplores.physical economy, heaping ever more financial claims on an

economy whose ability to pay those claims is shrinking. Thus, the BIS, like the speculators it is trying to curb, is
doomed by its inability to break free of its own failed axioms.The result is a self-accelerating, leveraged turbulence

which, according to LaRouche, has reached the point where They are all actors on a stage, not controlling the action, but
being controlled by it, in a tragedy of historic proportion.the monetary aggregates are now growing faster than the fi-

nancial aggregates. In such a period, the money will begin to Only by stepping out of their roles and joining LaRouche, can
they survive.lose value faster than it can plug the holes, leading to a Wei-
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Glazyev’s interview came shortly before Andrei Illario-
nov, just moved from his post as Economic Adviser to the
Russian President to become Presidential Envoy to the G-7
countries, arrived in Washington to present a glowing picture
of an alleged “economic miracle” in Russia. After claiming aTime Is Running Out for
miraculous budget surplus, growing hard currency reserves,
foreign investment of $9 billion already this year, and a prom-the Russian Economy
ised GDP growth rate of 5%, Illarionov called for setting up
a currency board for Russian on the model of Chile. Althoughby Jonathan Tennenbaum
Illarionov’s claims are exceptionally extravagant, and not in
agreement with the more sober statements of Prime Minister

In an interview published in the Russian weekly magazine Mikhail Kasyanov, the story of an alleged “economic mira-
cle” going on in recent months has circulated widely in theSobesednik on May 23, and widely commented upon in the

Russian media, the head of the State Duma’s (lower House press, both inside and outside Russia.
Glazyev, one of the most respected young economists inof Parliament) Economic Policy Committee, Sergei Glazyev,

warned that Russia is headed for a new disaster, unless a Russia, had a very simple rejoinder: “What growth?” he
asked. “We are experiencing an economic shrinkage.” Gla-radical correction is made in the economic policies which

have prevailed since the removal of Yevgeni Primakov’s gov- zyev explained that there had indeed been a certain real
growth in industrial production after the August 1998 collapseernment in May of last year. Otherwise, within a maximum of

a year and a half to two years, the physical basis for rebuilding of the Russian financial system, up to December of last year.
“As is well known, this growth was connected with the sharpRussia’s devastated economy would be gone. “It’s time for

people to understand, that without a mobilization of produc- increase in the competitiveness of domestic goods and im-
port-substitution, caused by the devaluation of the currencytion, without an aggressive and rapid introduction of new

technologies, we will never move off the dead point,” Glazyev by a factor of three,” he said. “The inertia of this growth,
while weakening continuously, continued until December.”said. In the meantime, he warned, Russia is about to repeat the

disastrous pattern of 1994-98, when an inflow of speculative After a slight spurt connected with the fact, that the population
temporarily had more money to spend, the crucial indicatorscapital created the GKO (government bonds) bubble, which

burst in the Summer of 1998, wiping out countless businesses turned negative. “We are experiencing contraction, not
growth, and it is impossible to make a medium-term predic-and banks. “The crisis we are on the threshold of now, will

be much worse than in August 1998,” he declared. “It will be tion under present conditions,” Glazyev said. The problem,
he stated, is that the government after the fall of Primakov,connected with the total wearing out of all plant and

equipment.” has stopped intervening into the economy. “Judging from the

Professor Muranivsky, who is president of the Schiller
LaRouche’s Ideas Taken Up Institute for Science and Culture (Moscow), devoted his

report chiefly to the questions discussed at the interna-at Russian Academy Seminar
tional conference of the Schiller Institute, held on May
26-28 in Bad Schwalbach, Germany (see Feature in this

“Globalization and Its Consequences,” was the title of a issue). There was especially great interest in the evalua-
90-minute lecture, delivered on June 5 by Prof. Taras tions of the current economic, financial, and political
Muranivsky at the longest-standing regular seminar at situations, given in Lyndon LaRouche’s report, “On the
the Russian Academy of Sciences (RAS), the RAS Insti- Subject of Strategic Method.” Professor Muranivsky de-
tute of Physics (FIAN) methodological seminar con- veloped, in particular, LaRouche’s methods of forecast-
ducted by Prof. L.A. Shelepin. This session was held ing, the seven structural changes in the form of the modern
jointly with the seminar on economic modelling, estab- nation-state, identified by LaRouche, the necessity of a
lished by Professors G.G. Pirogov and D.S. Chernavsky. New Bretton Woods system, and questions of culture and
Approximately 100 specialists took part, including repre- of physical economy. Fifteen of the participants in the
sentatives from the RAS Institute of Economics, the RAS seminar took part in the discussion of Muranivsky’s re-
Institute for Management Problems, the RAS Institute of port, the majority of whom focussed on the need to use
General Physics, the Lomonosov Moscow State Univer- LaRouche’s ideas for solving Russia’s economic prob-
sity, and other institutions. lems.
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first months of 2000, the present government does not differ
in any way from that of [former Prime Minister Viktor]
Chernomyrdin.”

Europe Is Entering
Why Economic Growth Was Reversed

Glazyev identified three factors behind the recent reversal Post-Maastricht Era
of the post-August 1998 economic growth.

“First, the pressure of the monopolists, especially in by Rainer Apel
the areas of metallurgy, chemical industry, and gas and
oil processing. After May [1999] the structure of prices

The entire construct of the “Maastricht Europe,” named afterdrastically changed, and the prices of construction materials
and chemical raw materials rose to world levels. . . . The the Dutch city of Maastricht where the treaties on the final

phase of the European Monetary Union (EMU) and its singleinflationary increase due to the increase in raw materials
and fuels amounted to 5% per month during the second half currency, the euro, were signed in February 1992, has been

unstable from the start. EIR has said so, over the years, andof 1999. This means that the costs of production of all
products of manufacturing industries have grown by nearly numerous independent economic experts in Europe have said

so as well. But, despite the many early warnings, the final go-one-and-a-half times in the course of half a year.” Glazyev
explained that the Primakov government had kept to a “strict ahead for the euro was signed by the 15 European Union

(EU) members in April 1998, and the EMU currency waspolicy of stopping any increase in the prices of fuel.” Industry
responded with a rapid upswing, which stopped beginning introduced, in the first phase as an accounting unit between

banks, on Jan. 1, 1999. Since then, the euro has lost 25% ofMay 1999, as a result of the increase in prices of raw materi-
als and oil. The government withdrew its financial support its initial value against the dollar, and although most citizens

of the euro zone do not know that the European Central Bankof the producers and went over to supporting the monopo-
lists, as has been usual in recent years. That means the oli- allowed the currency to fall that far in order to prop up the

dollar and Wall Street, they have rapidly joined those citizensgarchs.”
The second cause of the present shrinkage, according to who have opposed the monetary union experiment from the

start. Now, the EU members have been forced to react to thisGlazyev, is a “sharp and significant increase in the cost of
credit.” erosion of popular support for the EMU and the Maastricht

Accords, and France and Germany in particular have initiated“The third reason, why there has been no Russian eco-
nomic miracle, is particularly obvious: The control over the discussions for modifying the EMU structures, in order to

build resistance against the ongoing Anglo-American pres-flow of capital out of the country has weakened considerably.
. . . According to my estimates,” said Glazyev, “last year 40% sure on the euro. The road chosen for that by Paris and Berlin,

is to strengthen coordination among the 11 EMU members,of all investable capital accumulation left the country.”
When asked about Western promises to invest in Russia, and to give it a specific structure, which they call the “Euro-

11 Secretariat.”Glazyev replied that, indeed, the Russian financial market
had once again become atractive to speculators. But, as in This proposal has upset Britain, because it is not a mem-

ber of the EMU, but only an influential member of thethe first half of the 1990s, the speculative money coming
into Russia “will not reach the productive sector, but will conference of the 15 EU finance ministers, the “Ecofin.” It

has been through this institution, and through its membershipcirculate in financial pyramids.” The expectation that Rus-
sian enterprises would become profitable, under a continua- in the European Commission (EC), that Britain’s diplomacy

exerts considerable control over EU affairs. The Franco-Ger-tion of present policies, Glazyev denounced as “a myth. . . .
At current fuel prices, the production of gold is already un- man Euro-11 Secretariat, which would also play the role of

a political watchdog against the European Central Bank, isprofitable.”
Glazyev denounced the recently completed economic challenging the exclusive British game of being able to co-

determine and shape economic and monetary policies for allprogram of German Gref—another adviser to Russian Presi-
dent Vladimir Putin, recently elevated to a ministerial chair— of the EU, while at the same time not being bound by those

policies itself.as “re-chewed neo-liberal doctrine,” and asked why the gov-
ernment was not listening to the Russian Academy of Sci- The British are enraged at the French and Germans, but

they are probably more enraged at themselves, because theyences, which had put forward real solutions for the country’s
economic problems. “Above all, we need an elastic monetary all knew that something might emerge around France’s half-

year EU presidency, which begins in July, but the Tony Blairpolicy, oriented to the requirements of production. The chan-
neling of financial flows into the productive sphere and the government did not take it seriously. So, when the French

and German finance ministers sat down at the end of May torefinancing of enterprises.” Otherwise, Russia’s decline into
the status of just a raw materials exporter will soon become ir- discuss giving the Euro-11 more weight against the European

Central Bank, London was taken by surprise. Apparently, thereversible.
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Blair government was so over-confident about its leverage support of the other nine finance ministers of the euro zone
behind their project, the Daily Telgraph wrote the day after:over EU affairs, that it never expected the French and Ger-

mans to, as British media commentators put it, “leave Britain “Britain suffered a major setback in its efforts to stop the
formation of a European economic government, yesterday,in the dark.”
when all 11 members of the euro-bloc agreed to develop a
joint body to prop up the single currency. The 11 EU statesProdi: EMU Membership ‘Revocable’

There were warning signs long before that, however, that unanimously backed Franco-German proposals to give their
informal Euro-11 committee—from which Britain is ex-should have sounded the alarm in London. Already on May

8, French Finance Minister Laurent Fabius spoke of the need cluded—a powerful new role as political counterweight to
the European Central Bank. . . . The idea was outlined lastto enhance the Euro-11, and to act against the euro specula-

tors—at the expense of the Ecofin, which Britain is a member week by the French and German finance ministers, Laurent
Fabius and Hans Eichel, in a surprise initiative that caughtof. And at the end of May, EC President Romano Prodi, to

the surprise of the interviewer from the British journal the London off-guard. The British government has fought against
the proposals, fearing that it would reduce Britain to a mar-Spectator, touched upon another European policy taboo,

when he said that membership in the EMU was revocable. ginal part-time player on EU economic policy.”
The article addressed the fact that “Paris is sounding outProdi’s remarks were an overture from the British, telling

them that they could have a full-status EMU membership other euro-bloc capitals to see whether there is support for a
revision of the Maastricht Treaty, to give new authority towithout giving up their right to quit the Union some day, under

“exceptional circumstances.” Prodi said that each EMU mem- the Euro-11 so that it could operate as a fully constituted
economic government.”ber had the right to quit and reintroduce its national currency.

Not least because of London’s traditional control of the “Any such treaty change, which Britain could veto,
would make it much harder for Britain to continue beingneo-liberal media of continental Europe, the prevailing policy

line on the EMU had been, since 1992, that the Maastricht half-in and half-out of the EU project,” the Telegraph stated.
Naturally, Britain would insist on the Euro-15, the institutionAccords were “irrevocable.” The explosive implications of

Prodi’s remarks were promptly recognized by the British Sun- of the 15 EU finance ministers, as the main policymaking
body, because it would always create “an opportunity forday Telegraph, which commented in its May 28 “Economic

Agenda” column: “Prodi’s faux pas has a wider resonance Britain’s team to fend off threatening initiatives,” the arti-
cle said.than just in Britain. . . . For if Britain were free to leave, the

same freedom would surely apply to all others—Germany Naturally, Britain could use its veto—but what would be
the implications? If Britain insisted on the E-15, vetoing aand Ireland spring quickly to mind. But a walkout by any

country would trigger a spectacular crisis and almost certainly revision of the Maastricht Treaty, while the French and Ger-
mans kept pushing for the E-11, an untenable situation wouldkill the entire experiment.”

Apparently, Prodi’s remarks reflected a debate in the EC, develop, with the Maastricht Accords remaining formally in
place, but being increasingly gutted by the Franco-Germanover alternatives to the Maastricht EMU construct. Also ap-

parently, he had leaked something to the British, which the drive. The situation would become untenable for Britain as
well.French and Germans did not want to be made public at that

particular moment. On May 30, EU members, meeting behind If Paris and Berlin were well advised, they would go
for a full break with the Maastricht straitjacket at the earliestclosed doors at the Brussels headquarters, pressured Prodi,

who had his spokesman reassure the EU that Prodi had been date possible. Paris and Berlin, joined by the other continen-
tal European members of the euro zone, could claim “excep-misquoted by the Spectator, and so on. But, French and Ger-

man finance ministers were already in discussions about the tional circumstances” and quit the EMU—which would
promptly collapse. For a transition period, the EuropeanEuro-11 Secretariat project, and when that was leaked to the

media on June 1, alarm bells were sounded in the British Monetary System, which existed up until the start of the
euro experiment in January 1999, could be restored, withpress, coupled with attacks on the Blair government. On June

3, the Independent attacked Prime Minister Blair, saying, all its structures of coordination and consultation among the
EU governments. If a clear line were then drawn against“The tragedy of Mr. Blair is that he has not moved Britain

more quickly towards the heart of the debate that will culmi- currency speculation, for example, using capital controls and
a mutual agreement on fixed currency exchange rates, thenate in the French [EU] presidency. If, as a result, Britain

misses the chance to influence the outcome in the direction of EMS could serve as one of the pillars of a New Bretton
Woods System, and help restore stability and calculabilityfree markets, transparency, and liberal social values, he will

not easily be forgiven.” to the financial markets. The door to such an overhaul of
monetary policies has been opened by the Franco-German
initiative, but the governments of France and Germany mustBritish Handed a Set-Back

When, on June 5, at the Luxembourg meeting of the 15 now take the next logical step, and leave the failed Maastricht
experiment behind.EU finance ministers, the French and Gremans rallied the
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zation of facilities in other countries, previously carried out
with the participation of AES. The data cited below come
from AES Corp.’s official reports and press releases, made
available to the public in open documents.Armenian Infrastructure
The Experience of AES CorporationFire-Sale Is Blocked

The company now attempting to enter the Armenian elec-
tric power market, is one of the biggest such firms, the ownerby Vigen Hagobian
of over 44 gigawatts of generating capacity, worldwide. It has
gained control, including through privatization, of 940,000

Editor’s note: On April 25, the Armenian Parliament voted kilometers of power transmission lines. AES supplies 11,000
gigawatt/hours of electricity to its 15 million-some custom-to suspend the tender for the privatization of four electric

power companies, which would come under the control of ers. Active in power production, distribution, and retail, AES
has become a major owner in the United States, Argentina,foreign investors. The World Bank continues to demand the

privatization, as a precondition for disbursement of a pre- Australia, Bangladesh, Brazil, Canada, China, El Salvador,
Georgia, Hungary, Mexico, Pakistan, Panama, and Greatviously negotiated $45 million Structural Adjustment Credit

to cover half of Armenia’s 2000 budget deficit. The following Britain. Its home office is in Arlington, Virginia. Its scope
and ramified structure is shown in the names of its regionalreport on the arguments around the planned privatization, is

adapted from a recent article in the Armenian newspaper subdivisions: AES Americas, AES Americas South, AES Pa-
cific, AES Central US Group, AES Orient, and so forth. ForIravunk, titled “Shall We Learn From the Mistakes of Oth-

ers?” Iravunk is published by the Union for Constitutional operations in the post-Soviet energy market, AES Silk Road
was formed, and it now intends to become the owner of atRights, whose members in Parliament were among the lead-

ers of opposition to privatizing the electricity grid. least one of the two pairs of electricity systems of Armenia.
After the collapse of the U.S.S.R., AES made its move

The recent discussions within various Armenian institutions, into the former Soviet Republics. In 1993-94, the company
began to focus on one of the biggest power systems in theparticularly the Parliament, on the privatization of four na-

tional power distribution systems, were not only scandalous region, namely, Kazakstan’s. The process of privatization
was preceded by propaganda from the international creditorbut also very natural. The matter arose as a question of eco-

nomic policy, but it subsumes social and political problems, organizations. In 1995, the results of the international finan-
cial organizations’ offers (or, rather, conditionalities), wereas well as even geopolitical nuances.

The geopolitical element is introduced by the identity of the following: In Kazakstan, AES privatized some of the big-
gest systems in Central Asia—the Ust-Kamenogorsk Ther-the two main competitors for this takeover. They are AES Silk

Road, a branch of AES Corp. (U.S.A.), and Itera, a Russian- mal Power Station, with a capacity of 4 GW; the Ust-Kame-
nogorsk Hydroelectric Power Station, 332 MW; the ShulbimAmerican subsidiary of the Russian natural gas giant, Gaz-

prom, which has recently formed a consortium with the com- Hydroelectric Power Station, 702 MW; the Leninogorsk
Thermal Power Station, 50 MW; the Sogrinsky Thermalpany Rosatomenergo. The arguments of each side were pre-

sented some time ago: The American side threatened to Power Station, 50 MW; the Semipalatinsk Thermal Power
Station; the Ust-Kamenogorsk power distribution system;postpone credits from the World Bank, while the Russian side

made a point, from time to time, about Armenia’s huge debts and others.
Naturally, privatization was going to solve all problemsto Itera, threatening to stop supplying natural gas to Armenia.

Recent pronouncements by Minister of Energy David Za- of supply and, naturally, there were great hopes connected
with the investment projects and obligations assumed bydoyan, however, to the effect that Itera would soon be out of

the game, indicated that the higher-ups were prepared to de- AES, but the Ust-Kamenogorsk Thermal Power Station was
closed immediately after privatization. Since major enter-cide in favor of the American company. At the same time,

sources report that representatives of the two main competi- prises and factories were concentrated in this area of Ka-
zakstan, it is not difficult to imagine the dramatic results oftors are negotiating for a peaceable resolution, a mutually

beneficial solution, which suggests that AES and Itera will such a privatization process. All these plants and factories
were depreciated in value, only then to be privatized by bigtry to divide up spheres of control over the Armenian energy

market. American and European concerns at very low prices. After
these sales, the power plant was cranked up again, at its previ-Before discussing the privatization of the national power

distribution systems, it might be worth it to analyze previously ous capacity.
The question had to be asked: What were the real goals ofprivatized enterprises, which are now considered unsuccess-

ful. (The ruination of ArmenTel and our major cognac plant this American firm in Kazakstan? Was it working only for its
own economic goals?come to mind.) In this case, it is also vital to study the privati-
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The Fortunes of AES in Georgia Georgia, with other countries. In 1999, for example, AES
paid $3 billion for the Drax Thermal Power Station in GreatIn 1996-98, the people of Georgia received electricity

only a few hours per day. During the winter months, power Britain, with a capacity of 3,960 MW. The same year, it ac-
quired the 826 MW San Nicolas Hydroelectric Power Station,was supplied in the capital city, Tbilisi, for only seven to nine

hours each day. People were desperate. near Buenos Aires, for $448 million. In May 1999, another
British power plant cost AES $195 million. Thus, it is clear,The same scenario was played out, as in Kazakstan.

First, the international financial organizations worked to cre- that the value of the Georgian station was understated at sale
approximately by a factor of 60!ate a similar atmosphere around the privatization of the

Tbilisi power system. As the only way out, the idea of Let us turn to another interesting fact, which bears directly
on the future privatization process in Armenia. During theprivatizing the Telasi distribution system was put forward,

and welcomed by the exhausted population. AES Silk Road first stage of privatization in Georgia, AES obtained from the
World Bank and the European Bank for Reconstruction andcame on the scene, as the only available savior for Tbilisi’s

power grid. Seventy-five percent of the utility’s shares were Development about $60 million, of which $11 million was
used for its purchases in Georgia, and the remainder wouldsold for $25.5 million, creating AES Telasi, which enjoyed

major post-privatization concessions, such as low purchase presumably be used to purchase the Armenian distribution
systems. The Armenian government would sell a controllingtariffs, the right to have a monopoly, and others. The new

American owners promised to supply electricity round-the- packet of shares in the four power systems, for $50-60 million.
Evidently the World Bank is interested not just in privatiza-clock very soon, to upgrade the equipment, and to stabilize

the fees. These promises have remained unfulfilled. More tion, as such, but in becoming co-owner of the Armenian
electricity grid.then a year had passed since privatization, but if we compare

this past winter’s energy supply with the previous years, The arguments of the Armenian government and the cred-
itor organizations about privatization as the only way to saveit becomes clear that the situation worsened. International

creditor organizations proposed more structural changes to the system, are more than suspicious. This can be demon-
strated by the examples of Kazakstan and Georgia. But, willease the situation, and then finally began to argue that all

the misfortunes were the result of problems at the power this experience be taken into consideration during the privati-
zation process in Armenia? And why do those responsible forplants, and that it was necessary to begin the second stage

of privatization. this process hide the real picture? It is clear that AES is very
much interested in the privatization of the Armenian powerIn Georgia, just as in Armenia, it was initially declared,

on the eve of privatization, that only the Tbilisi distribution systems. It has proven quite profitable, to privatize any unit
of strategic importance, at a very low price. The Armeniansystem would be privatized, not the power-producing stations

or the high-voltage networks. In 1999, however, in this “sec- nuclear power plant would become dependent on AES. The
company would be poised to get the right to export electricityond stage of privatization,” AES privatized the Tbil Thermal

Power Station (acquiring 80% of its shares), with its two to Turkey, a factor fraught with serious economic and political
consequences, which would also reshape the electricity mar-300 MW units, while the electricity distribution system in

Rustavi and the hydroelectric power stations Khrami 1 and ket of the whole region.
The Armenian government understands all that. But,Khrami 2 were given to AES for 25 years. According to the

Georgian government, these enterprises needed serious in- there is every indication from current processes, that the
danger to Armenian economic interests is real. It has becomevestments, without which the system would be destroyed.

(Members of the Armenian government have repeated the clear, that upper echelons of the government do intend to
hand over a controlling interest in the electricity grid toarguments of their Georgian colleagues, word for word.)

When the deal was done, the American side had to pay only the foreign investors. The hope remains, that the scenarios,
played out in Georgia and Kazakstan, will not be repeated$11 million for its acquisitions around Tbilisi. The president

of AES Silk Road, Garry Levesley, noted, “We are very glad in Armenia. The methods of the creditor organizations are
obviously the same.to have this deal, as Tbil HPS is in excellent shape and is

one of the main stations in the region.” The happiness of the Was it really only by chance, that during the discussions
about privatization, the level of payments for electricity inAmerican representative is clear, because about $100 million

was invested in this power station alone, in recent years, while Armenia was reduced from 80% to 60-61%? Or, was it to
show the inefficiency of a state-run power system? One wouldalmost $40 million was put into Khrami 2 by the Japanese

government. think we had learned nothing, from the lessons of the past. It
will come as no surprise, if a year from now Armenia has theThere was one more element to make Levesley happy.

AES Silk Road has acquired the right to supply electricity same sad picture as in Georgia.
As this article went to press, in late May, it was learnedfrom Georgia to Turkey, which means entry into another big

market. from a member of the privatization committee, that Itera is
out of the running.Compare data on the enterprises privatized by AES in
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Business Briefs

Raw Materials against the British-backed invasion from The two main projects being pushed, are
Uganda and Rwanda. The new venture will a $2.4 billion oil pipeline linking Baku, Az-

erbaijan; Tbilisi, Georgia; and Ceyhan, Tur-be used to help pay for the defense of theGlobal Cartel Unites To
Congo. key; and a Trans-Caspian gas pipeline link-Push Down Supply Costs “If diamonds in general are seen to be ing Turkmenistan, Azerbaijan, Georgia, and
fuelling conflict, it has a terrible impact on Turkey. The United States continues to op-

The Who’s Who of the global raw materials the whole industry,” said James McLuskie, pose any investment in Iran’s oil and gas
cartel have united in an “online procurement manager of international operations for De sector.
joint venture” to purchase more than $300 Beers, which until last year had considered On May 31, the Georgian Parliament
billion worth of supplies cheaply over the In- exploring the Congo property. joined the Azeris, ratifying three accords
ternet, the daily Australian reported on May But a spokesman for Oryx “rejects the which clear the way for construction of the
15. The venture includes Australia’s big notion that Oryx will fuel the civil war [sic], Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan pipeline. Turkey is ex-
three mining companies, Rio Tinto, BHP, insisting that serious mining will provide the pected todo thesameshortly.OnMay29, the
and WMC, as well as Alcan Aluminum, jobs, money, and stability Congo needs.” first meeting of 43 potential investors took
Alcoa, Anglo American, Barrick Gold Meanwhile, DeBeers Consolidated place in Baku, to establish the main export
Group, De Beers Consolidated Mines, Mines Ltd. of South Africa has proposed a pipeline company.
Newmont Mining, Noranda, Phelps Dodge, wholly owned subsidiary to be set up, with However, John Upperton, a spokesman
and South America’s Codelco and CVRD. 100% foreign direct investment of over $30 for Royal Dutch Shell and the consortium
Collectively, they represent 60% of global million, to conduct large-scale diamond of U.S.-based General Electric and Bechtel
miners by market capitalization, and last prospecting and mining operations in India. Corp., toldRadioFreeEurope/RadioLiberty
year spent a collective $340 billion on pro- In another proposal, DeBeers Centenary on May 24, that Turkmenistan has failed to
curement. Mauritius Ltd. has sought to acquire up to respond to his group’s latest offer, and there-

The new virtual marketplace will give 50% equity in the government-owned Hin- fore the group plans to reduce spending and
the companies, with their collective buying dustan Diamond Company Ltd. Backed by staff. According to Platt’s Oilgram, an in-
power, huge cost savings. BHP alone is ex- the South African Department of Mines, dustry newsletter, the group has stopped all
pected to save $850 million per year. “It is DeBeers has also sought to set up DeBeers spending on the project until Turkmenistan
anticipated that the expansive, open, neutral India Exploration Private Ltd. renews its mandate. Unnamed Turkish offi-
platform will transform the procurement cialswere alsoquoted, saying that theproject
practices of the mining and metals industry,” to pipe gas to Turkey with a 2,000 kilometer
a joint statement released by the companies line is “all but dead.”Central Asiainvolved said. “It will bring significant bene-
fits to both suppliers and buyers through

West-Backed Oil, Gasstandardization, transparency, streamlined
Energytransaction processes, and improved inven- Pipelines Advance

tory management.”
Malaysia’s Mahathir

There are various Anglo-American moves
Challenges Oil Multisafoot to speed up development of pipelines

and other “east-west energy corridor” proj-Mining
ects to transport Caspian Sea oil and gas, that Malaysian Prime Minister Dr. Mahathir bin

Mohamad urged oil and gas multinationalwould circumvent Iran as a transshipmentDeBeers Frets over
point, the London Financial Times reports. firms to put people above profits, and chal-

Control of Diamonds However, other reports indicate that there lenged them to develop new energy sources,
are serious snags regarding some of these in a speech to the Asia Oil and Gas Confer-

ence 2000, in the capital, Kuala Lumpur, on“An unusual arrangement” is in the works, projects.
In late May, John Wolf, President Clin-whereby the national governments of Zim- May 29. Oil is “the most powerful political

weapon in the world. Simply by producingbabwe and the Congo are jointly planning to ton’s special adviser on Caspian energy di-
plomacy, was in London. According to theexploit adiamond-mining concessionpoten- more or producing less, political objectives

can be achieved. Preventing an oil-richtially worth $1 billion, instead of leaving the Financial Times, he has insisted that, what-
ever the outcome of the Presidential elec-field to London-run cartels, the May 30 Wall country from producing is equal to laying

siege to a city,” he said.Street Journal reported, with evident alarm. tions in November, Washington is likely to
stand firm on its Caspian energy policy, andA new company, Oryx Diamonds Ltd., Dr. Mahathir reviewed trends in the in-

dustry, which are leading to the emergencewill offer its shares to the public on June 13. that the United States will continue to pro-
mote an east-west energy corridor, linkingOryx is a partnership of Zimbabwe’s mili- of new oligopolies, noting that the “story of

the oil industry is the story of attempts at mo-tary and defense officials with Laurent Kabi- the Caspian to Turkey, rather than sanction-
ing oil exports to Iran.la’s Congo government, which are allied nopolizing the industry,” not improvement
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Briefly

SUB-SAHARAN Africa faces con-
ditions today worse than they were in
the 1960s, the World Bank admits in
a new report. Africa is unique among

in the general welfare. He reviewed the modern airport terminal. In response, the all regions of the world, in failing to
break-up of John D. Rockefeller’s control in WorldBank isdemanding“radical structural achieve any economic progress dur-
the United States, which produced the spin- reforms,” including privatization, ending ing the 1990s. Disease, civil strife,
offs that became the Seven Sisters, which are currency controls, and cutting defense and infrastructure collapse have cre-
now re-consolidating to maintain their spending. ated a hellish situation for all but a
monopoly over exploration, production, re- small number of African nations, the
fining, marketing, and the technology asso- report said.
ciated with all of these phases. The govern- Finance
ments that stand behind the oil multis SOUTH AFRICA and Iran signed
“regard oil as a legitimate weapon of foreign a science and technology partnershipIndia Backs Monetarypolicy. . . . Human rights? Human rights is agreement on May 30, the first of its
for people who have leaders willing to sub- Fund for Asia kind. An Iranian official urged the
mit to the will of the powerful,” he said. two nations to initiate joint projects

Government-backed nationaloil compa- Indian Foreign Minister Jaswant Singh, and exchange scientific and industrial
nies, which predominate in Southeast Asia, speaking on security cooperation between know-how.
cannot compete with these multis; they will India and the Association of Southeast Asian
become irrelevant, and will be supplanted by Nations (ASEAN) in Singapore, said he TOYOTA’S automobile manufac-
these emerging newly consolidated multis, strongly favors an Asian Monetary Fund turing venture with a Chinese firm, to
Mahathir said. (AMF), a concept initiated by Japan during produce low-cost automobiles inside

As for new sources of energy, Dr. Ma- the recent financial crisis in the region, to China for the Chinese market, has
hathir reviewed objections to hydropower, protect their economies from attack by spec- been approved by the Beijing gov-
nuclear, and solar energy, concluding that ulators, the Asian Age reported on June 1. ernment.
the discovery of new oil reserves keeps post- “We must look at it much more closely,”
poning the needed investment in new Jaswant Singh said. MOHAMED AL-FAYED’S Har-
sources; he suggested that perhaps govern- On June 1, International Monetary Fund rods Energy is developing Cambo-
ments should step in. He asked his audience Managing Director Horst Köhler, who was dia’s oil. Al-Fayed visited Cambodia
to “spare a thought for ordinary people to be in India on June 5, said he was open to in March, when he met with Prime
whose needs are really what make your in- the idea of an Asian fund, but that such a Minister Hun Sen and agreed to carry
dustry tick. Without them, oil would be body would need to complement, and not out the exploratory work in western
worthless. When the great hedge-fund trad- compete with, IMF operations. On June 1, in Cambodia, where two basins are ex-
ers manipulate currencies, they see only Bangkok, Thailand, at the start of a week- pected to produce either oil or gas.
figures on the screen, . . . that a 0.1% drop long tour of several Asian-Pacific countries,
in value can kill hundreds of people, starve Köhler said that discussion about capital RUSSIAN agencies reported on
them, is of no interest to these traders.” controlsmust notbe taboo,because theymay June 1 that the number of children in

Russia has declined 15.7% sincepotentially serve as a last resort against spec-
ulative attacks on a national currency. Ap- 1991, and that their health is worsen-

ing. According to Interfax, only 20%parently with a reference to the case of Ma-Myanmar
laysia, where controls have been successful, of all children born in Russia can be

considered healthy, while 10-12% ofKöhler added that capital controls onlyLack of Foreign Investment
work, however, if the respective government primary school children are healthy.

Hasn’t Halted Infrastructure pursues a reasonable management of the na- Since 1991, the incidence of func-
tional economy. tional disorders and chronic illnesses

has increased almost 20%.Although foreign investment in Myanmar Originally, India did not endorse the
AMFconcept.One reason was that Indiawashas nearly dried up, internal infrastructure

projects are booming, according to the Sin- not included in the discussions. However, ROMANIA’S banking crisis, in-
cluding rumors of an imminent de-gapore Straits Times on May 4. some overtures since have been made by

ASEAN nations and Japan toward India,Except for France’s Total and the United fault of Romanian Commerce Bank,
which is slated to be privatized, hasStates’ Unocal,which have refused tobuckle which have been noted in New Delhi.

Jaswant Singh is by far the most powerfulto pressure to pull out of their massive oil put the default of the nation back on
the agenda. Prime Minister Mugusdevelopment and pipeline project, most member of the Vajpayee government. His

interest in the AMF, which is linked to hisother major investors have pulled out. None- Isarescu said in early June that the
panic was created in connection withtheless, the paper reports, “this cash- concept of enhancing security in India’s vi-

cinity, indicates that New Delhi is interestedstrapped government has built 101 major the application for new loans to the
International Monetary Fund.bridges, 104 dams, 43 hospitals, 350 primary in playing a role in the near future on this

issue.schools, and 3,700 miles of road,” and a new,
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EIRFeature

PROCEEDINGS OF THE HISTORIC BAD
SCHWALBACH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE

The World on the Brink of
the Great Financial Crash

The fundamental secret to politics, is culture. It is underlying Mesopotamian oligarchical model, known as the legacy
passed down to the ancient pagan Rome.” It is in this 2,500-axioms, or cultural mind-set, of a nation, as of an individual,

which shapes what decisions will be taken in times of crisis, year span, said LaRouche, “that we are able to discover the
underlying, axiomatic forces at play in shaping the, increas-in the political or economic realm. To meet the requirements

for political leadership today, it is this fundamental cultural ingly, Anglo-American-dominated world history of the re-
cent hundred years.”issue which must be grasped.

Thus, the conference of the International Caucus of Labor Such “underlying axiomatic forces,” were explored in a
second keynote speech, delivered by Helga Zepp-LaRouche,Committees and the Schiller Institute, which took place May

26-28, in Bad Schwalbach, Germany, was one of the most who contrasted the Classical versus the Romantic world-
views, in a devastating critique of the ideology and art ofsignificant gatherings of recent years, as it focussed inten-

sively on precisely this crucial point, and presented ground- Romanticism, as the precursor of twentieth-century fascism
(see EIR, June 9). Examining the axioms of the German Ro-breaking studies on its various facets.

The three-day conference elaborated on the thesis, pre- mantic movement made it possible to understand, how a civi-
lization commits suicide. As Zepp-LaRouche detailed, it wassented by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. in his keynote speech, on

twentieth-century history as a whole (published in EIR, June this Romantic movement of the late-eighteenth to early-nine-
teenth century, deliberately oriented as an attack on the Clas-2). LaRouche pinpointed the “fundamental strategic shift”

which occurred, with the 1901 assassination of U.S. President sical German culture of Friedrich Schiller and others, which
undermined the cultural health of Germany, rendering it vul-McKinley, as the key to understanding the paradigm shift in

culture, characterizing the entire twentieth century. It was a nerable to a Nazi power, which it had underestimated. Similar
brainwashing is occurring today, in the so-called advanced-shift away from the anti-British, patriotic worldview that had

prevailed up to that point, “to a U.S. becoming, for most sector nations, she said, with the widespread culture of pessi-
mism, and the new violence, engulfing a youth populationdecades of the just-concluded century, little more than a dumb

giant with a head of clay, a virtual Golem, a virtual appendage which is mentally manipulated by video games and television.
The solution lies in a return to Classical culture: “Only if theof British-influenced ‘free trade’ and related kinds of pol-

icy-paradigms.” majority of the population very quickly learns how to think
Classically, can catastrophe be avoided,” she concluded.This shift, for U.S. policy and for the world, was consid-

ered within the broader context of a 2,500-year sweep of In the course of the twentieth century, otherwise domi-
nated by the anti-Classical paradigm, there were individualhistory, which, LaRouche showed, has been characterized

by the conflict between “two opposing cultural forces: the political leaders, figures, who succeeded in reversing this
trend, at least temporarily. As LaRouche stated, “It was theClassical tradition of Greece, versus the echoes of the ancient
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election of President Franklin Roosevelt, which brought the unique, historic opportunity, to bring into being, at long last,
a new, just world economic order, worthy of the dignity ofpatriotic currents of the U.S.A. back, temporarily, into posi-

tions of power after three intervening decades.” And, it was the human being. What we are living, is a revolutionary mo-
ment in history, and that means, we require revolutionaries—the destruction of that legacy, which has paved the way for

the forces of the new fascism today. not gun-toting, sloganeering anarchists—but revolutionaries,
who have mastered the subject of strategic method.Thus, a deep understanding of the personality, historical

background and cultural outlook of Franklin Delano Roose- Thus, the purpose and subject of this conference.
The crisis has reached such depths, in terms of wildlyvelt, and his interlocutors on the European continent, is neces-

sary, to appreciate the potential today, for reawakening that gyrating stock market indices, eliminations of entire curren-
cies, and plummeting living standards for populationstradition. In this, the third installment of the “Proceedings of

the Historical Bad Schwalbach International Conference: The throughout the globe—including emphatically the United
States—that more and more people are rallying to the ideasWorld on the Brink of the Great Financial Crash,” EIR pres-

ents the speeches from a panel dedicated to the era of FDR, of Lyndon LaRouche, for a global reform of the world mone-
tary and financial structures. LaRouche’s call for a New Bret-which demonstrate the unity of the Classical principle, in

politics and art. These are preceded by opening remarks to ton Woods system,first issued in 1996, has since materialized
in the form of an Ad Hoc Committee, joined by leading politi-the conference, and speeches by civil rights leader Amelia

Boynton Robinson, who contributed to one of the brightest calfigures worldwide. Initiatives have taken hold in the Italian
Senate, city councils, and in the European Parliament, for themoments of twentieth-century American history. Next week,

we shall publish the fourth and final group of speeches, on New Bretton Woods. In the United States, the initiative has
been introduced and approved in the state legislature of Ala-science, music, and the concept of non-linearity.
bama, and presented in Michigan.

There is no doubt in my mind, that the Ad Hoc Committee
for a New Bretton Woods, will become the institutional vehi-

Muriel Mirak-Weissbach cle for forcing through this urgently needed reform. Lyndon
LaRouche himself will present to us, the deeper strategic im-
plications of the global crisis, which his New Bretton Woods
initiative is designed to address. Later, in our conference, we
will hear about the historical background to this concept, in‘Now Is the Best
the United States, under Franklin Delano Roosevelt, and in
Europe, in the work of Jean Monnet.Time To Be Alive’
A Fight Between Two Worldviews

The battle for the New Bretton Woods, is no academicMrs. Mirak-Weissbach, an Executive Committee member of
the International Caucus of Labor Committees, opened the matter. It is not a matter of proposing a valid idea, and debating

the merits of it. As we have seen, increasingly, since the begin-conference on May 26.
ning of the primary elections in the United States, this is a
fight to the death, between two political factions, worldwide,Good afternoon, members and friends of the Schiller Institute,

distinguished guests, and delegations from 42 countries: two philosophical worldviews, two opposing concepts of
man: between those financial oligarchical interests, commit-I would like to welcome you to this, our annual confer-

ence, “On the Subject of Strategic Method.” ted to preserving their power, in the crash, even at the cost of
the survival of the human race; and those determined to re-This conference takes place in a moment, in which we can

all truly say, “Now is the best time to be alive.” The best of place the old, rotting order, with a morally ordered universe.
Nowhere has this confrontation been more violent, thanall possible times, because, we are witnessing the end of an

epoch, the final collapse of an entire system. As the old order in America, where forces associated with the financial oligar-
chy of Wall Street, have gone to unprecedented measures todies, there is, to be sure, the danger that chaos, conflicts, and

wars may break out. We see the spectre of war stretching suffocate the voice of Lyndon LaRouche, in the vain attempt
to prevent the American population from thrashing out theseacross the African continent day by day, as the predators of

the dying order struggle to seize control over raw materials vitally important ideas. What has been done by the Demo-
cratic National Committee, in an attempt to stop LaRouche’sriches on the continent. The same threatens in Central Asia

and the Caucasus; turmoil is already spreading across the campaign for the Presidential nomination, in the Democratic
Party, is unprecedented in American history. And yet, as theIndian subcontinent and in East Asia. The Middle East teeters

on the brink of explosion. recent 22% victory for LaRouche in the primary election in
President Clinton’s home state of Arkansas, shows, their at-Yet, grave though the danger of chaos may be, still, it is

the demise of the old, decaying order, which offers us the tempt is indeed in vain. It will not work. Those who are trying
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Lyndon H. LaRouche,
Jr. addresses the Bad
Schwalbach conference
“On the Subject of
Strategic Method.”

to fix the elections, have lost control. tion and decadence that America, and the world, has sunk to.
In fact, the economic crisis which has condemned millions ofThe Wall Street faction, behind both George W. Bush in

the Republican Party, and Al Gore in the Democratic Party, human beings to misery, is not an economic crisis; it is a
cultural crisis, the result of a collapse in culture, worldwide,has torn up the U.S. Constitution, and trampled on the Voting

Rights Act—the historic legislation passed in 1965, as the over the past century.
crowning achievement of the American civil rights move-
ment. It is our rare privilege, here today, to welcome Amelia A Conceptual Revolution

Thus, to respond to this breakdown crisis, requires moreBoynton Robinson, who led the fight for the right of every
American citizen to vote, and to have that vote protected. than a new program for world recovery. What is required, is

a fundamental change, a revolution in the way people think.It was Mrs. Boynton Robinson, who for decades organized
African-Americans in the South, one by one, to register to This, Lyndon LaRouche will present to us, in his keynote,

“On the Subject of Strategic Method: the Global Crisis andvote, and who invited Dr. Martin Luther King in 1965, to
travel to Selma, Alabama [where he set up the headquarters Its Strategic Implications,” which will constitute the starting

point for our discussions; after which, we will turn to a crucialof the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, the SCLC,
at her home and office]. Together they organized the march theme, “Cognition versus Information,” or Classical thinking

versus Romanticism, in science and in art, specifically music.on Montgomery, Alabama, on March 21, 1965, which led
to the passage of the Voting Rights Act. Amelia Boynton Some of you may ask, what does Bernhard Riemann, the

nineteenth-century German scientist, have to do with strategicRobinson, having dedicated her life to this cause, is now in
the forefront of the fight to defeat those evil forces, heirs to thinking? What does Johann Sebastian Bach, who died 250

years ago, have to do with strategic method? What kind of athe racists and Confederates, who have torn up the Voting
Rights Act. Mrs. Robinson has just returned from an ex- “revolution” did Riemann and Bach make, such that we can

learn from them, today?tremely successful tour, which took her to Germany’s capital
Berlin, to Warsaw, Poland, and to Rome, Italy—in defense As you will see, Riemann and Bach, among others, were

revolutionaries in the true sense of the word, who changedof the Voting Rights Act and democracy in America.
The fact that such events could occur in the United States the shape of world history. They were thinkers, whose works

also had a profound influence on LaRouche’s own develop-in the twenty-first century, is cause for alarm, not only because
such brutal violations of law, portend the coming of tyranny— ment. In fact, when we explore their works, under the rubric

of cognition versus information, we will be retracing the patha new fascism in the world’s leading superpower—but also
because they betray the level of cultural and moral degenera- that Lyndon LaRouche took back in 1948-52, which led to
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his fundamental breakthrough in economic science. As institution is poetry. At such periods there is an accumulation
of the power of communicating and receiving intense andLaRouche recounts in his autobiography, The Power of Rea-

son, after he had read a book called Cybernetics, by Norbert impassioned conceptions respecting man and nature.”
And, Shelley concluded, “Poets are the unacknowledgedWiener, in 1948, on “information theory,” he recognized it as

utterly wrong, and fraudulent. LaRouche refuted Wiener’s legislators of the world.” I would like to introduce now, one
such legislator, Mrs. Amelia Boynton Robinson, a revolution-ideas, “from the standpoint of the economic effect of the dis-

covery of new physical principles,” and, in so doing, came to ary, and a poetess.
articulate precisely what constitutes the difference between a
computer, and the human mind: What is cognition, creative
thinking? As LaRouche was to demonstrate, it is this unique

Amelia Boynton Robinsoncapacity of the human mind, the capacity for cognition, which
sets man apart from and above the beasts. It is also this capac-
ity, which is ultimately the source of all wealth in society: for,
through the application of man’s creative breakthroughs in
science, new, universal principles are discovered; and new U.S. Civil Rights:
technologies are brought into being, which revolutionize the
economy, leading to negentropic economic development. The Fight Goes On
This, LaRouche has demonstrated, can be measured rigor-
ously, in terms of the relative potential population density of

Mrs. Robinson, the vice-chairman of the Schiller Institute ina given society.
LaRouche recounts in his autobiography, that at the same the United States, is a life-long fighter for civil rights, and

was a close associate of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., whotime he made this breakthrough, refuting the theories of Wie-
ner et al., he was deeply immersed in the music of Beethoven, invited Dr. King to her home in Selma, Alabama for the mobi-

lization for voting rights for African-Americans. In 1990, sheand in poetry, exploring the way in which poetry communi-
cates ideas, through metaphor. Among others, LaRouche was awarded the Martin Luther King, Jr. Foundation Medal

of Freedom for “courage, conviction, and outstanding ser-delved into the writings of the English poet—and revolution-
ary—Percy Bysshe Shelley. In his essay, “A Defence of Po- vices to state and nation during the turbulent decade of the

1960s.”etry,” Shelley developed the concept, that poetry in the broad-
est sense—poetry, music, art, and drama—is the driving force The following are two speeches that she gave to the Schil-

ler Institute-ICLC conference, introducing each of the key-behind every progressive process in history; from the times
of the Greek epic poet Homer, to the epoch of drama in Ath- note speakers, Lyndon LaRouche (May 26) and Helga Zepp-

LaRouche (May 27). The keynote speeches were published inens, as later, with the Italian national poet Dante Alighieri,
and the Italian Renaissance, it was poetry which led the way. the last two issues of EIR. Together, Mrs. Robinson’s two

presentations give an eloquent picture of the battle for civilStimulated by Shelley’s happy insight into the effect of
poetry on the moral improvement of man, LaRouche dedi- rights in the United States—historically, and at the present

time. Subheads and footnotes have been added.cated years to working through the way in which poetry, and
great art, accomplish this. How does the poet communicate
profound ideas? How does the creative process work, in the
poet? How is this process of artistic discovery, in the poet, or Introducing
the composer, coherent with the process of scientific discov-

Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.ery, of the scientist? How is it that “Classical artistic princi-
ples” are “complementary to the discovery of validated uni-
versal physical principles”? LaRouche recognized, through To this great audience of dedicated people, dedicated peo-

ple of many countries, my friends, my extended family, thehis intense work with poetry, music, and Riemann’s physics,
that “the relations between man and nature are conditioned Schiller Institute, and certainly my daughter and my son, who

are my own, and that is Helga and Lyndon LaRouche: Nothingnot only by discoveries of universal physical principles, but
also by the Classical form of artistic principles.” can be any greater than to stand before you on this European

soil, and say, “I am happy to be here.” Happy, because myThese are the profound questions which we choose to deal
with in this conference, and we are fully confident that at mission has been like putting a dent in a very, very hard piece

of steel. Why? Because of the fact that there are problems,this critical juncture in history, your minds are stimulated
to thrashing out great, necessary ideas. As Shelley wrote, great problems, problems that have muddied the water, and

problems that all of us have, and there have been problemsreferring to revolutionary times such as ours, “The most un-
failing herald, companion, and follower of the awakening for many years. No country can say, that “we are free,” and

squeaky clean, because all of us have fallen short in the gloryof a great people to work a beneficial change in opinion or
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of God. And we are all guilty of some discrimination, separa- people who were in the Senate, people who were in Congress,
and for years, they held these political positions, because theytion, and/or segregation. Countries are all guilty. Those who

are not guilty of that, have stood by the wayside, and have had to run for election, and they held them until the oligarchies
and the people who did not like to see African-Americans beseen the destruction of many other countries. They have stood

by the wayside, yet they are not helpless. They have noticed on their same level, decided, “We’re going to stop this.” And
by 1910, they disenfranchised these people.that there are diseases, poverty, unemployment, lack of educa-

tion, lack of proper medical conditions, lack of material for They decided, “We are going to do something about this
voting business,” so they said, “We know what to do. We willthe progress of a country, lack of infrastructure; they have

seen slavery conditions, drugs, or what have you, and they have stuffed ballot boxes.” And I talked with a statistician
who told me, “I’ll tell you how we did it. We had the slot, andhave stood on the sideline and said and done nothing. That is

why God gives us leaders. it was paper ballot at that time, and in the slot, the Negroes
would come and they would vote for whom they wanted,In the United States, God gave us Abraham Lincoln,

Franklin Delano Roosevelt, John and Bob Kennedy, Lyndon because many of their people held positions, locally as well
as nationally, and after they voted, we exchanged the ballots,LaRouche, Lyndon Baines Johnson—and one who is now

with us, as you know. and put what we had put in the other box, which was a stuffed
ballot box. And we just switched the box, and the stuffedThe Voting Rights Act, of course, came about because of

the fact that Martin Luther King gave his life, and presently, ballot box came out with the people who we wanted to be
officials, or to hold positions. Consequently, your peoplethe man whose name I called, Lyndon H. LaRouche, is a man

now that is taking the place of a combination of all of these lost.”
That was before 1910. From that time on, they decidedpeople whose name I called. These men, of course, were

ordained by God to be leaders. They accepted the challenge, that they would not give African-Americans the opportunity
to become registered voters.and they have gone on before us. We are going to accept the

challenge that we have now with Lyndon LaRouche. He is
our world leader, not only of the United States of America, The Voter Registration Drive

In 1930, when I went to Alabama, to work for the Unitednot only of the South, but of the entire world. He will stand
on his ground. One beautiful thing about him: He cannot States Department of Agriculture as a home demonstration

agent, we found these people, many of them living in the samebe bought by any means, and will not stand by and see the
economic destruction of the whole world. house that they’d lived in, from the time they were born, that

their forefathers had lived in, houses that were just like theyYes, we need your help in everything. In the United States
it’s almost like saying, come into Macedonia and help us. We were, when they first brought them from Africa as a slave.

They only knew what went on in that community, or thatneed the economic program that Lyndon LaRouche has. We
need you, because of the fact that we are far from being per- plantation. So, we decided, these people are living in slavery.

The first thing we need to do, is to get them off the place, andfect, and what has happened to the United States Voting
Rights Act has shown that we are far from being perfect. get them a place of their own, and let them realize that they

are not afirst-class citizen, until they cast a vote, for or against,
whomever they would like to. So, this was the job: to teachThe Disenfranchisement of African-Americans

I’d like to give you a few reasons why we are fighting, the people how to read, how to write, how to fill out the
applications, and how to go down to the courthouse, and de-and why we are not being respected as American citizens.

The struggle has gone on for many, many years. The example mand that they become a registered voter. And that is where
they [the white supremacists] got up in arms and said, “Wethat I would like to give you is what happened, and why the

oligarchies and the sinful folk of the United States of America will not allow it.”
The corrupt system lasted for a short while, but we arehave gotten together, in order that they may not be dis-

turbed—you know the corrupt do not like to be disturbed, breaking it down. The destruction of the right to vote, which
we got in 1965, from 1930 to 1965, I fought. I was beaten, Ibecause they are satisfied in feathering their own nests.

During the time of slavery, African-Americans—or Afri- was left for dead on the bridge when we tried to march from
Selma to Montgomery in 1965. But, in spite of that, it gavecans, as they were called in those days—were not permitted

to read, nor to write. It was a sin, it was a crime, and they were me more courage to stand up for what I thought was right.
And the fight, and the struggle that we had, brought forth theseverely punished. When Emancipation was declared, though

they kept them from reading and writing, many of them Voting Rights Act, which was signed by Lyndon Johnson.
So, you see the importance of fighting and not stopping.learned themselves, behind closed doors; they came out, and

they knew that they had the opportunity to run for office. The inception of the Voting Rights Act was one that we
knew freed many people. But the oligarchy, and the corruptConsequently, there were governors, lieutenant governors,

there were people who were in every segment of the political system decided that they were going underground, to fight
this voting bill. “We can not attack it at the top. So we willlife, including mayors, people who were running the country,
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Amelia Boynton Robinson,
heroine of the civil rights
movement. “The Schiller
Institute, Lyn and Helga, are in
the forefront of fighting against
evil,” she told the conference.
“And they can’t fight by
themselves, however; they need
my help, they need your help,
they need the help of everybody
who is a human being, to fight
evil and to foster in people’s
minds and hearts, love and
understanding and care for each
other.”

burn the midnight oil, and we will attack it.” The venom of a going to work together. And because we have it in many
forms: the destruction of the world, the destruction of chil-dead man, George C. Wallace, the former Governor of

Alambama, who was a man that hated people of color—the dren, the destruction of community, the corruption of the evil
programs that we are having now. Pollution, wars, low in-venom that he left when he died, has gone throughout the

country. Like a vein, it has gone out into every segment of comes, the destruction of schools, and the system of drugs, of
unemployment, the lack of transportation in some countries,our historic department that runs the country. Yes, they were

corrupt. Because this man stood in the door of the University health infrastructure, sanitation, and the wheeling and dealing
of the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank.of Alabama, and declared, “Segregation now, segregation

yesterday, and segregation forever!” That was the evil that is These are the things that Lyndon LaRouche is pinpointing.
These are the things that he is trying to deal with, to lift upnow perpetrated throughout the United States. This two-

edged sword, that the corrupt people, the corrupt system is every county and put them on the same keel. That they may
be able to carry on, according to their constitution.using, has been dipped into the venom of George Wallace,

including the hate, and is being used against the Voting Rights Who would not support a leader like that? I introduce to
you, and present to others, the man who has the ability. AnAct, and it’s being used against Lyndon LaRouche. And we

are not going to stand by, and let them succeed by destroying economist, a scientist, a musician, an educator, and more than
all that, a Christian gentleman, who loves people, and willLyndon LaRouche’s program, destroying him, because of the

fact that Lyndon LaRouche is embedded in the will of God. He stand by them, regardless of what you do: Lyndon H.
LaRouche.has love for humanity. He has a charge to feed God’s children.

Maybe you have heard, I’m sure you have, of the passage
in the Bible, where Christ said to Peter, “Peter, do you love

Introducing Helga Zepp-LaRoucheme?” He said, “Yes, Lord, I love you.” “Feed My lambs.” He
said again, “Peter, do you love me?” “Yes, Lord, I love you.”
“Feed My sheep.” That was a charge that Christ gave to Peter. I am very happy to be here with you again, and I hope you

can draw within your mind a picture of what is happening inThat’s the charge that God has given to Lyndon LaRouche.
“Feed My people.” Give them the knowledge, give them the my state, the United States of America. Naturally, I have been

there all of my life and I love America. When she is right, Iunderstanding. Don’t back down, regardless of what comes,
but feed My people the knowledge that they need. And this is fight for her; when she is wrong, I will fight against the wrong

that she is doing.what we are doing. With the cooperation of the dissatisfied,
and with my extended family, the Schiller Institute, friends I am deeply disturbed—however, I am not discouraged at

all, having lived and worked for many years with people ofof the people, friends of the nation, the nation of all creeds,
all colors, all denominations, we will conquer the evil. color—when the real ballot boxes were replaced by stuffed

ballot boxes. This happened during the time that Afro-Ameri-And we are going to conquer the evil, because we are
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cans were working to be able to get political positions, bridge. I will take it to my grave.
Not only that, but many people were arrested and manythroughout the United States of America. One of the ways

that they discouraged African-Americans—with the expecta- of them still wear scars or have broken bones, as I have.
During that time, the people who were haters, the people whotion of taking away their votes—was to have them work on

the road. They had to work three days on the road to pay the were against the Constitution of the United States, decided,
because of the fact that there was now a Voting Rights Act,poll taxes. However, they were still not registered voters.

They also were told, that you will have to know and recite the that they would start working and burning the midnight oil,
to see how they could circumvent the Voting Rights Act.Constitution of the United States, in order to be allowed to

vote. And you will have to have two whites vouch for you,
vouch for your character. Civil Rights Today: The LaRouche Case

When Lyndon LaRouche came into the picture, they said,I escaped all of these, but white supremacy still had a
symbol. When you would go to the polls to vote, they would “Aha! We can have a two-edged sword, and we can cut him

down and cut out the Voting Rights Act.” And that was a mangive you your ballot, but they would have on it a large, beauti-
ful rooster, and the rooster had a piece of ribbon right across by the name of Keeney, who was a lawyer for the national

Democratic Party. We took it to court. And there was Keeney,its chest, and on that ribbon was written “white supremacy.”
So, I had to vote under white supremacy. whose father fought against the civil rights bill, and he said

that the Voting Rights Act is now invalid.1 And of course, weAnd because of that, I felt that it was very important that
we do something about it, do something about these people took it further than that; we took it to the United States Su-

preme Court, which is the highest court in the land, and wewho could not vote, although they were taxpayers. So, in
1940, my husband and I decided that we would go to Washing- were told that the Voting Rights Act is unconstitutional! And

you know, it is hard to think, that we have such discrimination,ton and we would see our Congressman and ask him to take
out of the hopper the Voting Rights Bill. And this is something that the court does not care anything for the masses of people,

the 80% of the people in the United States.that had been happening for many, many years, before we got
the Voting Rights Act. And he said to me: “What can you do Now, we are in another millennium, and we still have to

fight and struggle. In the year 2000, the campaign is now forfor me? If I were to take the bill out of the hopper and put it
on the floor for voting, what could you do for me? You can’t the new millennium, and Al Gore, Bill Bradley, and Lyndon

LaRouche all have been qualified as Democratic candidatesdo anything for me, because of the fact that your people are
not registered voters.” for the Presidency of the United States. This was done at the

beginning of the year.And there was nothing that I could say, because this was
not only true about Alabama, it was true about the entire I was an observer in the elections in three of the states. In

Detroit, Michigan, the primary was ignored, because LyndonSouth and perhaps some people of the North and the Native
Americans, who are known as Indians. None of them had any LaRouche won 12,000 votes, and so they decided, “We are

going to just disregard the primary and we are going to haveright to vote.
When Lyndon B. Johnson signed the Voting Rights Act, what are known as caucuses,” where each district has to go

down and vote again. The Democratic National Committee,the pen that he used had in it the blood of those people who
died, both black and white, in order that we would struggle, they had rules and regulations, and one of them was: Observ-

ers may watch the election.march, demonstrate to get the right to vote. The pen, the paper,
that the Voting Rights Act was signed with, represented the But I went to one of the caucuses, and found that this

was not true. We had international observers—from Austria,bones that were broken, of people who were marching and
demonstrating, and they were attacked by the state troopers, Africa, China, Germany, and, of course, the United States.

But some observers were thrown out and were told, “You canand I might say that I wear one those scars to this day, and
that is when my vocal chords had been seared by the pumping not come in here.” We were told, in the place where I was,
of gas, when we were going across the [Edmund Pettus]

1. Jack Keeney, Jr., attorney for the Democratic National Committee, defen-
dants in a suit filed by LaRouche and some of his supporters, argued in
Federal court on Aug. 16, 1999 that the Voting Rights Act should be thrown
out as unconstitutional, rather than be applied to LaRouche. The lawsuit,filed
in 1996, charged that Donald Fowler, then chairman of the DNC, violated theTo reach us on the Web: Voting Rights Act, when he ordered state Democratic parties to disregard
votes for LaRouche in the 1996 Presidential primaries. The court ruled in
favor of the DNC, and—as Keeney had anticipated—the ruling was upheldwww.larouchepub.com
by the U.S. Supreme Court. Keeney’s father, Chief Deputy Assistant Attor-
ney General Jack Keeney, is a longtime member of the Justice Department’s
“permanent bureaucracy,” who played a major role in the political frame-up
of LaRouche.
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Sheriff Jim Clark moves
in to address African-
Americans attempting to
register to vote in Selma,
Alabama during the
1960s. Amelia Boynton,
with her husband S.W.
Boynton, had led the
fight for voter
registration, and invited
Dr. Martin Luther King
to Selma.

that “we don’t need you.” And some of you might remember a hundred people came in to cast votes.
We tried to go into the place where the votes were cast,[ICLC National Committee member] Sheila Jones—we were

together—and Sheila said, “We are supposed to be able to but they would not let us in. But I understand, that they told
the folk: “If you don’t vote for Al Gore, we are not going tocome in here; according to your own constitution, observers

are supposed to come in here.” And in the course of the con- respect the votes that you do cast.”
We could not go into that section, but when they got readyversation she said, “And I am representing Lyndon

LaRouche.” “There, you’ve done it now! Get out of here!” to count the ballot, we demanded that we go in. And we told
them, “If you don’t let us go in, we are going to sue you.” Sothey said. And that was the way, that they treated American

citizens. they let us go in, and then we told them that we wanted to see
the ballots when they take them out of the box. And I said,And I said: “Why do we have to get out of here?” “Because

you have to pay $10, it takes $10.” And immediately I began “When you take each ballot out of the box, give it to me after
you call the name.” And then I handed it to Sheila, and that isto open my pocketbook and give them the $10. I said, “Well

here is the $10.” They said, “No, I will not take any $10 from the way we found out what happened. We didn’t want them
to take the ballot and put the wrong name on it, or to say thatyou.” I wanted them to take it, so that I could immediately

take it to court, knowing that it was illegal. it belonged to Al Gore, when it didn’t. We asked the question,
“Why was it, that Lyndon LaRouche’s name was not on theAnd in going into the first room, Al Gore’s leaflets were

plastered on the desk, on the chairs, and all around. But they ballot, and yet you have a person there who is out of the race?”
And they said, “But he is not a bona fide Democrat.” “Well,would not permit us to have Lyndon LaRouche’s literature

anywhere. They even tore one of the placards, that one of the he qualified just like everybody else who is running for office,
why wasn’t he on the ballot?” They said, “Well, we don’tfellows had, they tore it off him and they said, “This is for just

Al Gore and Bill Bradley.” Bill Bradley had stepped down know, this came from the national office and we have to do
according to what the national office says.”and decided that he was not going to run any longer, yet

they included his name. And they said, “If anybody votes for The poll was open at 11. And the people came in and
wanted to know, “Why do I have to come back and vote, whenLyndon LaRouche, those votes will be thrown out.” Because

on the ballot they listed only Bill Bradley and Al Gore. But I already voted in the primary?” They didn’t know, they were
disturbed. So, they went in, and, at 1, the polls closed.they also had others. And who were the “others”? And they

were not going to respect the votes of Lyndon LaRouche. Now, that reminded me very much of Selma, Alabama, or
the state of Mississippi, Louisiana, Georgia, South Carolina,They expected to throw them out. There were thousands of

people who were registered voters in that district, yet less than North Carolina, Virginia. But in the state of Alabama, in the
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city and county of Dallas, Selma, Alabama, we found that name was not on the ballot. I realized that they fear that Lyn
could come in and disturb their corruption and their way ofthere was only one place that you could go to vote, and that

was at the county courthouse. And when you get to the county life.
In Virginia, we had the same thing. They permitted us tocourthouse, youfind one man, who is a registrar. The registra-

tion office was open on the second and forth Tuesdays of each come in, but only because we put up a fight. And after we
demanded that we get a chance to go into the voting place,month. And the registrar would come in around 10 in the

morning and would stay until about 12. He would go to lunch they said, “All right, you can go.” And then, later on, it was
discussed, that they would not count Lyndon LaRouche’sand come back about 2, and the office was closed at 4. And

he would not take anybody in. In eight years, only five people votes and might give them away.
And then, this month, the Arkansas Democratic Partywere registered, and they did not intend for particularly Afri-

can-Americans to vote in large numbers. decided, “We are going to take all of the votes that were
cast for LaRouche, 22%, and give them to Al Gore,” andThis is because of the fact that when African-Americans

were freed, who had not been permitted to read or write, they at least ten delegates that Lyn received, “we will give those
also to Gore.”were able to have positions in all political fields. And they

[the white supremacists] were afraid. So, illegally, they de- Now this is downright ridiculous. And the National Dem-
ocratic Committee just feels it is all right. So, they say, “Wecided that they would not even allow the African-Americans

to register to vote. The objective of this was states rights; and will destroy the entire national Democratic Party rather than
see one man be given justice.”today they are trying to go back to states rights. And states

rights simply means, that the state can do whatever it wants It reminds me of what happened in Selma, Alabama.
When Martin Luther King came to Selma, he decided heto do. And I worked under state rights, except when the right

to vote bill and the civil rights bill were passed. And that was wanted to rest. And there was a beautiful hotel, that was built
almost 200 years before. This hotel was built in the Grecianno different from slavery, because of the fact that if a man felt

he hated a man of color, he could kill him, and he would go style, in the form of the letter A, the Greek letter A. Everybody
was proud of the hotel, and when people came there fromout to the courthouse and say, “I killed John, because he

looked like he wanted to kill me.” “Okay there will be no trial, different places, they would take them and show them this
beautiful hotel. When Dr. King went there to register for athat is justifiable homicide.” And this is what they want to

return to. room, naturally they would not accept him, and two weeks
afterwards, the entire hotel was torn down, because one black
man wanted to go into the hotel. One man wants to be re-Shame on America!

They want to return to a situation in which they can take spected according to the Constitution of the United States,
and they are going to destroy the national Democratic Party.people’s property away from them, which they did in large

numbers. In 1910, African-Americans owned 16 million Shame on America!
The Democratic National Committee would rather showacres of land in the United States; today they own less than 5

million. Their property was taken away from them, and I have how much strength they have and how much ability they have
to destroy. But the world is disturbed, because it has lookedseen vast areas where African-Americans once had not only

their property, but also they had businesses, they had farms, to America to guide them in the democratic way, and I am
wondering whether the rest of the world isn’t right.and these were taken away from them, and they could do

nothing about it. Because, when they went to the court or to
the attorney, they would not take the case, so therefore the A Movement for Justice

I find that so many Americans are disturbed now, becauseperson lost what he had. Intimidation was exhibited—that is
the shame. However, they did not know how to feel shame, of what has happened. And they are beginning to look for-

ward to becoming associated with the Schiller Institute. Theynot at all. They were not embarrassed—but I am embarrassed
for America. I am embarrassed, because people look to realize, that this is an organization that is fighting for justice

and for liberty. The Schiller Institute, Lyn and Helga, areAmerica as being the land of the free, the home of the free;
but it is not free. And our system, our voting system of free in the forefront of fighting against evil. And they can’t fight

by themselves, however; they need my help, they need yourelections, and including the Justice Department and the entire
democratic system, is something that makes me hang my head help, they need the help of everybody who is a human being,

to fight evil and to foster in people’s minds and hearts, lovein shame, because if they are not ashamed, I am.
Some of the international observers who attended the and understanding and care for each other. This, of course,

is what went on, and I have been pleased to know, that Ielections in Michigan and other states, said, “Shame on you,
America!” They said that that were stunned, shocked, and can give myself. Because the only way I can serve, is by

serving man. And I realized that no man is an island, thatadmitted that the election was a mockery of free and secret
elections. Rather than having Lyn’s name on the ballot, which each man is my brother, and I will struggle and fight to see

that justice is done, whether we are in Europe, in Africa, inI observed in Texas, in Virginia, as well as in Michigan, Lyn’s
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America, or what not. So, I left home on May 26 to give stunned, and who were even ashamed of what we were tell-
ing them.of myself, in any way I possibly could. And I have been

able to tour Europe, a great portion of Europe, and hopefully But do you know what? Of all of the women that I admire,
we have one of the greatest ones right here with us. She is asome day I will be able to tour Africa.
woman who has given herself, from the time that she was in
college; a woman who not only gives herself, but gives allMrs. Robinson summarizes the results of her many meet-

ings in France, Poland, and Italy, in which she discussed that she has: her mind, her personal gifts, anything that she
can possibly do. And I think of what a wonderful job God did,the disenfranchisement of LaRouche’s voters. She met with

journalists, parliamentarians, and government officials, as when he gave men, women.
God made women. God did not take a bone from the headwell as with officials of the Organization for Security and

Cooperation in Europe (OSCE). LaRouche’s Committee for of a man, and he did not take it from the foot of a man; he
took a rib from the side of Adam, and made Eve, because hea New Bretton Woods has filed a complaint before the OSCE,

on the violation of civil rights in the U.S. elections.—ed. wanted a woman to walk side by side with her mate, her
husband. And there is no better way that you will see an
example of what can be accomplished, than when you look atSo, on and on, we have people who decided to work with

us, because they had looked up to America as being a model Lyn and Helga. Helga is a model, she is a fighter for freedom,
she burns the midnight oil, planning and programming withfor them. They did not know what was happening on the

inside. And we want you to realize that we are trying our best her husband what is the next best step, that we should take.
She is very caring, and she is sharing. She is like a beaconto keep the phenomenon that is being spread in the United

States from spreading to other countries—like Pokémon, like light that shines in the dark, and guides people to a better
shore. And I think that we are lucky, because we have withdrugs, like rock music, such things that come from America.

We don’t like it, because we don’t want to see any other us one who is concerned and who loves. She loves everybody,
whether it is a child or whether it is an 80-year-old man. Sheportions of the world polluted by what we are doing in our

country. What I am so glad to know in contacting these people, is our own. And more than just being our own, she is my own,
because she is my daughter: Helga Zepp-LaRouche.is that there were many women who were apalled, who were
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Kohl in Germany; we had a former Finance Minister, La-
Michael Liebig fontaine, suddenly disappearing; we had a French Finance

Minister, Strauss-Kahn, disappearing; then, we had a head of
the Banque de France, who suddenly becomes the subject of
criminal investigation, at the very moment that the euro is
collapsing. Within a few days of the Chiang Mai Initiative in
Asia, the Japanese Finance Minister becomes the subject of aThe Terminal Phase of
corruption investigation, and the South Korean Prime Minis-
ter has to resign for the very same reasons. So, that illustratesthe Financial Crisis
the condition of hyper-tension, and hyper-fragility. If you
simply look at what happened last week, in terms of volatility

Mr. Liebig is an Executive Committee member of the Interna- on international financial markets on any given day, once
again, there is no precedence in known financial history fortional Caucus of Labor Committees. He introduced the final

conference panel, on May 28, on Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jean such intra-day market volatility. Which is yet another charac-
teristic of this terminal cannibalistic phase of the global fi-Monnet, and the precursors of LaRouche’s New Bretton

Woods reconstruction program. nancial system.
And lastly, and that was the central theme that Lyndon

We are now, in this concluding panel, addressing in a direct LaRouche went through, there is the fundamental inflation/
deflation paradox which characterizes the current terminalway, the very same themes that Lyndon LaRouche addressed

in the opening panel: the global financial crisis and the way phase of the world financial system. In simple words, the very
means by which time has been bought, since 1990-95, to keepout of it, toward a New Bretton Woods. And when you leave

here tonight, and go back home, then you are going to face that system, that bloated system, going, the very means—
systematic central bank liquidity pumping—has become thea reality which may have started in Tokyo already, a reality

of a world financial crisis, which LaRouche characterized detonator for blowing it apart. That’s the great paradox of the
past five years of global financial history. The time that wasas being in its terminal, cannibalistic phase. This description,

“cannibalistic,” is more than a metaphor. In order keep the bought since 1995, has led to an increase of the bubble. Just
keep in mind that U.S. Federal Reserve Chairman Alanbubble, the bubble of financial aggregates, in respect to real

economic substance, the Third World was plundered to keep Greenspan, in 1996, talked about “irrational exuberance,”
four years ago, and compare the condition of the world finan-this bubble going, then the ex-communist countries were

plundered to support this bubble, and we have now cial system then, in 1996—in the early phase of this liquidity-
pumping, time-buying, crisis-management policy—with thereached—and that was cannibalism as well—a condition, in

recent months, where the traditional pragmatic arrangements condition it is in right now.
among the G-7 monetery financial blocs are no longer func-
tioning. The New Bretton Woods Alternative

But what is important, is that enormous progress has beenThe financial bubble in the United States, as the center of
the global financial bubble, can only continue, or the illusory made in putting together the alternative. And this is no exag-

geration; this is a very sober assessment of what, centered onhope to continue it for a while, can only exist, on the basis
that in Europe and in Asia, in Japan, in particular, economic the activities of this organization and LaRouche personally,

has been happening in the last years.and financial monetary substance is being destroyed and ex-
tracted into this U.S. bubble, in a way which has no prece- Again, let’s take the period since June 1990-94, which is

the first time that LaRouche publicly characterized the condi-dence in postwar financial history.
The fact is a very simple one. It’s $1-2 billion which tion of the global financial system as such: that pragmatic

crisis-management could not function, that only a radicalevery day has to flow out of Europe, and out of Asia, Japan
primarily, into the U.S. bubble, to prevent it from immediately structural reorganization of that system was possible any

longer.bursting apart. We have been seeing the utilization of every
instrument of political, financial, and intelligence warfare in So, look at the various initiatives since, in particular

early 1997, when we had the first call upon Bill Clinton fororder to facilitate the continuous flow of $1-2 billion per day.
We have seen leading political andfinancial monetaryfigures, convening a New Bretton Woods conference. Today, we

don’t appeal to Bill Clinton any longer for convening suchboth in Europe and in Asia, being scandalized, destabilized,
goverments being destabilized, in this frantic, hysterical ef- a conference. If he does, fine, but I would say that the man

has had his chance, and our approach was right. As Lynfort to keep the bubble going until the U.S. Democratic na-
tional convention, or the illusory hope to keep it going until reported, Clinton managed to get himself pretty close in the

direction we indicated, in the late summer-early autumn ofthe Presidential elections—and the names are all very familiar
to you. 1998, when he and Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin did

say some rather remarkable things, in terms of characterizingWe had a scandal around [former Chancellor] Helmut
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the situation as a world financial crisis and going for calling able to get in 1995, when Barings collapsed; in October 1997,
at the high point of the so-called Asia crisis; in October 1998,for a new global financial architecture. But this stand very

soon collapsed. with the Russian default combined with the LTCM near-melt-
down of the global system; or the events of the past weeks inWe have since had a number of initiatives on the New

Bretton Woods, with a lot of remarkable echo around the particular, and what they promise for this summer and
autumn.globe: in Latin America, the endorsement by former Mexican

President José López Portillo, in China, in Russia, in various So, in dealing with Franklin Delano Roosevelt this after-
noon, and also with Jean Monnet, who may not be so generallyThird World countries. And our latest initiative, in terms of

the Ad Hoc Committee for a New Bretton Woods, speaking known, this should not be a matter of academic review of
economic political historiography, but these presentationsvery soberly, this is moving ahead. I’m actually honored, that

one of the first signators from western Europe, is here this should help us by establishing an historic reference to the
period in 1933, and the period of the devastation of Worldafternoon among us, Dr. Bernard Zamaron, from the Robert

Schuman Center, who signed it before others in western Eu- War II, and the reconstruction after World War II—a refer-
ence point for us to be able to refer to, to give us intellectualrope dared to do so.

In the past days, we have had a number of important per- self-confidence in dealing with the big test to come in the
months ahead of us.sonalities who have also backed this initiative. And I think that

it’s a sign of the time, in the sense that people are beginning, in With this, I want to introduce our two presentations, first
by Hartmut Cramer, describing the development of Roose-a way I have not seen, not just to realize, but to articulate

themselves, mostly privately, still, that indeed, a New Bretton velt, the process of self-transformation, and his dealing with
the situation in the first quarter of 1933; and second, byWoods is the alternative. And you can also see it, not necessar-

ily so visibly, in the enormous counterpressure that is being Jacques Cheminade, who will go through the broad global
strategic approach that characterized his approach to thedeveloped against that initiative.

In my personal experience, this reminds me in a way of world economy and the worldfinancial system—and let’s not
forget that the first Bretton Woods was one result of this—the situation in 1982 and 1983 on the question of the Strategic

Defense Initiative, or in 1989 to 1991 on the question of what and then he will emphasize the work of Monnet in the postwar
reconstruction of Europe.economic policy would be adopted in respect to the former

Communist countries.
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The Coming Test
So, that all means that we need to get mentally, intellectu-

ally prepared in the next couple of months for a test, a test for
each and every one in this room. And this panel is designed
to contribute, in helping to develop among each of you, an
attitude based on a political and intellectual self-confidence in
dealing with what at first might appear as some catastrophic,
really historical shakeup, where from one day to the next, or
one week to the next, or one month to the next, you have
really dramatic eruptions and changes and disruptions, which
probably will shake everyone in this room, in his or her bones.
It will require this quality, this intellectual, mental quality of
character, in being able to deal with the qualitatively new
situation, where the so-called experts of today are going to
run around like headless chickens—which was a lyrical ex-
pression of the Neue Zürcher Zeitung, at the height of the
Long Term Capital Management (LTCM) crisis two years
ago, but I still find it appropriate.

So, this is what we have to be prepared for: things like the
financial crisis in Germany during the summer of 1931, this
sequence of one trauma, one catastrophe after the next, begin-
ning with the collapse of the Vienna Kreditanstalt, and the
Darmstadt Nationalbank, and then the de facto insolvency
and massive capital flight; or the situation which Hartmut
Cramer will go through in his speech, in the first quarter of
1933 in the United States, just before and after the inaugura-
tion of President Roosevelt; or a taste of which we all were
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Hartmut Cramer

FDR’s ‘New Deal’: An Example
of American System Economics
The following speech was delivered to the conference of the of the Depression—LaRouche’s present policies, as sort of

“thorough-bass line.” This exercise in “political counter-Schiller Institute and International Caucus of Labor Commit-
tees in Bad Schwalbach, Germany on May 28. Subheads and point” will help you to understand more about FDR and his

fight—and its significance for us today—than I could expressfootnotes have been added.
in words.

In the first four decades of his life, everything went “nor-The core of what I am going to say is, that contrary to all lies
about Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s “New Deal”—and there mally” for Roosevelt. Being part of one of the top U.S. fami-

lies, he largely fulfilled the expectations of his pro-Britishare many of these flying around, especially here in Europe—
it was a very good, though by no means perfect, example of “class”: top education, sports, frequent travels to Europe. Al-

though some unusual points do emerge: the fact that he greatlythe American System of economics. That may seem to be a
quite unusual statement about a member of one of the leading admired his great-great-grandfather, “Isaac the Patriot,” who

had fought for the American Revolution with the Foundingpatrician U.S. families, especially since this family had pro-
duced a President—Theodore Roosevelt, FDR’s cousin— Fathers and who was very close to Alexander Hamilton; the

fact that FDR was proud that his ancestors had been Revolu-who was an outright disaster, betraying the United States to
the British Empire, against which the Founding Fathers had tionaries, and that his father, an owner of a railway company,

had been active in the nation-building circles of Lincoln; andfought—and won—a bitter war, because the colonial British
system of looting and the humanist American system of na- that he wrote his Harvard paper on Hamilton, in which he

showed that he understood the significance of a dirigist eco-tion-building cannot coexist. Not on one continent, not on the
same planet, and ultimately not in the same universe. nomic policy for building a nation.

But at the time he went into politics, the “Roosevelt Clan”What I will present to you here in a brief, but I think
convincing manner, is that, because of a profound personal had nothing to fear. FDR, who greatly admired his cousin

Teddy, was on a clear pro-British line, and Teddy personallycrisis, the gifted, but primarily pro-British, young Franklin
Roosevelt developed his personality in such an extraordinary saw to it, that it remained so during Franklin’s two terms as

Assistant Secretary of the Navy. Nevertheless, during thisway, that he was emotionally strong and courageous enough
to lead his nation out of a deep crisis—a crisis, bordering even time—the time of World War I—FDR got a good lesson on

the significance of physical economy, in the form of his coun-on complete disintegration of the country. This he accom-
plished by using dirigist methods, with which he launched try’s mobilization for war. But otherwise he was an “awfully

mean cuss”—as he was to recall later—an arrogant younggreat infrastructure projects to reconstruct the economy and
build the nation: proven methods, which go back to the early aristocrat, who at the outbreak of war, in a letter to his wife

Eleanor, ridiculed the fact, that his boss, Secretary of the Navydays of the American Revolution.
This is the real New Deal of FDR, which in principle was Daniels, was feeling “very sad that his faith in human nature

and civilization and similar idealistic nonsense was receivingnothing new. In preparing this report, I could rely very much
on the groundbreaking research our organization has done on such a rude shock.” He exhibited some of this behavior to the

outside world, as a cold-blooded lawyer, a stiff politician, andFranklin Roosevelt: Apart from Lyndon LaRouche’s writings
and speeches on this subject, I refer to the work of Lonnie a mean and arrogant Assistant Secretary of the Navy. No

wonder, the “Roosevelt Clan” considered him one of “theirWolfe and Marsha Freeman, but especially the detailed work
of Richard Freeman on FDR’s economic policy—most of it class.” That he would become President and work in their

favor, was a given; it was just a question of time, manipula-unpublished so far, which, I hope, will change very soon.
One preliminary note: As we have discussed here so much tion—and money.1

about the importance of music and the principles of Classical
composition, please keep in the back of your mind—while I 1. An unpublished manuscript by Richard Freeman, based on extensive study

of Roosevelt’s papers at the FDR Library in Hyde Park, New York, showsam speaking about how President Roosevelt led the U.S. out
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Roosevelt reviews the
troops as Assistant
Secretary of the
Navy.

The Polio Years: A Time for Reflection the pursuit of happiness,” as well as the General Welfare
clause of the U.S. Constitution meant for the arrogant patri-But then, disaster struck: In August 1921, Franklin Roose-

velt, at the age of 39, was stricken with poliomyelitis. Over- cian—just a big persona—and how different this mature man,
who, after having to fight through an existential crisis, hadnight he had become a poor, crippled man, with almost no

expectation to recover and lead a normal life, let alone become become a real person, a personality, thought—and especially
felt—about the same concepts.President. But, what at first seemed a catastrophe, turned out

to be, according to Eleanor, a “blessing in disguise.” FDR After that experience, Roosevelt was emotionally capable
of thinking through what was needed to successfully confrontused this deep personal crisis, and the healthy distance it

placed him from day-to-day politics, in the most constructive an existential crisis of the nation. And such a crisis was clearly
looming just over the horizon, toward the end of the 1920s.way. With enormous willpower, he not only fought to restore

his health, and to learn to walk again, but he also thought No wonder, that FDR during this time came in contact with
politicians, who fought to solve the economic crisis with poli-things through. He re-studied the history of the American

Revolution and wrote papers: one on U.S. history, in which cies in the tradition of the American System and Lincoln’s
famous program for “internal improvements,” the catchwordhe treated America as an extended part of the development of

European civilization, singling out as one crucial aspect, for for the nation’s infrastructural development. To these people,
who later played a big role in the New Deal, belonged: Georgeinstance, “Louis XI of France, who put down the power of

the great feudal lords.” Norris, who had fought for the TVA and rural electrification
for a decade; William Lemke, an energetic fighter for Hamil-The personality emerging after this years-long battle for

physical—and mental—survival, was quite different than the tonian credit policies; and Robert Wagner, who fought for the
development of labor power.“mean cuss.” Roosevelt is still a patrician, but one, who is

proud having just learned again how to stand up, humbly It is also no wonder, that FDR around that time openly
broke with the imperialist policies of his class. In a July 1928accepting the help of his doctor and that of his black servant;

a politician heartily laughing while walking on crutches; a article in Foreign Affairs on future U.S. foreign policy, Roo-
sevelt proposed a “Good Neighbor” policy, i.e., respect forNew York Governor honestly listening to the proverbial “for-

gotten man”; a feisty Democratic candidate campaigning the sovereignty of other countries—a clear blow to the Brit-
ish. The shape of FDR’s future policy became visible: As aeven in heavy rain; a dedicated U.S. President, strongly at-

tacking the “economic royalists” of Wall Street. U.S. patrician, Roosevelt knew all the “rules of the game”
very well from the inside. Being intellectually brilliant, it wasTo grasp the very nature of this change—and it was a big

change, a non-linear development—just think about what the clear to him, that no other big power, not even the British
Empire, could match America, if the U.S. developed its econ-crucial passage of the Declaration of Independence on the

“inalienable rights” of man, among them “life, liberty, and omy, including its military; as a patriot, he saw no reason that
the U.S. should act as the dumb “brawn to British brains,”
once the power of Wall Street was broken by a strong Presi-that FDR identified more strongly with the family lineage of “Isaac the
dent; and his political instinct—greatly sharpened by the de-Patriot,” rather than with his anglophile forebears, than has previously been

appreciated. velopment of his character—told him, that the broad support,
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which such a President needed, could only come from mobi-
lizing and educating the majority of the American people,
especially the skilled workers and farmers, the small business-
men, the millions of unemployed and their family members—
the proverbial “forgotten man.”

That FDR was prepared to seize the right moment—a big
crisis—and capture his Democratic Party, which at the top
was controlled by the “money-changers” of Wall Street, he
wrote in a letter to a friend after his inauguration as Governor
of New York early in 1929, long before “Black Friday” (and a
comparison to the present is not only permitted, but welcome).
Roosevelt: “You are right that the business community is not
much interested in good government and it wants the present
Republican control to continue just so long as the stock market
soars and the new combinations of capital are left undisturbed.
The trouble before Republican leaders is that prevailing con-
ditions are bound to come to an end some time. When that
time comes, I want to see the Democratic Party sanely radical
enough to have most of the disgruntled ones turn to it to put
us in power again.”

The Promise of a ‘New Deal’
On July 2, 1932, on accepting the nomination as Demo-

cratic Presidential candidate, FDR made his famous promise
of a “New Deal” for the American people. And what a dra-
matic shift this policy was intended to be becomes clear, when
we hear FDR himself. Again: Think about the counterpoint FDR, shown in 1921, with his doctor (right), and an assistant,
of the “LaRouchean thorough-bass” singing in the back of unable to walk after being stricken with polio.
your head:

“Let us . . . highly resolve to resume the country’s inter-
rupted march along the path of real progress, of real justice,
of real equality for all of our citizens, great and small. . . . the American people. This is more than a political campaign,

it is a call to arms. Give me your help, not to win votes alone,There are two ways of viewing the government’s duty in
matters affecting economic and social life. The first sees to it but to win in this crusade to restore America to its own people”

(emphasis added).that a favored few are helped, and hopes that some of their
prosperity will leak through . . . to labor, to the farmer, to No wonder, that the breathtaking development of the

first months after FDR had taken office in March 1933, wasthe small businessman. That theory belongs to the party of
Toryism. . . . But it is not, and never will be the theory of the widely called the “Roosevelt Revolution”; in fact, it was

one: a new phase of the American Revolution. (As the Presi-Democratic Party.
“The people of this country want a genuine choice this dent told the Daughters of the American Revolution in 1938:

“Remember, remember always, that all of us—and you andyear; not a choice between two names for the same reactionary
doctrine. . . . What do the people of America want more than I especially—are descended from immigrants and revolu-

tionists.”)anything else? Two things: Work; work, with all the moral
and spiritual values that go with work. And with work, a This theme, that he would seize the moment of crisis to

take away power from Wall Street, Roosevelt hammeredreasonable measure of security—security for themselves, and
for their wives and children. Work and security . . . are the home during his entire election campaign of 1932: “I believe,

that our industrial and economic system is made for individ-spiritual values, the true goal toward which our efforts of
reconstruction should lead. Throughout the nation, men and ual men and women, and not individual men and women

for the benefit of the system,” FDR said in August in Ohio,women, forgotten in the political philosophy of the govern-
ment of the last years, look to us here for guidance and for and continued: “I believe, that the individual should have

full liberty of action to make the most of himself; but I domore equitable opportunity to share in the distribution of na-
tional wealth. . . . Those millions cannot and shall not hope not believe, that in the name of that sacred word, a few

powerful interests should be permitted to make industrialin vain. I pledge to you, I pledge to myself, to a New Deal for
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cannon fodder of the lives of half of the population of the all banking activities had ceased; the financial system was
disintegrating; industrial production had collapsed; agricul-United States.”

At the end of September 1932, as the economic and finan- ture barely existed any more; many of the 12.8 million unem-
ployed (this figure was not only in absolute numbers, but alsocial crisis deepened and even more banks failed, with many

citizens losing their savings, FDR said: “Every man has a relative—officially it stood at 25%—much higher than in
Germany then) were wandering around homeless, hungry,right to his own property, which means a right to be assured,

to the fullest extent attainable, in the safety of his savings. . . . even starving. A mood of utter despair had gripped the
country.If, in accord with this principle, we must restrict the operations

of the speculator, the manipulator, even thefinancier, I believe Roosevelt, in less than one hour, turned the mood in the
country around, with his inaugural address: “This is preemi-we must accept the restriction as needful, not to hamper indi-

vidualism, but to protect it.” nently the time to speak the truth, the whole truth, frankly and
boldly. Nor need we shrink from honestly facing conditionsThis he repeated throughout his campaign: to labor and

farmers, the unemployed and homeless, small businessmen in our country today. This great Nation will endure as it has
endured, will revive and will prosper. So, first let me assertand industrialists, and also to America’s blacks, whom he

congratulated for the “truly remarkable things” they had ac- my firm belief that the only thing we have to fear is fear
itself—nameless, unreasoning, unjustified terror which para-complished, “their progress in agriculture and industry, their

achievement in the field of education, their contributions to lyzes needed efforts to convert retreat into advance.”
After that powerful introduction, Roosevelt went on tothe arts and sciences.” He told America’s students, “Human

resources are above physical resources,” and that “knowl- establish truth, by asking the population to “support my lead-
ership in these critical days,” and then painting with rough,edge—that is, education in its true sense—is our best protec-

tion against unreasoning, prejudice, and panic-making fear, but clear strokes the reality of the country’s deep crisis. Then
FDR exposed the real culprits, the oligarchicalfinancial inter-whether engendered by special interests, illiberal minorities,

or panic-stricken leaders.” This latter remark, issued in Bos- ests: “Practices of the unscrupulous money-changers stand
indicted in the court of public opinion, rejected by the heartston at the end of October, was a clear reference to the panic

which meanwhile had gripped Wall Street, since it was clear, and minds of men. . . . Faced by failure of credit they have
proposed only the lending of more money. . . . They knowthat Franklin Roosevelt had won over the majority of the U.S.

population to his program of reconstruction, and was to carry only the rules of a generation of self-seekers. They have no
vision, and when there is no vision, the people perish. Thethe November elections; which he did—by a landslide.
money-changers have fled from their high seats in the temple
of our civilization. We may now restore that temple to the‘Nothing To Fear But Fear Itself’

The panic on Wall Street and especially in London now ancient truths. The measure of the restoration lies in the extent
to which we apply social values more noble than mere mone-reached a fever pitch, since in continental Europe the oli-

garchs had to stage a fascist coup to kill the “German New tary profits.”
After this ruthless attack, FDR reminded the AmericanDeal”—the “Lautenbach Plan”—by hastily bringing Hitler

to power; in the U.S. these forces sent a clear message to people of one of the most important philosophical concepts
of the U.S. Declaration of Independence—the pursuit of hap-Roosevelt on Feb. 15, 1933—in the form of bullets.2 Since

the frontal attack on Roosevelt did not succeed, Wall Street piness—and elaborated it in the true Leibnizian sense of
Glückseligkeit. For Leibniz Glück (luck) and Glückseligkeitand London organized a run on the dollar and gold reserves

of the U.S. In the four months following FDR’s election, the (happiness) are the same concept: that elevated state of mind
where the soul is striving for perfection and reason, i.e., cre-country was almost bankrupted, mainly because the Depres-

sion and financial crisis took its toll, but also because the ativity. Thus Roosevelt said: “Happiness lies not in the mere
possession of money; it lies in the joy of achievement, in theinternational financial oligarchy destabilized the U.S. to “get

FDR back in line.” thrill of creative effort. The joy and moral stimulation of work
no longer must be forgotten in the mad chase of evanescentWhen Franklin D. Roosevelt was finally inaugurated on

Saturday, March 4, 1933, the country was ruined. Almost profits.”
Acknowledging that “changes in ethics alone” are not

enough, he said: “This Nation asks for action, and action now.
Our greatest primary task is to put people to work. This is no2. On the evening of Feb. 15, 1933, Roosevelt arrived in Miami, just weeks

before his first inauguration. As FDR, speaking from the seat of an open car, unsolvable problem. . . . It can be accomplished in part by
concluded brief remarks, several shots rang out. Five people on or near direct recruiting by the Government itself, treating the task as
the bandstand directly behind the President-elect were hit, although FDR,

we would treat the emergency of a war, but at the same time,miraculously, was not. No competent invesigation of the assassination at-
through this employment, accomplishing greatly needed proj-tempt has ever been carried out. (See L. Wolfe, “The Morgan-British Fascist

Coup Against FDR,” New Federalist, Feb. 4, 1999.) ects to stimulate and reorganize the use of our natural re-
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FDR signs the Social
Security Act in 1935.
The establishment of
Social Security was
the crowning
achievement among
the New Deal’s “soft
infrastructure”
projects.

sources.” He then announced measures to improve the situa- FDR’s ‘First 100 Days’
With that speech, the “war against the Depression” wastion in agriculture and industry, debt relief for farms and

private houses, as well as relief efforts for the needy. And officially launched. And Roosevelt escalated it: Returning
from his inauguration—and taking a leaf from Machiavelli’she promised measures for “national planning”—Roosevelt’s

word for dirigism; another one he often used was “planned Prince—that in a fundamental crisis the most difficult politi-
cal decisions have to be executed at once—he rapidly firedaction”—“for and supervision of all forms of transportation

and of communications and other utilities [like electricity] one shot after the other. This momentum was characteristic
especially of his “First 100 Days,” during which he pushedwhich have a definitely public character.”

Coming to the heart of the New Deal, FDR announced through 13 important legislative measures.
Over the weekend, FDR drafted emergency legislation to“strict supervision of all banking and credits and investments”

and “an end to speculation with other people’s money.” Now deal with the financial crisis. On Monday he announced a
four-day “banking holiday” and the issuance of his Emer-his language gets even tougher: “These are the lines of attack.

I shall presently urge upon a new Congress in special session gency Banking Act of 1933, which put the entire U.S. banking
system through an orderly bankruptcy reorganization. Ondetailed measures for their fulfillment. . . . With this pledge

taken, I assume unhesitatingly the leadership of this great Thursday, March 9, this bill was voted up in both chambers of
Congress and signed into law by the President. The Americanarmy of our people dedicated to a disciplined attack upon our

common problems.” people experienced that Washington could deal effectively
with a deep crisis in a single day! (Again, think about theThe war on Wall Street was declared, but FDR wouldn’t

stop here. “I am prepared under my constitutional duty to “LaRouchean counterpoint.”) Apart from opening up banks
successively in the next days—relative to the gravity of theirrecommend the measures that a stricken nation in the midst

of a stricken world may require,” he said, adding: “But in the problems—and putting them for some time under govern-
ment control, this bill established, that the hopelessly bank-event . . . that the national emergency is still critical, I shall

not evade the clear course of duty that will then confront me. rupt banks remained closed forever.
Roosevelt expanded this emergency legislation: Com-I shall ask the Congress for the one remaining instrument to

meet the crisis—broad Executive power to wage a war against mercial banks were strictly separated from investment
houses, so by law they could not “speculate with other peo-the emergency, as great as the power that would be given to

me if we were in fact invaded by a foreign foe.” ple’s money.” This effort culminated in the famous Glass-
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Steagall Act of June 1933, which not only estab-
lished sound banking practices, but also greatly
weakened Wall Street’s grip over U.S. financial pol-
icy. Then FDR reorganized the Federal Reserve sys-
tem by having its governors appointed by the U.S.
President. The result of this financial reorganization
was not the establishment of a U.S. National Bank—
FDR apparently considered it to be politically too
hot at that time—but that government could issue
credit to finance public works and large-scale infra-
structure projects.

Even if limited, these measures weakened the
Wall Street interests considerably. How was Roose-
velt able to do this? By launching a critical flanking
attack. One of his political allies, Ferdinand Pecora,
in early 1933, became counsel to special hearings of
the Senate Banking Committee. And in these hear-
ings held in the next months, he aggressively ex-
posed the Morgan interests as having been the center
of a “secret” government of the U.S.—a small group
of Wall Street interests which effectively controlled
the country’s politics. Due to Pecora’s grilling of
J.P. Morgan personally, Wall Street’s dirty machina-
tions of bribing the entire political class of the U.S.
became known in detail! Pecora’s revelations were
a political sensation during FDR’s “First 100 Days.”
Morgan and Wall Street were put on the defensive,
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exactly at the time when FDR was reorganizing the
U.S. banking system.

With these bold measures, Roosevelt had
worked himself and the nation out of almost-hopeless finan- Concretely, Roosevelt attacked the problem on two lev-

els: First, emergency measures, such as social relief programscial chaos and had pinned down Wall Street to such an extent,
that he could issue credits for his reconstruction program. and make-work programs of all kinds, urgently needed to

prevent millions of Americans from literally starving, andThese he channelled mainly through the Reconstruction Fi-
nance Corporation, which had been established in early 1932 give them work—any work. Secondly, on a strategic level,

were those measures to reconstruct and develop the country’sby a panicked President Herbert Hoover to bail out a bankrupt
banking system. Roosevelt instead used the RFC for produc- totally ruined infrastructure.
tive purposes: to channel money into projects with a “multi-
plier effect” on the nation’s entire physical economy. In ef- Great Infrastructure Projects

In terms of large-scale planning and realization of bigfect, FDR made the RFC into a model for the Kreditanstalt
für Wiederaufbau [the Reconstruction Credit Bank, estab- “hard” infrastructure projects being carried out under the New

Deal, the best examples are the results of the Public Workslished in Germany at the end of World War II, to finance the
rebuilding of the war-torn country]. Administration (PWA), and the almost legendary Tennessee

Valley Authority (TVA), both of which, President RooseveltFranklin Roosevelt initiated numerous measures for na-
tional reconstruction. Overall, the various institutions he cre- ran, more or less directly. The PWA, run by FDR’s close ally

Harold Ickes, became, with its “multiplier-effect” and firstated built about 50,000 infrastructure projects—small, me-
dium, big, and very big ones—and he was very conscious two-year budget of $3.3 billion—then an enormous sum—

the driving force of America’s biggest construction effort upabout what he was doing: “We are definitely in an era of
building, the best kind of building—the building of great proj- to that date. For every worker on a PWA project, almost two

additional workers were employed elsewhere—productively.ects for the benefit of the public and with the definite objective
of building human happiness,” he said in a radio address in The PWA carried out the electrification of rural America, the

building of canals, tunnels, bridges, highways, streets, sewageAugust 1934: “We know more and more that the . . . Nation
must and shall be considered as a whole.” systems, and housing areas, as well as hospitals, schools, and
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of the TVA,” visited the Tennessee area
two months before taking office. After in-
auguration, things went very quickly: In
April, he sent the TVA bill to Congress,
which passed it in May. This project—a
sort of “pilot-project” for the entire New
Deal—became a huge success. Not only
did the TVA in a few years construct 20
multi-purpose dams, erect power plants
and fertilizer factories, produce cheap and
abundant electricity, but it completely—
physically—transformed an entire region
and its 3 million people: no more floods,
a navigable river, malaria wiped out. The
entire area was electrified—both literally
and metaphorically: Farming improved;
factories were built; industries developed;
schools, hospitals, libraries were built;
wages increased, the young people of the
area remained there, because they found a
place to work or study. The people sensu-
ously felt what “increasing the standard of
living” meant.Less than three months after the TVA was signed, construction began on the agency’s

In short: Almost overnight, the “poor-first multi-purpose hydroelectric dam on the Clinch River.
house” of the nation became one of its most
productive areas. And electricity produc-

tion in the Tennessee Valley didn’t stop with water power:universities. To give you an idea of the “multiplier-effect” of
the PWA: Every year it used up roughly half of the concrete As soon as the possibility of nuclear power became visible,

plans were made to use it to secure the region’s—and na-and one-third of the steel of the entire nation!
The development of the huge Tennessee River basin in tion’s—future. America’s first “nuclear city” of Oak Ridge

in the Tennessee Valley is one example; the nuclear powerthe South by the TVA was a model for what a modern nation
can accomplish. The plans for the infrastructural development plants built here are another. Roosevelt had regarded the TVA

only as the beginning; he had similar plans for the entireof this poor, malaria-stricken region—potentially a very rich
area because of its minerals and water, plus its labor power— U.S.A.! In addition, FDR offered the TVA model to other

countries all over the world.went back to the time of the American Revolution. By stop-
ping the yearly floods of the Tennessee River and making it The projects to develop the “hard” infrastructure of the

country were flanked by measures to improve its “soft” coun-navigable, an entire area of almost the size of England, could
be opened up for development. All plans had failed, mainly terpart: important social measures, which for the first time in

U.S. history, established the concept of a minimum wage,because Wall Street’s big monopolies didn’t want to develop
the area. created insurance for the unemployed, sick and old, estab-

lished decent health care, and abolished child labor. TheFranklin Delano Roosevelt was the first President who
attacked this problem from a higher level. He proposed to crowning achievement of these measures was the Social Se-

curity Act of 1935, which alone, secured FDR a place inplace the development of the entire region, which includes
portions of seven states, under one single authority, whose history; as well as his support for labor. The much contested

“Article 7a” gave American labor the right to organize itself.director—the engineer David Lilienthal—reported directly
to the President. FDR’s plan foresaw “multi-purpose dams” This law was overturned by the Supreme Court, so that Roose-

velt had to pass it in another form—the Wagner Act of 1935,which provided flood control, river navigation, and hydro-
electricity at the same time, plus production of fertilizer. In the “Bill of Rights” of American labor. (You see, the U.S.

Supreme Court at that time was no better than it is today!)addition, Roosevelt wanted the electricity to be produced—
and sold—at low cost; thereby undercutting the monopo-
lies—a policy whose efficiency he had already proven as ‘A Rendevous with Destiny’

To sum it up: With his New Deal, President RooseveltGovernor of New York.
Signalling that this project was one of the priorities of his demonstrated firstly, that a strong government working for

the common good and promoting the general welfare, fullyNew Deal, FDR, with his friend Senator Norris, the “Father
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exploiting the U.S. Constitution and making dirigistic inter- themselves. We seek not to make Government a mechanical
implement, but to give it the vibrant personal character thatventions based on the principles of the American System,

could stop the Depression—FDR reduced unemployment by is the very embodiment of human charity. We are poor indeed
if this Nation cannot afford to lift from every recess of Ameri-over 5 million in his first term—and reconstruct the country

by physically changing its economy. Secondly, that by so can life the dread fear of the unemployed that they are not
needed in this world. We cannot afford to accumulate a deficitdoing, he developed and enlarged his social base, forging a

“Harmony of Interest” among workers, farmers, and entrepre- in the books of human fortitude. . . .”
Concluding his speech, he said: “Governments can err,neurs. With that, FDR got an increasing part of the American

people—the “minorities”—actively engaged in the task of Presidents can make mistakes, but the immortal Dante tells
us, that Divine justice weighs the sins of the cold-blooded andnational reconstruction and nation-building. The huge popu-

lar support for the “Roosevelt coalition” showed itself in the the sins of the warm-hearted in different scales. Better the
occasional faults of a government that lives in the spirit ofnext Presidential elections, where Roosevelt increased his

popular votes from 22.8 million to 27.7 million, winning all charity than the consistent omissions of a government frozen
in the ice of its own indifference. There is a mysterious cyclestates except Vermont and Maine.

The success of the New Deal had made it impossible for to human events. To some generations, much is given. Of
other generations, much is expected. This generation ofthe international financial oligarchy to impose fascism on

America in the midst of the Depression—as they unfortu- Americans has a rendezvous with destiny.”
And so do we today—all of us assembled here, togethernately were able to do, first in Italy, then in Germany, and

also in other countries, including Britain, which just had a with our many members, supporters, and sympathizers all
over the world—have a rendezvous with mankind’s destiny.less violent variety, with Ramsay MacDonald’s corporatist

fascism. Not that London and Wall Street didn’t try in the A destiny, which is even a bigger one: to make sure, that
the power of LaRouche’s ideas, the power of reason, in theU.S.—they did try in 1933-34, as was documented in the U.S.

Senate, where Gen. Smedley Butler detailed a fascist plot, immediate period ahead actually rules not just politics in the
U.S., but civilization worldwide. And this rendezvous, wefinanced by the Morgans, to force Roosevelt to change his

policies. But they could not, because FDR had effectively must not miss.
outflanked them [see footnote 2].

Among the many proofs that FDR was a conscious propo-
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nent of the “American System,” is the speech he gave accept-
ing the nomination as Presidential candidate for a second time
in June 1936. These words, with which I want to conclude,
are as important today as they were then—and by listening to
them, again have in mind the “LaRouchean thorough-bass
line.”

Attacking Wall Street’s “economic tyranny,” which had
established “new dynasties,” Roosevelt said: “They created a
new despotism and wrapped it in the robes of legal sanction.
. . . The economic royalists complain that we seek to over-
throw the institutions of America. What they really complain
about is that we seek to take away their power. Our allegiance
to American institutions requires the overthrow of this kind
of power. . . . The only effective guide for the safety of this
most worldly of worlds, the greatest guide of all, is moral
principle. We do not see faith, hope, and charity as unattain-
able ideas, but we use them as the stout supports of a nation
fighting for freedom in a modern civilization.”

And especially the way FDR deals with the concept of
charity—you notice, he was quoting Paul’s famous Epistle to
the Corinthians—shows how profoundly the mature Roose-
velt understood this fundamental Christian principle, the basis
of any great idea and political action. Said Roosevelt: “Char-
ity—in the true spirit of that grand old word. For charity,
literally translated from the original, means love, the love that
understands, that does not merely share the wealth of the
giver, but in true sympathy and wisdom helps men to help
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Jacques Cheminade

FDR and Jean Monnet: The Battle vs.
British Imperial Methods Can Be Won
The author is the chairman of the French Solidarity and Prog- rid of the forces that could have meant defeat in 1940 and

1944, two other Presidential elections that Roosevelt laterress party. He wishes to acknowledge the invaluable contribu-
tion by Lonnie Wolfe and Richard Freeman in preparing the won. Such a principled, far-reaching approach, encompassing

domestic and foreign policies as a “one,” is in absolute con-research that went into this speech.
trast to the petty arrangements of present-day politicians.

Before I go into what followed, three preliminary pointsAfter his 1936 Presidential campaign, Franklin Delano Roo-
sevelt, reelected President of the United States in a landslide, have to be raised, all key to be understood by a European

audience. None of them is self-evident, and all are crucial tohad won his battle against the “money changers.” He declared,
on June 26, 1936, that he was a defender of the General Wel- meet the challenge which is facing each of us today.
fare, as defined by the U.S. Constitution, and championed
“the organic power of the state to defend the American citizen U.S. Manifest Destiny

The first point is that the United States is not a coherentagainst the economic tyranny of some.” In his nomination
speech, he had attacked the “economic royalists,” “the privi- mass, for good or evil, but the field for a decisive fight on a

world scale. Yesterday, Roosevelt represented the Americanleged princes of new economic dynasties who reached out for
control over government itself.” System, that of Alexander Hamilton and Abraham Lincoln,

against the Anglo-American oligarchy. Today, LyndonFDR saw his task as both domestic and foreign, because
he fully understood that the United States had become a world LaRouche, a Presidential candidate in the Democratic Party,

resumes American history at the point where the death ofpower, and was therefore endowed with a mission to fulfill.
On foreign policy, in his Oct. 7, 1937 Chicago “Quaran- Roosevelt left it on April 12, 1945. Therefore, there is no

point for us Europeans to be anti-American or pro-Americantine Speech,” he suggested quarantining law-breaking na-
tions, just as one would quarantine sick patients, “in order to as such, which are the two sides of the same impotence. Our

challenge is to support both within and outside the Unitedprotect the health of the community against the spread of the
disease.” Summoning the disillusioned America which, after States the proponents of the American System, who are the

inheritors of the European Renaissance. Our duty is to under-World War I, had taken refuge in a policy of isolationism,
Roosevelt told the country that “Americans must take a stand the issue of the fight, and to be interventionists when

America’s official policy betrays America’s manifest destiny.stand,” and “for the sake of their own future give thought to
the rest of the world.” The President’s enemies called him a This is the meaning of LaRouche’s candidacy today, for us all.

The second point is that, without Franklin Roosevelt andwarmonger, with the Wall Street Journal running headlines
such as: “Stop Foreign Meddling.” In clear words, the voice his key associates, we as representatives of our European

nation-states would not even exist today. Without Roosevelt’sof the oligarchy was saying, “Stop attacking Mussolini, Hit-
ler, and the Japanese feudalists.” American mobilization and interventionism, the victory

against Nazism would never have been possible, and EuropeDomestically, Roosevelt knew that to continue his task of
just social change, and to carry out the economic mobilization would have become a rubble-field. In turn, that American

mobilization would never have taken place without the vic-needed to deal with foreign dangers, he had to clean up the
mess in his own party. As the 1938 Congressional election tory of Roosevelt over the Wall Street bankers [see accompa-

nying speech by Hartmut Cramer]. And without the supportapproached, he decided to eliminate the conservative Demo-
crats, who were not only obstructing his reforms, but “deliber- of the American trade unionists and farmers, support that

Roosevelt had gained through his policies—for example, theately repudiating the very principles of progress which they
had espoused in order to be elected.” It was his job, said Wagner Act, parity prices, and infrastructure development—

such a mobilization could never have been organized. This isRoosevelt, to see to it that “the Democratic Party and the
Republican Party should not be merely Tweedledum and the point at which a great design uplifts a population, to meet

the challenge of a great historical moment.Tweedledee to each other.” Electorally, that “purge” was a
relative failure, but it drew the line within the party, getting My third preliminary point defines our task today. Right
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now, the enemies of Roosevelt are back in power in the United recognized by every civilized nation.”
Roosevelt, understanding how dangerous the interna-States, and, like the Morgans or the Mellons of the 1930s,

they are trying to make us believe that there is no other possi- tional situation was becoming, extended this notion of a “just
State” to world affairs. In January 1940, he warned of theble policy than a dictatorship of their financial profit. These

forces are at work to turn the clock of history back to before dangers of short-sighted isolationism, and he asked Congress
to levy “sufficient additional taxes to meet the emergencythe New Deal, and to enforce what they did not manage to

accomplish in 1933-35: a Mussolini-style coup, as exposed spending for national defense.” On May 16, 1940, informed
of the fall of France, he told the nation that the war in Europeby Maj. Gen. Smedley Darlington Butler. On our side, by

contrast, what Roosevelt achieved should be an immediate was spreading out of control, and asked Congress to “appro-
priate a large sum of money for tanks, guns, ships and 50,000inspiration, as it was for Europe, and in particular for France

and Germany, after 1945. This puts in their historical perspec- airplanes.” He decided to run for a third term when he saw
that nobody else in the country was fit for the challenge: Thetive—as vital thought-objects and not mere schemes, as polit-

ical weapons and not mere technical arrangements—- population was scared, and the industrialists and state bureau-
cracy, not to mention the bankers, thought that Roosevelt wasLaRouche’s Eurasian Land-Bridge and New Bretton Woods

proposals. These are the levers to change history, beyond insane to demand such levels of military production. When
he won his request, on Dec. 29, 1940, he urged the nation, inwhat Roosevelt himself was able to do, but coming from a

similar reference point, as an enrichment to an historical one of his famous “fireside chats,” to help the democracies,
whatever their weaknesses, in their life-and-death strugglefabric.
against fascism. “There can be no appeasement with ruthless-
ness,” he said, asking for more ships, more guns, more planes,The Last Three FDR Administrations

Let’s now go back to the three last Roosevelt Administra- more of everything, so that the United States could become
the “Arsenal of Democracy.” On March 11, 1941, FDR wastions, from 1937 to 1945. Having won a tactical victory

against the oligarchy and its New York banks, Roosevelt had finally able to overcome the opposition of Congress and to
sign the Lend-Lease Bill. It gave him unprecedented powers,the leeway to organize a dirigistic war mobilization, and to

plan a better and more just postwar order for the world. The and launched a supply program which kept the Allied cause
fighting on the battlefronts until the U.S. entry turned the tide.dynamics of the mobilization, in turn, cornered the bankers

who, after 1938-39, were no longer able to attack Roosevelt’s On Dec. 7, 1941, the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, and the
paradigm-shift in the American population that LaRouche sopolicies frontally, which would have been tantamount to na-

tional treason. often refers to, occurred.
By 1942, the 50,000 planes requested in May 1940 hadRoosevelt, as a reader of Hamilton, resorted to all the

means of state-oriented policies to defend the general welfare been produced, and then Roosevelt demanded that military
production be stepped up considerably: 60,000 airplanes,of the people. Against the British tradition in the United

States, represented, among others, by Martin van Buren, Roo- 45,000 tanks, and 6 million tons of merchant ships. The indus-
trialists said only: “Aye, aye, Sir.” The President promised:sevelt was a staunch dirigist. Where a van Buren would say,

during the 1837 panic, that “the less government interferes “The militarists of Berlin and Tokyo started this war. But the
massed angered forces of common humanity will finish it.”with private pursuits, the better for the general prosperity,”

Roosevelt said the following: As Governor of New York, And so it happened. But why and how?
speaking in 1931 to an extraordinary session of the state legis-
lature, convened to respond to the Great Depression, he asked, Jean Monnet: A Pro-Industrialist Banker

This is the history of the “Victory Program,” and of a“What is the State? It is the duly constituted representative of
an organized society of human beings, created by them for small man, who was one of the great men of the past century,

Jean Monnet. Monnet was, first, about the only Frenchmantheir mutual protection and well being. ‘The State’ or ‘The
Government’ is but the machinery through which such mutual who understood something about American affairs, and sec-

ond, about the only European banker who was pro-industrial-aid and protection are achieved. The cave man fought for
existence unaided or even opposed by his fellow man, but ist in his worldview. He liked and admired the “physical

power of American industry,” and the relative absence oftoday the humblest citizen of our state stands protected by all
the power and strength of his government. Our government social prejudice in the American lifestyle. He had a very good

sense of the difference between the United States and En-is not the master but the creature of the people. The duty of
the State toward the citizens is the duty of the servant to its gland, and immediately understood, in 1940, that the fate

of Europe depended upon American policies. [In exile aftermaster. The people have created it; the people, by common
consent, permit its continual existence. One of these duties of France’s occupation by the Nazis,] he jumped, through his

various connections, into the middle of American and Britishthe State is that of caring for those of its citizens who find
themselves the victims of such adverse circumstance as government circles, calling for some other policy than just

extrapolating from the usual schemes. FDR immediately un-makes them unable to obtain even the necessities for mere
existence without the aid of the others. That responsibility is derstood the role that Monnet could play, and used him as an
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was by then a legend in Washington. . . .
I was quite surprised, he was different
from us all, he was really sui generis.”1

He never ceased putting pressure on
Roosevelt’s entourage. During the
Spring of 1941, indeed, he was probably
the key factor in pushing for the Ameri-
can war mobilization before Pearl Har-
bor. The usually sober John Maynard
Keynes tells French banker Emmanuel
Monick: “When the United States was
at war, Roosevelt was presented with a
plan to build airplanes that every Ameri-
can technician found to be miraculous
or far too much. Monnet was the only
one who dared to think it was not
enough. The President rallied to his
views. He then imposed on the Ameri-
can nation an effort which, at first,Jean Monnet (right) with U.S. President John F. Kennedy at the White House.
seemed impossible, but which was, in
the end, completely accomplished. This
key decision has probably shortened the

duration of the war by a year.”2“inspirer,” a rabble-rouser in the American state bureaucra-
cies. Roosevelt and Monnet both clearly understood that in Keynes’s judgment is confirmed by Robert Nathan, dep-

uty chief of Roosevelt’s Office of War Mobilization, whoexceptional periods, men who operate according to business-
as-usual, are a terrible problem, and that problems must be says, “In retrospect, I find that Monnet’s contribution was of

vital importance. It was the untiring and efficient efforts ofshort-circuited, and things organized to make the machine
work. Jean Monnet to meet goals that were so great, which led the

highest spheres of our government to become conscious thatMonnet, in one of his first memos to the American Presi-
dency, reports in 1940 that the Cash-and-Carry system of the demands on the U.S. for a war mobilization could not

be met under its present mode of operation. In the crucialAmerican-British relations was meaningless, and that the
American war mobilization was inadequate and suffered from decisions of May-June 1941, his role, in my view, was im-

mense.”3 It is also Monnet who convinced Roosevelt to droplack of a centralized authority. Monnet writes in his Mé-
moires: “We [he and his close group of friends] decided to what we call today “consensus methods,” and to “delegate

the Presidential authority to a person whose function shouldreverse the logic of the financiers, who accommodate needs
to existing resources, absurd logic when the needs are those always be to have a general view of the situation, checking

constantly on the execution of all the programs which shouldof the survival of the free world: for such an undertaking, one
always manages to find the resources.” He put the target for fall on the diverse agencies in charge of the day-to-day deci-

sions. He should speak in the name of the President and clarifyAmerican military production as whatever was needed for the
United States to win the war alone against Germany, Italy, doubts with the respective administrations.”4 On Jan. 13,

1942, Roosevelt created the Office of War Production, headedand Japan, because he viewed Great Britain as only an element
in the American scheme. On Nov. 30, 1940, he said that the by Donald Nelson. Monnet, as an adviser to the British Supply

Council in Washington, reports Lord Roll, “told us one daypresent U.S. program was not enough for that goal, and there-
fore should be changed. with his heavy French accent: ‘Would you like to hear the

President say: “We will not build 2,000 planes. We will buildThere you have this small man, intervening audaciously
and provocatively on the most important issues of war and 10,000 planes. We will not build 2,000 tanks. We will build

10,000 tanks.” I can’t vouch for the exact numbers, but whatpeace! Roosevelt apparently enjoyed it, because Monnet went
directly against the accountants’ and financiers’ views. Mon-
net writes in his Mémoires: “Mustering all my strength, I
contributed to the coming into being of this unstoppable war 1. George Ball, interview with Eric Rousell in Jean Monnet, by Eric Roussell

(Paris: Fayard, 1996). All quotes from Roussell have been translated by themachine. Its motive was simple: The stubborn will of a small
author from the French.group of men, united around the bearer of an unprecedented
2. Emmanuel Monick, Emmanuel Monick pour Mémoires.power and responsibility, himself supported by a the vast
3. op. cit., Robert Nathan to Eric Roussell.majority of the public.”

At the time, George Ball expressed his surprise: “Jean 4. Jean Monnet, Dec. 15, 1941.
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he was announcing to us, was the Victory Program.”5 Mon-
net’s message to the British was clear: I am FDR’s man, and
you’d better listen to me.

This key role of Monnet will become all the more signifi-
cant after Roosevelt’s death, as a messenger of the New Deal
conceptions in postwar France and Europe.

As for American war production, it was indeed a miracle.
The 1941 Victory Program provided for $150 billion for the
creation in two years of 216 divisions, of which 61 were
armored, together with the production of ships and airplanes
in the amounts that I have just identified. The results were
soon impressive. For example, in 1942, at first, it took six
months to produce the famous “Liberty Ships,” the merchant
ships of British design, on American assembly lines; but, by
1943, production time was reduced to 15 days! The arma-
ments industry organized assembly-line mass production on
a scale and with a speed never before seen. The Balfour can-
non, for example, was assembled in less than ten hours, ini-
tially with untrained labor. As for the airplanes, the auto-
makers pooled their resources to produce the engines, and
between Pearl Harbor and D-Day in Normandy, 171,000 were
built, at an average pace of about 6,000 per month!

Grand Design for Postwar Reconstruction
As early as 1943, it was clear that with such a war machine,

and the massive fight being carried out by the Red Army,
ultimate victory was secured. It was only a question of FDR (in the foreground) on a tour inspecting the nation’s war

production, during the fall of 1942. Here he is visiting the Kaisermonths. So, Roosevelt began immediately to think in terms
Shipyard in Vancouver, Washington, where a merchant ship wasof how to maintain the war mobilization, but to reinvest it in
launched every ten days.

a policy of peace through mutual development among the
former belligerents and, beyond, for a massive world invest-
ment policy to achieve the take-off of the developing coun-
tries, freed from colonial rule. On Aug. 10, 1941, Roosevelt but, on the contrary, to secure an economic take-off, creating

the material conditions for such sovereignty. The system was,had already told Churchill: “I can’t believe that we can fight
a war against fascist slavery, and at the same time not work of course, not a perfect one, because it implied a privileged

dollar, but it was entirely oriented toward the effort ofto free people all over the world from a backward colonial
policy.” With that in mind, he conceived the original scheme America to construct and reconstruct the world, not to orga-

nize the takeover of the Anglo-American oligarchy over na-for the United Nations Organization, as a forum for all the
peoples of the world, and a new financial and monetary order, tions and people, as was later the case after the financial drift

of the 1960s and the deregulation that followed the Aug. 15,which was going to become the Bretton Woods system associ-
ated with the Marshall Plan. 1971 decoupling of the dollar from gold.

Roosevelt’s great postwar design was to put an end to theIn January 1945, in his annual budget message to Con-
gress, FDR spelled out detailed plans for a $100 billion post- British, French, Dutch, and Portuguese colonial empires, to

make of the victory over Nazism an instrument for generalwar infrastructure program, to transform and expand the war
industry into postwar civilian industry, and to make educa- liberation, and to organize a world community of interest

based on infrastructural, long-term development, through is-tion, quality health care, and decent housing available to all
Americans, beginning with the returning GIs. suance of long-term, low-interest credits, a sort of “deferred

payments” system, in which the completion of projects wouldOn Feb. 12, 1945, he delivered another message to Con-
gress, urging the ratification of the Bretton Woods Accords in the future allow the deferred, step-by-step reimbursement

of the amount of credit advanced.and outlining his conception of the World Bank and the Inter-
national Monetary Fund. It was not at all his intention to Roosevelt’s sudden death, on April 12, 1945, prevented

this grand design from being carried out. Only the Marshallpromote a tool to interfere in the national sovereignty of states,
Plan was left, in the framework of the Bretton Woods system,
but limited to Western Europe, whereas Roosevelt had wanted
it for the benefit of the whole world. Worse, where Roosevelt5. op. cit., Lord Roll to Eric Roussell, March 12, 1992.
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The Normandy landing on D-
Day, June 6, 1944. Because of
the determination of Jean
Monnet and Franklin Roosevelt,
between Pearl Harbor in 1941
and D-Day in 1944, U.S. auto-
makers had re-tooled their
assembly lines, producing
171,000 aircraft engines, at a
rate of 6,000 a month.

intended to rally Russia to his postwar new, just order, through King, who were the same people who tried to murder de
Gaulle, for the same oligarchical reasons.the advantages of common development, the Marshall Plan

was soon embroiled in the logic of the Cold War. The Euro-
pean leaders of today, who blame the naiveté of Roosevelt and Roosevelt Confronts Churchill

Two key points remain now to be stressed, as lessons foradmire the “realism” later shown by Churchill and Truman,
understand nothing about what was at stake back then. Roose- us today. The first is the much-less-commented upon, but far

more fundamental quarrel that pitted Roosevelt and Churchillvelt’s vision, as we have described it, led him to respect the
national sovereignty of states, and to uphold social justice against each other throughout the war, and lets us understand

the difference between the two major forces that are fightingfor all men, while Churchill’s, imperial and financial, was
nothing more than that of the Anglo-American cabal, based each other today, the American System forces and the Anglo-

American, British-American-Commonwealth forces. Thison looting and globalist one-world rule, which Roosevelt had
fought and temporarily won out over within the United States. should be clear to all Europeans, but it is unfortunately not

so. The second point, even less well known, including in ourMuch is said of the great quarrel that pitted Roosevelt
against Charles de Gaulle, which was real and violent, but own movement, is the legacy of Roosevelt’s New Deal in

Europe, through the explicit postwar contributions of Monnetbecame less traumatic after de Gaulle discovered the United
States for himself in 1944, and the disagreement was finally to the economic recovery of Europe and the political concep-

tions of Konrad Adenauer, Robert Schuman, and even deresolved in a legitimate alliance for the development of all
peoples, when de Gaulle supported Kennedy, the disciple of Gaulle himself. A few ghosts may not forgive me for saying

all that, but it is absolutely true, and represents one of theRoosevelt. That “Gaullism” and “Rooseveltism,” despite the
legitimate opposition of interests due to the national peculiari- most beautiful ironies of contemporary history through our

common transatlantic universe, in which the emergence ofties of France and the United States, could converge upon a
design of mutual economic development of the people of the Lyndon LaRouche in the United States is the most recent and

lawful element.world, and a rejection of the Anglo-American model, was
ironically understood by Monnet, who, despite his own dis- To better understand our first point, let us evoke a rather

dirty but revealing image. It is that of Henry Kissinger, onagreements with de Gaulle, supported his return to power in
1958, because he was the only man capable of solving the May 10, 1982, mounting the podium at Chatham House, the

London home of the Royal Institute of International Affairs,French colonial mess in Algeria. The confirmation of what I
have just said, was given, as a proof given by vice to virtue, to deliver the keynote address for the bicentennial celebration

of Jeremy Bentham’s Foreign Office. Kissinger prided him-by the assassins of the Kennedy brothers and Martin Luther
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self on his loyalty to the British Foreign Office on all crucial “ ‘I am firmly of the belief that if we are to arrive at a
stable peace, it must involve the development of backwardmatters of postwar policies in any dispute between the United

States and Britain. The crux of his disagreement with the countries. Backward peoples. How can this be done? It can’t
be done obviously by eighteenth-century methods. Now—’United States, he told his audience, was the essential opposi-

tion in policy and philosophy between Franklin Roosevelt “ ‘Who’s talking about eighteenth-century methods?’
“ ‘Whichever of your ministers recommends a policyand Winston Churchill. Roosevelt, Kissinger said, had con-

demned Churchill for being “needlessly obsessed with power which takes raw materials out of a colonial country, but which
returns nothing to the people of that country in consideration.politics, too rigidly anti-Soviet, too colonialist in his attitude,

and too little interested in building the fundamentally new Twentieth-century methods involve bringing industries to
these colonies. Twentieth-century methods include increas-international order towards which American idealism has al-

ways tended.” ing the wealth of a people by the standard of living, by educat-
ing them, by bringing them sanitation—by making sure thatKissinger concluded, saying that Churchill was right, and

Roosevelt, wrong. So much for the mass of lies and half-truths they get a return for the raw wealth of their community. . . .’
“ ‘You mentioned India,’ he [Churchill] growled.about the so-called “special relationship” between Britain and

the United States. The historical evidence shows that Roose- “ ‘Yes. I can’t believe that we can fight a war against
fascist slavery, and at the same time not work to free peoplevelt entered into the military alliance with Britain with only

one purpose in mind: the defeat of fascism and Nazism. But all over the world from a backward colonial policy’ ” (empha-
sis in original).also, that Roosevelt was fully committed to dismantling the

British Empire. Historian Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., a close col- So, this quite brutal exchange speaks for itself. FDR had
commented to his son earlier: “We’ve got to make clear tolaborator of Kennedy, goes so far as to state that, according

to the evidence given by FDR’s son Elliott in As He Saw It, the British from the very outset that we don’t intend to be
simply a good-time Charlie who can be used to help the BritishRoosevelt saw Great Britain and its imperial system as a far

greater adversary to the United States than Soviet Russia. Empire out of a tight spot, and then be forgotten forever.”
Finally, Churchill had to bend. A clause of the AtlanticIn any case, the wartime opposition between Roosevelt

and Churchill was fierce, and defines present-day history. Charter states: “That they [the signatories] respect the right
of all peoples to choose the form of government under whichRoosevelt, as early as in papers published before 1930, and

most notably his 1928 article in the journal Foreign Affairs, they will live; and they wish to see sovereign rights and self-
government restored to those who have been forcibly de-stated that moral principles must govern foreign policy, and

that imperialist looting and gunboat diplomacy are contrary prived of them.” Churchill insisted that this only applied to
occupied nations. Roosevelt, however, demanded the inclu-to documents that he regarded as sacred, the Declaration of

Independence and the U.S. Constitution. In 1936, Roosevelt sion of the term “all,” meaning that its applicability was uni-
versal—it included all colonial peoples, and to start with,further elaborated his conceptions, stating, “We seek not

merely to make Government a mechanical implement, but those of the British Empire.
Writing in 1950, Churchill, otherwise a hypocrite, letto give it a vibrant personal character that is very much the

embodiment of human charity.” Churchill cynically com- down his guard about his true feelings about Roosevelt: “The
President’s mind was back in the American War of Indepen-mented a few years later: “Roosevelt was a man of dangerous

moral sentiments.” dence and he thought of the Indian problem in terms of 13
colonies fighting George III at the end of the eighteenthThe first serious clash between Roosevelt and Churchill,

as reported by Elliott Roosevelt, took place in Argentia, New- century.”
Indeed, in July 1942, FDR sanctioned a world tour byfoundland, on Aug. 13 and 14, 1941, at the discussions of

the famous Atlantic Charter, an eight-point declaration on former Republican Presidential candidate Wendell Wilkie,
whom he had recruited into a tactical alliance against Britishdemocratic principles. Let’s quote Elliott: “ ‘The British

Trade arrangements,’ he [Churchill] began heavily, ‘are . . .’ imperialism. On his return to the United States, Wilkie deliv-
ered a nationwide radio broadcast on his findings. He de-Father broke in. ‘Yes. Those Empire trade agreements are a

case in point. It’s because of them that the people of India and clared: “In Africa, in the Middle East, throughout the Arab
world, as well as in China, and the whole Far East, freedomAfrica, of all the colonial Near East and Far East, are still as

backward as they are.’ means the orderly but scheduled abolition of the colonial sys-
tem. . . . When I say that in order to have peace this world“Churchill’s neck reddened and he crouched forward:

‘Mr. President, England does not propose for a moment to must be free, I am only reporting that a great process has
started which no man—certainly not Hitler—can stop. . . .lose its favored position among the British Dominions. The

trade that has made England great shall continue, and under After centuries of ignorant and dull compliance, hundreds of
million of peoples in Eastern Europe and Asia have openedthese conditions prescribed by England’s Ministers.’

“ ‘You see,’ said Father slowly, ‘it is along in here some- the books. Old fears no longer frighten them. . . . They are
resolved, as they must be, that there is no more place forwhere that there is likely to be disagreement between you,

Winston, and me. imperialism within their own society than in the society of
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nations. The big house on the hill sur-
rounded by the mud huts has lost its
awesome charm.”

The next day, Roosevelt was
asked at a press conference for his
comment about the last section of the
Wilkie speech. He answered that
Wilkie had only restated a well-ac-
cepted point, that “the Atlantic Char-
ter applied to all humanity.”

When Churchill could not con-
tain himself and declared before the
British Parliament, on Nov. 10,
1942, “I have not become the King’s
First Minister in order to preside over
the liquidation of the British Em-
pire,” FDR wrote in a letter to an
aide: “We are going to have worse
trouble with Britain [after the war]
than we do with Nazi Germany
now.”

Roosevelt was well aware that
his conceptions were strongly re-

President Roosevelt with British Prime Minister Winston Churchill at Casablanca, Januaryjected by his own State Department.
1943. On another occasion, when the two were discussing the future of Britain’s colonies,No matter how many times he lec-
Roosevelt said, “You see, it is along in here somewhere that there is likely to be disagreementtured its agents on the need to avoid
between you, Winston, and me.”

postwar regional security arrange-
ments or an over-reaching world
government, they kept trying to cre-
ate a new and bigger Versailles system, with a new and bigger and his co-thinkers who today are the heirs of this Roosevelt

of the last years. As I am going to mention Roosevelt’s proj-League of Nations. This was absolutely not Roosevelt’s con-
ception of the future United Nations Organization: He did not ects, it will be easy for you to understand why. Second, Roose-

velt’s programs were undoubtedly inspired by a concept ofwant, he frequently said, to walk down the failed path of the
Anglo-American Woodrow Wilson. His comments to his son physical economy, gained both through his reading and re-

reading of Hamilton, and the experience of the dirigistic warElliott, notably in December 1943, make the point clear:
“ ‘You know,’ Father was saying, ‘any number of times the mobilization, as conceived with Monnet.

Roosevelt’s postwar “Global New Deal” was, in fact, amen in the State Department have tried to conceal messages
to me, delay me, hold them up somehow, just because some Marshall Plan concept extended to the whole world, in a much

more coherent way, and the emphasis, as opposed to the laterof those career diplomats aren’t in accord with what they
know I think. They should be working for Winston. As a Marshall Plan, was put on human colonization programs to

develop the areas of the world then underpopulated or under-matter of fact, a lot of the time, they are. Stop to think of ’em:
any number of ’em are convinced that the way for America developed. Roosevelt’s view was that war refugees, and the

more miserable men of the world as well, should be given ato conduct its foreign policy is to find out what the British are
doing, and then copy that. . . . mission similar to the design of those who colonized the New

World. Everything that had been thought about these matters“ ‘I was told,’ Father said, ‘six years ago, to clean out
that State Department. It’s like the British Foreign Office’ ” by others, Roosevelt understood, had been wrong, because

they were thought out on a too-small scale, and without the(emphasis in original). At another point, he commented, “I’ll
take care of these matters myself. I am the only person I sense of linking science and technological development—the

American System—to the project.can trust.”
Roosevelt proposed that there be surveys done of Asia,

Africa, Australia, and North and South America, to determineThe LaRouche Heirs of a ‘Global New Deal’
Roosevelt’s postwar grand design was that of a “Global areas of millions of square kilometers for resettlement. Plans

would then be drawn up to develop infrastructure, irrigationNew Deal,” to achieve at the level of world politics what he
had undertaken within the United States. Two things have to systems, cities, farming. He wanted to build a number of

superports at key locations on several continents, to helpbe immediately stressed. First, it is only Lyndon LaRouche
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speed a just world trade. He proposed the construction of Roosevelt and the New Deal apparatus responsible for his
economic proposals were communists. The British sent emis-several major rail lines, including in China, and a link through

China to Russia. He also proposed to build a rail line across saries to check whether the situation were really as bad as
they thought. That is, as good British oligarchical financiers,Africa, from East to West, the old trans-Sahara project of

France’s Gabriel Hanotaux, and a rail line from the new Gulf they wanted to debrief FDR on his plans to finance his
projects.superport, through Iran, into Russia, and then going east and

west. He called for construction of canals and waterways in At the Pacific War Council, in Washington, FDR said
that he wanted to create low-interest credits for projects andAsia and Ibero-America, and for water-management projects

in Asia, including the Ganges-Brahmaputra River system of programs, and wanted to work toward a coordinated plan to
eliminate the interest-rate problem completely. He proposedIndia, and in Europe linked to the development of hydroelec-

tric power. He also proposed massive irrigation plans for the that steps be taken by governments to bring this about: It was
his conception of a Bretton Woods system. Lord Halifax, theSahara; water, said Roosevelt, could be pumped from under-

ground and aboveground rivers and streams for use in gigantic British Ambassador to Washington, already made apoplectic
with a plan to bring several million Chinese into underpopu-reforestation projects, oil resources being developed not only

for export, but mainly as a part of these larger projects. lated Australia, then sensed that something bigger was at
stake. He questioned Roosevelt about how such a broad planThis sounds familiar to all of us. And yes, the Global New

Deal is the direct forerunner of LaRouche’s grand design could be only for the Pacific. The President, he warned, was
proposing major changes that would have a major impact ontoday, more so even than you may think. Let me give two

anecdotes to show what I mean. the rest of the financial world, including his own country,
Britain. “So be it,” Roosevelt replied soberly.First, when Roosevelt, after Yalta, on February 1945, vis-

ited the Middle East, he told his friend and Labor Secretary Then, Halifax asked what serious economic experts
thought of such radical ideas. Roosevelt said politely that heFrances Perkins: “Why is the Mideast so unstable? Because

people here are so poor. They have almost nothing to eat. welcomed the ideas of everyone, including the people at that
table. He then continued, that “cooperative allies did not needThey have nothing to be normally busy about. They need

supplies, and they need to find them in their very land. Only to be, or need, experts to make their plans work.” When Hali-
fax silently expressed his dislike for such poor taste, Roose-this would diminish the risks of a big explosion in these re-

gions. See what the Jews have being doing in Palestine. They velt added: “I realize that the experts would probably attack
this proposition [about debt and interest] with enthusiasm,constantly invent new ways to cultivate the desert.” He

stopped to think a bit, and then went on: “When I am going however, I have come to realize that nearly everything taught
me in college by ‘the experts’ has been proven wrong!”to be no longer President, and this bloody war is at last going

to be finished, I think that we may head to the Mideast with
Eleanor, to see if we could set up some firm, such as the The Aftermath of FDR’s Death

But Roosevelt, overworked and overtired, died of a mas-Tennessee Valley Authority, and do something for these
countries.” Well, he could not think of nuclear energy in those sive cerebral hemorrhage on April 12, 1945. During his last

days, he was working on a plan which he had preliminarilydays, but the concept of a common purpose, of peace through
common development, is fully there. dubbed “Food for Peace,” which involved the unleashing of

American agriculture to feed the world, while deployingSecond anecdote: Perkins reports the following dialogue
between FDR and a pretentious journalist of those days: American technology to make hungry nations food self-suf-

ficient. On the day he died, one Chicago banker sighed with“Are you a communist, Mr. President?”
“No.” relief: “Thank God, that’s over.” But the way the majority

of the American population felt was expressed by a young“Are you then in favor of capitalism?”
“No.” soldier, who stood before the White House, repeating: “I felt

as though I knew him.”“Are you a socialist?”
“No.” Churchill did know that Roosevelt’s health was deterio-

rating, through reports of his own personal physician. It isThe young man, who had his notes in his lap, continued:
“But then, what is your philosophy?” certainly the case that Churchill deliberately caused strain and

helped to wear down Roosevelt by personally insisting on two“My philosophy,” said Roosevelt. “I am a Christian and
a democrat, and I prove it through my acts, that’s all.” summits in Canada during the height of the 1944 Presidential

campaign, and though his delay of the proposed summit withAfter Roosevelt was reelected for a fourth term, in 1944,
and used the election campaign to educate Americans about Stalin until it required a difficult, 12,000 mile mid-winter trip

to Yalta.their special responsibility in the creation of the postwar
world, the British and the Wall Street bankers did not like it In any case, as soon as Roosevelt was buried, the British

oligarchs and the Wall Street establishment did everything toat all. Republican candidate Thomas Dewey, who was con-
trolled by John Foster Dulles, whose personal characteristics throw out his plans and programs. The United Nations was

soon taken over by a pack of British agents; Stalin’s paranoiawere even worse than those of his brother Allen, claimed that
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was worked upon and the conditions for the Cold War estab- rope, while men like Adenauer, Robert Schuman, De Gasperi,
and de Gaulle were conscious of the need to create the politicallished; Truman was induced to drop two atomic bombs on

Japan, to scare any opponents of the new world order; the conditions for such dirigistic policies. It is the combination
of these two things that saved us from chaos and collapse.doctrine of Mutually Assured Destruction was imposed on

fearful populations; and the British, French, Dutch, and Portu- Monnet, as soon as he arrived in France, in 1944, stressed
the need for “indicative planning,” to break with the routine,guese colonies were not freed. The British imperial flag rose

again. The Marshall Plan was reduced to a scheme to recon- promote pioneering technologies, and create a national drive
to achieve at the same time reconstruction, modernization,struct Western Europe as a buffer against Soviet Russia, and

not extended to the nations of the South. Worst of all, the and an increase in the living standards of all. He conceived,
following the Roosevelt model, a team of about 30 people tolegend of a weak Roosevelt, who at Yalta had “sold Poland,

Hungary, Romania, and China down the river, with no respect propel the French administration, and to organize a collective
effort around modernization committees, composed of repre-for the nation-states,” was spread by the British themselves,

helped by the Harrimans and the Dulles brothers, when, in sentatives of the administration, experts, employers, trade un-
ionists, and executives, to muster all the forces of the nationfact, it was Churchill who had cynically started a two-empires

game with Stalin, to protect his own! around a “one.” He proposed to de Gaulle to take full responsi-
bility for this Commissariat au Plan, on the condition that he
be directly connected to the then-president of the Council,The Torch Is Passed

It is only today that we have a clear chance to reverse that the head of the French executive. At the end of Monnet’s
presentation, de Gaulle asked him: “You are certainly right.disaster, and go back to what Roosevelt intended. It is the old

idea of peace through mutual development, in Europe and on But do you really want to try?” Monnet answered: “I don’t
know if I am going to succeed, but I am convinced that therea world scale. It was first the attempt of Count Sergei Witte,

Emil Rathenau, and Gabriel Hanotaux at the end of the nine- is no other way.”
When de Gaulle left office, in January 1946, Monnet im-teenth century, and second, that of Albert Thomas and Wal-

ther Rathenau at the end of World War I, the idea to mobilize posed his full powers on all the weak French politicians, and
centralized the state economic policies around him. The threethe means of a dirigistic economy set up for war in order to

secure postwar peace through great civilian projects. Third, first French plans were a total success, and the basis of the
French economy was reestablished. A key point, is that toit was Roosevelt, and now it is up to us to succeed at the point

where those predecessors left history. Lyndon LaRouche is finance the investments in the plan without discontinuity or
inflation, a fund for national modernization and equipmentthe man carrying the torch, with our strategy to make of the

financial crash a lever and an eye-opener to go, politically, was created, to which Monnet managed to give full responsi-
bility for the management of the equivalent in francs of thebeyond our predecessors. It is, this time, the frontal and deci-

sive fight against British imperial methods, with no compro- Marshall Plan funds, as industrial leverage. In other words,
the French authorities would get American basic products asmise possible, inside and outside the United States.

For we western Europeans, in particular, it is a very pre- grants or with long-term loans; they were re-sold inside
France for francs, the equivalent of the dollar prices; and withcise challenge, whose meaning can only be understood if we

go back to the Europe of 1945. Because it is then, that what those francs, the fund would lend to industrialists or invest in
equipment for projects, with a leverage effect, a multiplierwas left of the Roosevelt drive came back to us, endowing us

with a unique responsibility whose hour of truth is coming economic impact, anti-inflationary by its very nature. In other
words, the fund was set up as a central reconstruction engine,today. We had the chance, in particular we French and Ger-

mans, to receive the best of the inheritance, and our historical collecting the repayments in francs and channeling them into
further investment projects, in accordance with the needs ofduty is to bring it back to the whole world, as a gift for its and

our future. We French and Germans have not yet grasped a the nation as defined by the plan.
It was in France and Germany, through the French Fondreal understanding of what it means, so, if you have been

moved by thefight that Roosevelt led until his death, you have National de Modernization et d’Équipement [National Fund
for Modernization and Equipment] and the German Kredit-to consider the key point I am going to make now.

If we managed to build our modern states from the rubble anstalt für Wiederaufbau [Reconstruction Credit Bank], that
the Marshall Plan funds played the role that Roosevelt wouldof World War II, it is thanks to the Rooseveltian drive; not

because of the American protection against the Reds, but have wanted. Monnet’s comment was that, in Great Britain,
the Marshall aid credits, instead of being used to restore or tobecause of the ideas of the American System that were applied

in the Europe of those dark days. It is here that the name of modernize industry, as was the rule in France and in Germany,
were used with the perspective to restore British financialJean Monnet reemerges, at the core of a crucial challenge.
power, according to the perverse system of foreign invest-
ments. The weakness and backwardness of British industryMonnet and ‘Indicative Planning’ in France

Monnet was probably the only man who understood, in were caused by just that, and they kept accumulating over
time.economic terms, that only Roosevelt’s ideas could save Eu-
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French President
Charles de Gaulle (left)
with German Chancellor
Konrad Adenauer, Bonn
1961.

In France, the concept of indicative planning, as con- investment. I could not convince anybody in the Agriculture
Ministry, but we did it, because thank God it coincided withceived by Monnet and de Gaulle, was developed by a small

team of people instructed to bypass the bureaucracy through the Marshall Plan. It is then that the agricultural revolution
started in Europe.”6the organized pressure of the trade unions and the employers’

associations, the Roosevelt-Monnet method. Philippe La- It is therefore clear that it was with the American methods
of the New Deal system, that Europe was salvaged from themour, the creator of the Compagnie du Bas-Rhône-

Languedoc, which modernized southeastern France, and then rubble of World War II and the backwardness of most of
its elites.of the Société du Canal de Provence, the Corsican Somivac,

and the Société pour l’Aménagement des Coteaux de Even more interestingly, Monnet thought that if French
industrialists were to proceed by the old methods, disasterGascogne, all gigantic projects on the scale of the economy

of France in those days, reports the following, according to would soon loom. So, he told his team: “Let’s send them to
the United States.” And he had his friends organize the famousLibert Bou:

“David Lilienthal [who had first headed the Tennessee “productivity missions,” through which hundreds of French
industrialists came to America to learn how the AmericansValley Authority for FDR] inspired us. Monnet had given me

his book, Adventurer in Planning, to read, and I was enthusi- worked.
Let’s hear Monnet’s close collaborator, Jean Fourastié,astic. There had happened at the same time water manage-

ment, agricultural development, land development, and the comment: “The missions de productivité were Monnet’s
baby, and originally linked to the Marshall Plan. I organizedconstruction of the first atomic energy plant. When Lilienthal

came to Paris, Monnet introduced me to him, and then told them with Bob Silberman, sent to France by the U.S. Office
of Labor. We put together 400 of such missions, assemblinghim: ‘Please, tell this young man what you have done in Ten-

nessee. Tennessee, it was no better than Auvergne! It was in the same boat industrialists, engineers, specialists and
workers.” (You have to understand that, in 1946 France, suchmade up of badly kept, old farms, and now it is a land of

plenty.’ Lilienthal laid out the notion of land development— an idea, with industrialists who had just cooperated with Nazi
Germany, and workers who were, in great numbers, Commu-aménagement du territoire—and so we started to do it in

France. In Build for the People, Lilienthal indeed specified nist affiliated, was in itself quite an undertaking.) “There was
a unanimous judgment when they came back: They had beenthat what was done in the United States could be done in

Europe, in the Po and Rhône valleys, for example, or in Asia
and Africa, in the Ganges and Nile valleys. It was a dynamic
concept which completely changed my ideas on agricultural 6. op. cit., Libert Bou to Eric Roussell, Rungis, June 27, 1992.
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given the recipe for a take-off.” way to overcome such obstacles is to immediately engage the
action on a limited but decisive point: The joint production ofHere comes the most interesting part. Fourastié continues:

“The idea was very well received, quickly and everywhere. coal and steel would immediately ensure the creation of a
common basis for economic development, a first step towardWe all noticed that there was something paradoxical that our

European treatises on economic science would ignore the European federation, and would change the destiny of those
regions of the world, for so long involved in the productionconcepts of productivity and technological progress. Eco-

nomic science, as it was taught in France—but the situation of weapons of which they have been most often the main
victims. . . . In opposition to an international cartel whichwas the same in all Europe—ignored such notions.” Later, he

commented, “We owe it to Monnet and America.”7 has the tendency to share and exploit national markets for
restrictive practices and to maintain high profits, our planned
organization would secure the fusion of the markets, theThe European Coal and Steel Union

At that point, Monnet understood that both economically expansion of production, and the adjustment from above of
the living standards of the workers.”8and politically, continental Europe could not do without an

active and independent Germany. He was convinced of it Bidault was not enthusiastic, but fortunately, Foreign Af-
fairs Minister Robert Schuman’s right-hand man, Bernardwhen he met his British friend Edwin Plowden, who was

to become the first president of the British Atomic Energy Clappier, gave the Monnet note to his minister. Schuman, on
April 29, 1950, was going for a weekend to his house inAuthority, in 1954. Plowden, otherwise a very clever and

well-informed man, exhibited an absolute lack of interest in Lorraine. He used all his time there to read and reflect upon
the paper, and when he came back to the Gare de l’Est trainEuropean continental development. He was only concerned,

deplored Monnet, with the value of the pound, the British station in Paris, he told Clappier (he was not a great speaker):
“Well, I have read the Monnet paper; it is a revolution. MyEmpire, and the “special relationship” with the United States.

Monnet thus realized that nothing good could be done with answer is yes.”
Monnet was in a hurry, because there was a Franco-BritishGreat Britain. Then he looked at the American leaders, and,

comparing them to those of the Roosevelt times, concluded meeting in London scheduled for May 10, to discuss an Amer-
ican project on dismantling of the Ruhr Authority. Monnetthat not much could be accomplished with them either. Hence,

his idea of a “federal Europe,” as a long-term political ref- knew that he had to take the Anglo-Americans by surprise.
As soon as Clappier informed him of Schuman’s support, heerence.

He was well aware that it is not through abstract schemes rushed to meet his friend Alexandre Parodi, General Secretary
of the Foreign Affairs Ministry, to tell him not to inform histhat you can change reality; therefore, he decided to start

with a precise physical project, then the much-needed physi- administration, because “to succeed, we had to leave aside
all the ambassadors and the usual diplomatic impediments.”cal base for Europe: coal and steel production. He saw in

it three things: the first step toward peace through develop- Schuman then sent a messenger to their friend Konrad Ade-
nauer, caught during a cabinet meeting on May 9, which thement in Europe, the possibility of concretely integrating

Germany as a full-fledged independent partner in European French envoy asked to interrupt. Adenauer, not very happy
about it, was overwhelmed with joy when he learned what alldevelopment, and, for France, the only grand design that

would force the break with its economic backwardness and this was about. “It was exactly my conception of harmonizing
the key European industries, and I sent my full approval toits catastrophic colonial delusions. Later, in 1956, his second

step for the economic integration of Europe was also physi- Schuman.”
Two steps remained to be taken: First, to convince thecal: It was the Euratom, the atomic energy production

agency, and not the Common Market, which he only en- French government to approve it, also on May 9, and to an-
nounce the project in the afternoon, through a Schuman decla-dorsed when there was no other choice. Europe, he would

keep repeating, is “a federal power plus the peaceful use of ration at the Foreign Ministry, the Quai d’Orsay, in the pres-
ence of Monnet and his team! The press and the ambassadorsnuclear energy.”

As soon as Monnet had the idea of a European Coal and fell off their chairs in surprise. The second step was to neutral-
ize Dean Acheson, the American Secretary of State, who hadSteel Agency, with a Franco-German core but open to all

European countries wishing to join, he started testing it with the bad idea to stop over in Paris before going to London.
Monnet masterfully did the job, and “the limited imaginationhis close network of friends. On the basis of such discussions,

he wrote a short and precise note for then-president of the of my friend Acheson,” writes Monnet, may have prevented
him from seeing all the implications of the project.French Council of Ministers Georges Bidault. Let me quote

its main points: “The accumulated obstacles prevent the im- On May 10, in London, British Foreign Secretary Ernest
Bevin had a fit of rage: “Britain has been humiliated! This ismediate realization of this close association of the peoples of

Europe that the French government considers as its goal. The the policy of le fait accompli. We can’t accept that.” French

7. Testimonial of Jean Fourastié, Jean Monnet Fund, Lausanne, Switzerland. 8. op. cit., Jean Monnet letter to Georges Bidault, April 28, 1950.
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Ambassador to London René Massigli supported Bevin, and and beyond itself. This means the spirit of Monnet, Adenauer,
Schuman, and de Gaulle, of De Gasperi and Mattei, of whichSchuman presented his deep apologies, but modestly tilting

his head, he added: “But it is now done.” the New Bretton Woods and the Eurasian Land-Bridge are
the expressions. They belong not to Europe or to the UnitedMonnet was not at all surprised. Lord Plowden comments:

“Since my conversation with him in the Spring of 1949, Jean States, but to our common future as an alliance of sovereign
nation-states, as living gifts for our future, enriched by ourMonnet, I believe, had renounced the idea of building Europe

with Great Britain.”9 common contributions.
Retrospectively, we can say this or that, and grumble

about such-and-such shortcomings. Maybe Roosevelt didn’tOur Task Today
Now let’s come back to Europe at the end of May 2000. have the best understanding of German and French history,

and he certainly should have kicked his Treasury SecretaryWe have a clear task. And our standards are the Schuman-
Monnet-Adenauer initiative of 1950, together with the Henry Morgenthau in the ass, for his insane plans to destroy

Germany forever and to turn France into pastureland. MaybeFranco-German friendship treaty of 1963, the de Gaulle-Ade-
nauer treaty. Well, the formalistic bureaucrats would say, Monnet was too much of an Anglo-Saxon, and his federalism

was not compatible with the nation-state principle, at least in“But Mr. Cheminade, you are putting together two things that
can’t be: on one side, Monnet’s federal conceptions—which the long run. Maybe de Gaulle, in 1945, still had his own

imperial delusions, and his dreams of l’Union Française wereGerman Foreign Minister Joschka Fischer claims to reflect—
and on the other side, de Gaulle’s absolute attachment to dangerous, as proven by the Setif massacres of May 8, 1948,

by the colonial French troops in Algeria.national sovereignty. These do not work together.” Well, I
am happy to say, they do. Not in a formal way, but as a matter But, the real problem comes, when our grumblings pre-

vent us from acting today. Because we have no excuse, if weof content.
This is the lesson of Roosevelt. Put the content first: to look at it from the standpoint of the future, and not of the past.

A leadership cadre has been developed around our movement,win the sacred cause of the nation-state means first to defeat
the British imperial methods, and their Anglo-American up- around the ideas of LaRouche and his co-thinkers, and we

have developed, or should have developed, a mastery of thesurge. This can only be done through associations on the basis
of common principles and common causes, with a precise questions of human cognition that our predecessors had not.

All our conference has been about that. Now you are in abacking of great projects, to shift the economic conditions and
change the thinking of the peoples. For such great projects, if condition to compare, and you have nothing left to hide. We

know better who we are.they exist, and as they proceed, delegations of sovereignty to
a higher authority are possible, not to stifle or crush the nation- Therefore, as for us Europeans, we have an additional

duty. It is to revive and bring back to the United States whatstate, but, on the contrary, to give it a higher purpose. No
institutions built on quicksand, out of ideological prejudices, is left in our hands of the treasure that was sent to us from

America in the postwar reconstruction. This means to supportbut coming into being out of a common purpose, common
actions on the physical reality. Physical economy first! LaRouche, and, yes, to intervene in that sense in American

domestic affairs, through the support of the only present-dayIn that sense, Monnet and de Gaulle worked, at the
crucial moments, in the same direction, and, in a way, Ade- representative of the historical American System, our Ameri-

can System.nauer and Roosevelt were their common denominators. In
Germany, it is the track of Friedrich List, and in France that Let me end with two quotes, one from Franklin Delano

Roosevelt, the other from Robert Schuman. Not two of theseof Carnot. The key point here, is that both French and
German original contributions first created the American nice quotes which make you look literate, but of the type that

are aimed at changing the meaning of one’s life, and whichSystem, and that after World War II, thanks to Roosevelt,
such ideas came back to Europe to inspire the German system are both of absolute relevance to our present identity as patri-

ots and world citizens.of “Rhineland industrialism,” and the French “indicative
planning.” What I presented to you today, is the irrefutable Roosevelt, at the Democratic Convention of 1936: “To

some generations much is given. Of other generations, muchevidence of this.
Ah, but this is not an abstract matter, food for bureaucrats, is expected. This generation of Americans has a rendezvous

with destiny.”historians, or a passive audience. It is history, here and now.
It gives us—Frenchmen, Germans, and continental Europe- Schuman: “What we do is not only done for our nations,

we do it while looking far beyond our borders, thinking ofans—a special responsibility toward ourselves, the United
States, and the world. We have to pick up the torch that our what all humanity expects from us.”

Indeed, we have today a rendezvous with destiny. Ourleaders have left lying on the ground, and build Europe in the
only way it could be meaningful, with a great design for itself, predecessors are looking upon us, and humanity expects us

to move, always beyond the borders of our cognition, always
thinking and doing more, to win the decisive battle and defeat
the oligarchical principle once and for all.9. op. cit., Lord Plowden to Eric Roussell.
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Desperate London, Wall Street
Plan Next Stage in Peru Assault
by Cynthia R. Rush

Those London and Wall Street interests which want Peruvian was elected.” Cardoso made these statements after consulting
with Argentine President Fernando de la Rúa and ChileanPresident Alberto Fujimori out of power, to move forward

with their strategy to make Peru a “narco-republic,” are in President Ricardo Lagos, who were attending the same con-
ference.trouble. They had wanted to come away from the June 4-

6 meeting of the General Assembly of the Organization of Such was the environment going into Windsor. This rebel-
lion among Ibero-American nations forced the United StatesAmerican States (OAS), held in Windsor, Ontario, with a

continental mandate for invoking the OAS’s “democracy and Canada to shift gears. Instead of the “democracy clause,”
Canadian Foreign Minister Lloyd Axworthy, president of thisclause”—Resolution 1080—which would have authorized

collective action against the Peruvian government on grounds year’s OAS General Assembly, came up with a resolution
that would send an OAS mission, consisting of himself andthat it had overturned the “democratic order” in the May 28

elections. Secretary General César Gaviria, to Peru for the purpose of
“exploring, with the government of Peru and other sectorsThe charge was that the elections by which Fujimori won

a third term in office were “invalid,” and the equivalent of a of the political community, options and recommendations
aimed at further strengthening democracy in that country.”“coup” against “the rule of law.” Madeleine Albright’s State

Department, in league with the British Crown colony of Can- As Lyndon LaRouche explained in his latest interview
with the Peruvian magazine Gente (see p. 58), this mission isada, intended to impose sanctions and isolate Peru, and thus

force Fujimori to back down from his defense of national nothing but “a strategic operation” by the U.S. and British
governments—the latter represented by Canada—“to try tosovereignty, and agree to leave office or call new elections

that might place stooge Alejandro Toledo, in power. Most of break Peru, because Peru is key to Mexico and Brazil. . . .
This is a test of will, as to whether they can use this to breakthe advisers surrounding Toledo advocate drug legalization.

But things didn’t go as planned. Four days before the Peru’s will. The next target, of course, . . . will be Mexico and
Brazil.” The mission will travel to Lima before Fujimori’sWindsor summit began, during the special session of the

OAS’s Permanent Council held on May 31 in Washington, inauguration on July 28—which it will try to prevent—and
report back to OAS foreign ministers in Washington.D.C., Ibero-American governments stated firmly that they

wanted no part of collective action against Peru. Foreign min- Debate on the Canadian resolution was lengthy and acri-
monious. The Peruvian delegation, led by Foreign Ministerister after foreign minister stood up to say that Peru’s elections

are an issue of national sovereignty, and cannot justify foreign Fernando de Trazegnies, rejected the resolution’s wording,
and, firmly backed by Mexico, attacked “the pernicious envi-intervention. As Uruguay’s Foreign Minister Diddier Operti

succinctly put it, “There is no norm which empowers the ronment whose clear intention is to promote a new election
in which candidate Fujimori would not participate.” But theinternational community to annul a national election.”

Even more categorical were the remarks of Brazilian Pres- United States and Canada, with support from Costa Rica and
Argentina, and a few others, managed to ram through theident Fernando Henrique Cardoso, who, speaking June 2 from

Berlin where he was attending a conference, stated that “there resolution, with only minor changes.
As Lyndon LaRouche told Gente, “the fight is on,” andwas no coup” in Peru. “There was an election . . . a President
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“it’s a very serious fight.” No one should underestimate Lon- Narco Twins
Any doubts about the purpose of the OAS mission todon’s and Wall Street’s intention of smashing Peru, or the

other nations which defended its sovereignty. However, these Peru are dispelled by examining the pedigrees of the Gaviria-
Axworthy duo that is preparing to lecture President Fujimoriinternational financial interests are in a real, and dangerous,

predicament. on “democracy.” Someone forgot to add the “narco” to “de-
mocracy.”

Who are these guys kidding? This mission is intendedWhat To Do Next?
What they’ve tried so far has failed. An international oli- only to advance London’s and Wall Street’s agenda for turn-

ing the entire Andean region into several squabbling narco-garchy hysterical over the crumbling of the world financial
system, could drive forward in its offensive against Peru; but republics—legalizing drugs, handing Colombia over to the

FARC narco-terrorists, and overthrowing the one Presidentto do so risks causing a backlash far greater than anything
seen in the debate of recent weeks. It could lead governments who defeated narco-terrorism, Alberto Fujimori.

Gaviria and Axworthy are two of the most notorious pro-to seriously consider the policy initiatives proposed by Lyn-
don LaRouche, for the creation of a New Bretton Woods ponents in the hemisphere, of negotiating a strategic deal with

drug-runners and narco-terrorists. As President of ColombiaSystem, committed to protecting and developing sovereign
nation-states. That potential is seen in the fact that some Peru- from 1990 to 1994, Gaviria handed his country over to the

drug cartels. He oversaw the rewriting of the Colombian Con-vian patriots have chosen to play “the LaRouche card” in the
current crisis, granting the U.S. Presidential pre-candidate stitution, by a Constitutent Assembly whose members had

been openly bought and paid for by the drug cartels. Gaviriaprominent coverage in both the printed and electronic media.
The George Soros-run drug lobby had to dredge up such had been given videotaped documentation of Medellı́n Cartel

agents paying off Assembly members, and he chose to dolowlife as narco-terrorist sympathizer Gustavo Gorriti to
smear LaRouche with the worn slanders of “neo-Nazi con- nothing.

As for Axworthy, three elements of Canadian policy re-spiracy theorist” in an attempt to discredit him (see accompa-
nying article). veal his relationship to the drug trade and narco-terrorists:

1. When the narco-terrorists of the Tupac Amaru Revolu-Will the financial oligarchs go out on a limb to try to
overthrow the Peruvian President? tionary Movement (MRTA) took over the Japanese Embassy

residence in Lima in December 1996, it was Axworthy whoThe election at Windsor of Luigi Einaudi as the OAS’s
Deputy Secretary General is a sign of what London and Wall flew to Lima to personally threaten Fujimori to capitulate and

make a deal with these murderers.Street plan for the next stage of thefight. Brought into the State
Department in the early 1970s by Henry Kissinger, “Peru 2. Axworthy’s Foreign Ministry appears to have a long-

standing special arrangement with Colombia’s FARC, whenspecialist” Einaudi—he has spent three decades profiling
Peru’s key institutions, especially its Armed Forces—is the it comes to paying ransom. When 12 Canadians were kid-

napped by terrorists in Ecuador in September 1999, Canada’sembodiment of the enemy Lyndon LaRouche has been bat-
tling for thirty years. Like Kissinger, he is a rabid Malthusian, Secretary of State for Latin America, David Kilgour, then on

tour in the region, told reporters that the “best hope is thatwho rants against “population overflow” and the “appalling
destructive power” of protectionism (otherwise known as the they have been taken by the FARC.” Why? The “chances of

getting them out are excellent,” he explained, because “weAmerican System of political economy, in opposition to Brit-
ish free trade). have a 1,000% batting average” in ransoming Canadians kid-

napped by the FARC!A longtime éminence grise of State Department policy
for the Americas, Einaudi has been the driving force behind 3. Drug legalization is part of Axworthy’s so-called “hu-

man security agenda,” which was a key agenda item at thethe proposal to transform the OAS into a regional instrument
for supranational government, something he fought for while Windsor meeting. The key role here is played by the Canadian

Foundation for the Americas (FOCAL), an agency fundedserving as President George Bush’s Ambassador to the OAS.
Removed by the Clinton Administration in 1993, Einaudi almost entirely by the Canadian government. In 1997,

FOCAL called for governments to get out of the business ofreturned to the State Department, where he has remained un-
til now. stopping drugs, and into that of assuring that addicts and other

drug users get “the highest quality product possible”!From his new post at the OAS, and with co-thinker Arturo
Valenzuela serving as U.S. National Security Director for FOCAL’s report, Hemispheric Addiction: Canada and Drug

Trafficking in the Americas, argued that the time has come forInter-American Affairs, Einaudi will now try to push accep-
tance of his “preventive diplomacy” initiative, which is inti- “the legalization of the drug trade . . . to transform the drug

problem from a moral issue, to a strictly medical question.”mately linked to the Peruvian situation. This insane concept
would allow OAS action against nations which might, at some The same FOCAL report defended “narco-guerrillas” as “mo-

tivated by political convictions. . . . They want to overthrowfuture point, pose a threat to “the rule of law” or the global
world order (see “Behind the War on Peru: Wall Street’s the system in place; their aspiration generally is to redistribute

the state revenues more equitably.”Drive for Limited Sovereignty,” EIR, June 9, 2000).
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LaRouche Urges Peru: ‘Take
a Firm Position and Stick It Out’
U.S. Democratic Presidential pre-candidate Lyndon adviser to [Alejandro Toledo’s organization] Peru Posible,

Gustavo Gorriti, who, in a program on El Comercio’s televi-LaRouche granted the following telephone interview on June
6 to Gente magazine, Peru’s second-largest circulation sion channel, called LaRouche a paranoid and a neo-fascist,

LaRouche said, “These fellows are cheaply bought, and theyweekly, which was published in a slightly edited form in their
June 8 issue under the headline “Lyndon LaRouche Warns run around all over the world.”
of a Major Financial Crisis in the U.S., and Asserts that ‘As-
sassinations Are Not Impossible.’ ” The interview was ac- Q: Mr. LaRouche, our first question has to do with this news

we have just received from the OAS, that they have decidedcompanied by a box reporting that the Bank for International
Settlements’ warning of an imminentfinancial crisis (see Eco- to send a mission here to Peru. We would like to know what

the truth behind this decision is? What does this mean?nomics section in this issue) was being “suspiciously”
blacked out by the United States media, “mocking freedom of LaRouche: Well, when you’ve got this Toledo situation,

you have to recognize what’s behind it. Toledo is a trainee ofexpression.” Gente preceded the interview with the following
introductory note. [University of Chicago professor Arnold] Harberger, who is

the actual key figure in the Pinochet coup some years back
According to the Democratic Party Presidential candidate under Kissinger. So you’re not dealing with the problem of

Toledo, but who is behind Toledo. And you’re dealing at the[LaRouche], “there are people in Washington who feel a real
hatred toward President [Alberto] Fujimori, and want to de- moment with, principally, the U.S. and British governments.

And the British government, of course, is represented throughstroy him. These people are mad right now, and the worst is
that they are unpredictable.” The recent nomination of U.S. Canada. And what is involved is a strategic operation to try

to break Peru, because Peru is key to Mexico and Brazil. Anddiplomat Luigi Einaudi as Assistant Secretary General to the
OAS [Organization of American States] is sort of like putting remember that Kissinger is also involved in this.

At this point, Kissinger has the backing of a group around“the fox to guard the hen house,” keeping in mind the serious
accusations made against him by dissident Democratic Party the President of the United States, which is the strength behind

the current deployments of Mrs. Albright. So, this is a test ofleader Lyndon LaRouche, in our previous edition No. 1327.
[See EIR, June 9, p. 34]. There, he said that Einaudi is “a new will, as to whether they can use this to break Peru’s will. The

next target, of course, if Peru is broken, will be Mexico andmercenary to attack Peru again,” and points out that “we can
detect the work of Einaudi against Peru before [OAS electoral Brazil. This is a worse situation, in some respects, than when

Kissinger ran—together with people like Einaudi—the Pino-observer mission chief] Ambassador [Eduardo] Stein even
got out of diapers.” LaRouche reminds us that Kissinger chet coup in Chile. And Luigi Einaudi was, of course, the key

man behind the so-called Second War of the Pacific scenario,“ran—together with people like Einaudi—the Pinochet coup
in Chile. And Luigi Einaudi was, of course, the key man in which they were trying to destroy Peru earlier.

The only way in which this thing could have gone throughbehind the so-called Second War of the Pacific scenario, in
which they were trying to destroy Peru earlier.” Now, he at Windsor, with the OAS, was with tremendous pressure

from the U.S. government and from Canada. So, I would saywarns that the international lobbies are trying to prevent the
release inside the United States, of news of their eventual the fight is on. It’s a very serious fight.
collapse in a financial crash of enormous proportions and
terrible consequences that will also affect Peru, a country Q: We understand that it’s not only against Brazil and Mex-

ico, but also against the Venezuelan government.which has prepared itself these past ten years to survive these
attacks.” On Fujimori, he said that “there are people in Wash- LaRouche: Yes, everything, but especially, they want to

crack Brazil and Mexico. Those are the two chief targets.ington, including Mrs. [U.S. Secretary of State Madeleine]
Albright, who would try to push this as far as they can. Assas-
sinations cannot be ruled out,” he said angrily. At the same Q: Do you believe, then, that they are going to achieve this

objective? What is their thinking?time, he indicated that the Clinton government is very upset
with his policy orientation toward Peru. Referring to the press LaRouche: Well, it’s dangerous, but it’s also complicated.
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Peruvian President
Alberto Fujimori.
LaRouche told Gente,
with respect to the
assault against
Fujimori, “there are
people in Washington,
including Mrs. Albright,
who would try to push
this as far as they can.
Assassinations cannot be
ruled out.”

I don’t know what you’ve got in terms of the news there in news agency to suppress—for the time being—the existence
of that report. But I know that the break-up of the system isPeru today, but the Bank for International Settlements [BIS]

has published a study, which contains a forecast, which is an inevitable, it’s coming on rapidly. And one would hope that
in the process of conducting this fight to defend the integrityaccurate one. It essentially says that the United States is going

to go under in a major financial crash. There will not be a soft of Peru, that they will come to their senses in Washington.
But in the meantime, they will tend to be very hystericallanding for the United States. And, while there should be

no illusions about the Bush crowd—the Bush crowd is as and very threatening. So, it’s a tough situation, as I think the
people in Peru sense, but the point is that Peru has no choice,dangerous as the crowd around Al Gore, the Vice-President

of the United States—nonetheless, presently, Al Gore is abso- because if it capitulates, it goes down, it will be dissolved, it
will be broken as a nation.lutely hysterical, because it’s apparent to people in the gov-

ernment that he is not electable. And the President of the I would say that one should look at that from the stand-
point that that is the nature of this period of history—that isUnited States has made a great commitment to the Gore candi-

dacy, which I think is foolish. And although I’m somewhat the kind of world we are living in. We will have to see how
the United States reacts to, what is probably very soon, afriendly to the Clinton Administration, I’m even getting a

certain amount of hysteria against me because of this. And financial collapse of the dollar. Beyond that, I can’t say defi-
nitely what I think is going to happen. I know how thesethey’re very unhappy with my policy on Peru, among other

things. people will react. What will happen, I’m not sure of, but I
know how they’ll react to this kind of situation.So, I think there is no simple strategic assessment of the

situation. It’s a very serious situation. The United States is
likely to make some great mistakes at this point—the present Q: I would like to ask you, if it is possible to obtain a copy

of this report you’re referring to, the one that they are coveringgovernment. My estimation is that Peru will survive this situa-
tion. I think there will be a great effort to cause it to capitulate, up in the United States, as we would like to publish this in

our publication.but I also think, that with the financial crisis coming on rap-
idly— LaRouche: Okay, fine. What we are doing is, we are study-

ing this report, that they’ve got here in Europe, and we’llLet me interpolate something here. Look, the report of the
BIS forecast is all over Europe. But so far, not a single leading be issuing today, from our Wiesbaden office in Europe, our

preliminary news report about the fact of the BIS report. Andnews agency in the United States has reported on the existence
of that BIS report. The only condition under which that report I’m sure that a copy of the report that we will issue, should

reach you sometime today.would have been suppressed, is an absolutely hysterical pres-
sure on the part of the United States government to get every We will be doing a follow-on study of that report, and we
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can transmit that to you as soon as we have it done. So that more of the reason why Bush happens to hate Noriega. We
have the facts on that, but I don’t have them at hand here. [Seeshould be coming to you right away, and as we get our job

done, we’ll get copies to you. Because of the time of day, box below.]
we’ll relay it from the Leesburg [Virginia] office, because
they will have the up-to-date reports that we’ll be making over Q: I have a question about Toledo, and also [Toledo adviser

Diego] Garcı́a Sayan. According to the information we havethe course of the day. But, we can get you some preliminary
information immediately. That’s already in process. here, both Toledo and Garcı́a Sayan are connected to interna-

tional drug-trafficking networks. In this regard, what would
be the connection of Mr. Gustavo Gorriti?Q: I’d like to ask you about Mr. Gustavo Gorriti, a Peruvian

journalist who has been hired by Peru Posible as a sort of LaRouche: Look, the problem here is that you’ve got people
who work as part of a political network. They may be workingofficial press spokesman. He was interviewed recently by

Channel 8 and Channel N in Lima, which belong to the chain for drug people. Whether they themselves are personally in-
volved in drugs, may be another question. It’s like the casethat owns the newspaper El Comercio, and during that inter-

view, he was asked about [EIR Ibero-American editor] Dennis of George Soros. Soros is very openly a supporter of the
international drug trade. And it’s impossible that he is notSmall and about Lyndon LaRouche. During that interview,

he called you a neo-fascist and a paranoid. involved in some laundered drug money, through his large-
scale operation. But as to whether George is actually takingLaRouche: Well, he’s probably jealous. He probably thinks

that if I’m a fascist, I might compete with him. Before you drug money personally, I don’t know.
From my standpoint, when somebody is involved in thosetreat him seriously, you have to laugh first, so you don’t get

upset and treat him too seriously. These fellows are cheaply networks, and they know what goes on in finance, they know
they’re involved as an ally of the drug pushers, and, as far asbought, and they run around all over the world. I don’t pay

too much attention to them. I am concerned, they’re morally the same as drug pushers.
But, in my position, I’m very careful about making those

distinctions, so that nobody exaggerates what I’m saying.Q: We don’t know much about him, so we’d like to ask you
a few things. We understand that, first of all, he escaped so-
called “political persecution” here in Peru, and then he fled to
Panama, where we understand he also had some problems.
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We want to know if you have something to say about this.
LaRouche: We know the Panama end of this thing that he
was tied to. He is a dirty operation. Our knowledge of him
goes to the George Bush/Iran-Contra drug-running operation.
He was tied to that politically.

Look, Bush got into a quarrel with [Gen. Manuel] Noriega
of Panama, and some of Noriega’s special forces were used
as part of the aid to the Contras in Nicaragua. Then, Bush
sacrificed those Panamanian troops, and made some demands
on Noriega which Noriega refused. And when you know Bush
the way I know him, from a great deal of experience, he’s the
kind of person who will kill someone he doesn’t like. As a
matter of fact, most of the things that happened to Noriega in
that connection, were a result of Bush’s personal animosity
against him. Once Bush had the U.S. military under his con-
trol, he launched a war against Panama, and tried to kill No-
riega. That’s the kind of person he is.

Since I’m in Europe at the moment, I don’t have access
to all of my old files on that, but I’m sure that [EIR correspon-
dents] Carlos Wesley or Gretchen Small can get you the dos-
sier we have on Gorriti. For me, he’s a collateral part of that
operation. We know a lot about it, but I don’t have the details
at hand. We can get to you what we have on this. The general
point is that Bush was working with one of the Colombian
cartels, and the Bush people got drugs from one of the cartels,
and Bush would have been in trouble if he had not been exon-
erated by the President of the United States. So, this is just
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Q: Finally, regarding the case of Peru. What do you think we
can expect vis-à-vis this OAS resolution to intervene in Peru?
LaRouche: There are people in Washington, including the
people tied to Mrs. Albright, who would try to push this as
far as they can. They would actually—I mean, assassinations
are not impossible in a situation like this. Knowing the state The ‘Iran-Contra’ Crew
of mind of these people, as I know it, they are in a state of
real hatred against President Fujimori. And they are out to behind Gustavo Gorriti
destroy him.

My appreciation of Mr. Fujimori is that he is a courageous by Carlos Wesley
person, more courageous than many other people who have
had to deal with these fellows. He seems to be highly respected

Gustavo Gorriti Ellenbogen, a Peruvian national, is a mem-by his countrymen, which is all very good in this situation.
But, as someone who is experienced with this kind of thing, I ber of the political apparatus that gained notoriety in the

mid-1980s as George Bush’s “Iran-Contra” arms-for-drugswould say to be prepared for tough times ahead. I’m optimistic
about the situation, but it’s not going to be easy for the mo- trafficking operation.

It is through this apparatus that Gorriti is linked to formerment. These fellows are in a very mad fit, and are somewhat
unpredictable. U.S. Assistant Secretary of State Elliott Abrams, and his

successor Bernard Aronson; with Samuel P. Huntington and
Luigi Einaudi, the intellectual authors of a plan to do awayQ: Are you saying, then, that the life of President Fujimori

is directly in danger, as of now? with the institutions of the nation-state; with Panamanian
banker Roberto “Bobby” Eisenmann, implicated in variousLaRouche: Well, I don’t know. What I do know is the tem-

perament of these people. They have been my opponents for drug money-laundering operations; and with others who,
like Gorriti, are openly dedicated to the defense of sucha long time, and I think I probably understand them about as

well as anyone. I certainly would not take any chances with narco-terrorist groups as Shining Path, the MRTA, and
the FARC.the life of Mr. Fujimori. But I do know the mental state of Al

Gore and the people around him. I also know the mental 1. The Soros connection: Gorriti serves today as a press
spokesman for the defeated Peruvian Presidential candidatestate of the Prime Minister of Great Britain, which is also

dangerous. Mr. Blair is in a rather desperate political situation Alejandro Toledo. Like Toledo’s top adviser Diego Garcı́a
Sayán, Gorriti is tied to George Soros, the billionaire specu-at the moment, and Blair is a very close ally of Mr. Gore. So,

anyone who is tied to Gore and Blair, I would say they’re very lator who leads the drug legalization apparatus globally.
Gorriti is one of only 21 members from the Americas,dangerous. But I think that Peruvian security officials and the

President of Peru are sane, very capable people, and I think if of an organization called the International Consortium of
Investigative Journalists (ICIJ), headquartered at the Centeranyone has the chance of surviving, they are the kind of people

who would tend to survive a situation like this. for Public Integrity in Washington, D.C. The ICIJ is financed
by George Soros’s Open Society Institute, along with theRemember, that when President Fujimori dealt with the

Japanese Embassy incident, and also cleaned up some of the Carnegie Corporation, Ford Foundation, and Rockefeller Fi-
nancial Services.other terrorist problems in Peru, he made a serious enemy of

those in Canada and elsewhere, who want him to capitulate. In addition to Gorriti, other Ibero-American members
of the ICIJ include Peru’s Angel Páez and FernandoSo, their hatred is partly opportunistic, because Peru is very

important for all of the Americas right now. And for this Rospigliosi, Colombia’s Marı́a Jimena Duzán Sáenz, and
Brazil’s Amaury Ribeiro Jr. (who most recently consultedpro-drug crowd around George Soros and the Inter-American

Dialogue—these guys are all pro-drugs—and for Al Gore and the FARC’s Raul Reyes as his reliable “source” for a cam-
paign against the Brazilian Army for supposed “human rightsfor Madeleine Albright, there’s a very special hatred against

the government of Peru right now. I think that, under better violations”), and Argentina’s Horacio Verbitsky, who ran
intelligence for the terrorist Montoneros in the 1970s.circumstances, President Clinton would be, shall we say,

much more reasonable. But at the moment, I think that the 2. The connection with money launderer Roberto Eisen-
mann: Until he joined Toledo’s campaign, Gustavo Gorriti[U.S.] President is in a bad mode.

In the meantime, I think that the onrushing international was assistant director of the Panamanian newspaper La Pren-
sa, owned by his old friend and collaborator Robertofinancial crisis is going to produce some very quick and

fundamental changes in global politics. And I think that, in “Bobby” Eisenmann. Gorriti’s relationship with Eisenmann
goes back to at least the mid-1980s, when both were studentsa time like this, one must take a good strong position, do

the right thing, have firm nerves, and stick it out. That’s at Harvard University. Eisenmann was at Harvard on a Nei-
mann Foundation scholarship to study journalism, and Gor-my view.
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riti was there, thanks to a scholarship from the Guggenheim in the Americas—has become one of the main instruments
deployed to destroy national sovereignty around the world,Foundation, to write a book about Shining Path.

It is during that period that Eisenmann dictated articles to under the fig-leaf pretext of “fighting against corruption.”
3. The Shining Path connection: Gorriti revealed his ownGorriti attacking Panamanian Gen. Manuel Noriega (whom

George Bush wanted to get rid of), the which Gorriti then loyalties, in his 1990s book, History of the Shining Path,
which is a de facto apology for Shining Path, blaming thepublished in the Peruvian magazine Caretas. The same arti-

cles were then published in Eisenmann’s La Prensa, citing Peruvian military for the existence of the terrorist insurgency.
In the book’s preface, Gorriti expresses his gratitude to hisCaretas as the source. With this “laundering” maneuver,

they were able to evade Panama’s strict laws against libel tutor when he studied in the United States: Samuel P. Hunting-
ton. Huntington is one of the main strategists of the Trilateraland slander.
Commission, which put Jimmy Carter into the U.S. Presi-
dency in 1977, and which placed various of its members inDadeland Bank

It was during this time frame, that a scandal broke over Carter’s cabinet. An advocate of what the Trilateralists called
“fascism with a democratic face,” Huntington is a leadingdrug money laundering at the Dadeland Bank, a Florida bank

co-owned by Eisenmann. As EIR documented in its 1986 theoretician of the takedown of national militaries (a thesis
which Gorriti shares), as he outlined in his call to “abolish theSpecial Report, Who is Trying to Destabilize Panama, and

Why?, Dadeland Bank’s ties with the drug-trafficking ring of military,” in his 1993 book, The Third Wave: Democratiza-
tion in the Late Twentieth Century.Antonio Fernández came to light during the 1986 trial of the

Fernández gang in U.S. Federal court. Fernández not only For help in writing his own book, Gorriti turned to former
State Department official David Scott Palmer, another openlaundered his drug money through Dadeland, but was a stock-

holder in the bank! In effect, he was Eisenmann’s partner. apologist for Shining Path, who had gained first-hand knowl-
edge of that terrorist movement when he worked at Peru’sThe Fernández smuggling operation, which introduced

more than 700 kilos of marijuana into the United States be- University of Huamanga at the same time as Shining Path
leader Abimael Guzmán was organizing the terrorist move-tween 1977 and 1984, was aided by Winston Robles, then-

director of Eisenmann’s La Prensa. ment there in the 1960s.
Other relatives of Robles were also implicated in the oper-

ation, including his brother Iván, who also worked for Eise- A Source of Disinformation
Gorriti’s disinformation on Shining Path was used innmann at Dadeland Bank, his sister Alma Robles de Samos,

and his brother-in-law Stephen Samos. the early 1990s by the U.S. State Department, as another
justification for its attacks and embargos against the PeruvianSamos, still another stockholder of Eisenmann’s Dade-

land Bank, was a key member of Bush’s Iran-Contra team. government and military. In September 1992, when the U.S.
House of Representatives Foreign Relations Committee, pre-Samos, whose specialty was setting up shell companies—his

own company, Interseco, created and sold more than 2,000 sided over by Robert Torricelli (D-N.J.)—at that time, the
boyfriend of the same Bianca Jagger who this year was backsuch shell companies—established various companies used

by Elliott Abrams’s Iran-Contra operations. in Peru trumpeting that the conditions for a “free electoral
process” did not exist—held hearings on Shining Path, oneWhen what Eisenmann himself dubbed “the Samos af-

fair” was exposed, Eisenmann wrote an article defending “my of its main witnesses was Gorriti, who called for the Fujimori
government to be isolated internationally, at precisely thefriend” Iván Robles and his brother Winston, La Prensa’s

director, whom he described as a man of “inflexible integrity.” moment that it was facing a major offensive by Shining
Path.Similarly, Eisenmann praised his own former partner, in an

interview with the Wall Street Journal, saying that his former In April 1992, when President Alberto Fujimori decreed
the emergency measures which led to the defeat of Shiningpartner, money launderer Samos, was a “highly successful”

man. Path, government security forces jailed Gorriti on charges
of espionage. He was released thanks to the personal inter-The “Samos affair” was by no means the only money-

laundering case in which Eisenmann’s name has come up. vention of then-Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-Ameri-
can Affairs Bernard Aronson, at which point he fled theEisenmann was also director of Panama’s Banco Continental

when the Rodrı́guez Orejuela brothers—top honchos of Co- country to take refuge at Miami University’s North-South
Center, a key think-tank for U.S. policy toward Ibero-lombia’s Cali cocaine cartel—used it to launder some $40

million, which was uncovered in 1985. America, run by former U.S. Ambassador to Panama Ambler
Moss, a member of the Inter-American Dialogue, one of theToday, Eisenmann is president of the Panamanian branch

of Transparency International, the non-governmental organi- organizations of “notables” which, since the mid-1980s, has
promoted the legalization of drugs. Gorriti remained at thezation created by the World Bank, with the direct participation

of Great Britain’s Prince Philip. Transparency Interna- North-South Center, until he went to Panama to work for
Eisenmann.tional—which has used Elliott Abrams as one of its agents
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Interview: Dr. Simbi V. Mubako

Zimbabwe Acts To Resolve
the Issue of Land Ownership
Dr. Mubako is the Zimbabwe Ambassador to the United been deprived of their land.

Everybody knew that this was a grievance, and the confer-States. He was interviewed by Lawrence Freeman on May
27. (The references to “whites” refers to the British and Rho- ence for independence in 1979—which I attended—agreed

about everything but land, and it actually broke down for twodesians who occupied Zimbabwe for 90 years.)
days, because no settlement could be found about land.

The Africans, led by Mugabe and [Joshua] Nkomo, wereEIR: Mr. Ambassador, there have been all kinds of attacks
in the British press, against Zimbabwe President Robert Mu- demanding that the new government must have the right to

acquire land and redistribute it among the landless majority.gabe, and discussion about whether there should be an elec-
tion in June. Before we get to that, could you tell our readers And the British and the white settlers conceded that it was

necessary that some land should be given back, but they de-a little about the history of Zimbabwe? Most people may not
know that Zimbabwe did not become independent until 1980, manded that that land must be bought, not just taken. The

Africans, on the other hand, argued that we would not havea mere 20 years ago, after almost a century of British colonial
rule. So, if you could tell us a little bit about how Zimbabwe the money to buy, number one. And number two, it would be

unjust anyway, for us to be asked to buy back our own land.became independent, and the rise of President Mugabe, I think
that would be important background information. We should, in fact, be asking for compensation for having

been deprived of that land for 90 years; instead, we were beingDr. Mubako: Well, Zimbabwe was colonized by the British
in 1890. They came to Zimbabwe from South Africa, then asked to pay. Mugabe said, that was completely unacceptable

to us.Cecil John Rhodes, and originally he was looking for miner-
als. But when he didn’t get enough minerals, he turned to And that’s way the conference had broken down.

Then came in a solution, and the solution was that theland, and began grabbing land from the Africans, and driving
them off into reservations—what we call communal areas. British should find the money, being the colonizer, they

should find the money to pay their settlers, if they want toAnd he took the best land for his settlers, most of the land—to
the extent that, at independence, they reserved for themselves do that, and they could do that following the Kenya model,

whereby the British government gave money to the new Ke-about 45% of the land, which has now been reduced to about
30% of the land, of the whole of Zimbabwe, but which consti- nya government, and the new Kenya government used that

money to buy land. The Zimbabwe government said, if yoututes about 70% of the best farming area in the country. And
this land is owned by 4,500 farmers only, and many of the follow that, we will accept that money, and use that money to

pay for the land.farmers are not, in fact, living in Zimbabwe. Some of them
live in England, sit in the House of Lords, and there are rumors
that even some of the ministers in Britain own land in Zim- EIR: Did this become part of what was called the Lancaster

House Constitution, that meeting that you just discussed? Wasbabwe today.
that a key feature of the new Constitution?
Dr. Mubako: Well, it was a key feature of the agreement. ItEIR: Can you say a little bit about how Zimbabwe became

independent finally, in 1980, and what kind of effort had to was not necessarily written in the Constitution as such, but it
was part of the agreement which led to the Constitution.be waged by President Mugabe to free Zimbabwe from the

British? And the British themselves felt that they did not have,
they could not have, enough money to pay for all that land,Dr. Mubako: Well, because of this inequitable distribution

of land in Zimbabwe, land was always the basis for the griev- because the scheme of acquiring the land, and resettling Afri-
cans, was estimated to cost $2 billion at that time, and theances of Africans. And when the war for independence was

fought, for about 20 years, between 1960 and 1980, the main British felt that they could not pay that much. They didn’t pay
as much in Kenya, there was less land there, and they felt theyissue was land—how to get land from the whites at last, to

the majority of Africans, who were still grieving for having couldn’t do it alone.
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A clinic in Mnodo,
Matabeleland, southern
Zimbabwe.

Then came the United States. President Carter offered to perhaps, in time, Africans would forget the promise in the
first place. And then they would pull out, having paid pea-assist the British, andfind the money to make up the $2 billion

which was required. nuts, compared to what was promised. And this is what
angered the Zimbabwe government, and that is the sourceHowever, as it turned out, the conference resumed be-

cause of this promise, and the peace treaty was signed, and of the present problem.
elections were eventually held, and Mugabe won. He was
expecting that the money which had been promised would be EIR: Today, you have about 4,500 white, or Rhodesian

farmers with British passports, owning about 70% of the land,forthcoming for him to implement the land reforms. However,
as it turned out, the money from the United States never came. out of a total population of 80-100,000 white British citizens

in Zimbabwe. And then you have about 10-11 million Zim-President Carter did not last long after the Lancaster House
agreement, and President Reagan, who followed, was not in- babwe Africans, who own about 40% of the arable land in

what you described as communal property, where I’ve beenterested in Zimbabwe, and never paid the money.
The British paid some money, altogether an estimated told that each farmer has about 10 acres. Could you tell us

what led to the takeover of land in the recent year, by what$70 million.
are called the veterans, or the combatants of the revolutionary
war? Why did they now decide that this was the time to takeEIR: That’s $70 million out of $2 billion?

Dr. Mubako: $70 million out of $2 billion. And that $70 some action?
Dr. Mubako: Actually, the total population of Zimbabwe ismillion was paid over about 15 years.
12.5 million, so you have about 12.5 million Africans, and
about 80% of them live on the land; only a few live in towns.EIR: About $4-5 million a year.

Dr. Mubako: About $4 million a year. And then, the British So you can imagine the crowding—80% of 12 million on
40% of the land. It’s just an intolerable situation.themselves stopped, and said, they are not going to pay any

more. This is the source of the crisis. Because of the broken promises by the British, and the
Americans in the background, and realizing that we’re nowThen the Zimbabwe government realized, perhaps too

late—they should have realized much earlier—but then it left with the problem, the Zimbabwe government was left
with the problem, of people still expecting to be resettled,became clear that Mugabe had been cheated, that the Afri-

cans had been cheated throughout. That neither the British expecting land, and there being no money to acquire the land
with, the Zimbabwe government felt then that it was neces-government, nor the American government, intended actu-

ally to pay the $2 billion. The British merely wanted to give sary to go on with the resettlement program, even without the
money from Britain, or from the United States. And becausethe impression that they were paying, draw out the time;
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If the money is found, and resettlement takes place as isnow envisaged, then,
in fact,wecouldmove intoanareaof improvedagriculture,agriculturaloutput,
with many more farmers being able to produce twice as much as is produced
now in Zimbabwe.

of that, the ex-combatants, people who had fought in the war That meant, in fact, saying that you cannot take the land unless
you get money from the British, or from the Americans. Sinceof independence, and ordinary masses, who want land, began

to help themselves. They decided to invade farms, and reset- the money was not coming from the British, or the Americans,
it meant, you cannot take land. So, the government foundtle themselves.
itself without land.

Now the government has said, we have to amend thatEIR: Was this supported, or encouraged, by the government,
or is this something that was just thrust on the government? Constitution, and allow ourselves the right to take the land,

without compensation, and that compensation we leave to theDr. Mubako: It was a spontaneous movement. In fact, it had
started before this year. We had the problem on and off for British to pay, if they want to pay. If they don’t want to pay,

then that’s hard luck for the individual farmer. They shouldmany years. People would move onto a farm, and then the
government would go there and persuade them to move out, complain to the British, rather than complain to the govern-

ment of Zimbabwe.and so on. But, this time, it was in a big way. Up to now, it’s
more than 1,500 farms which have been invaded, which have
been occupied, and occupied by what is estimated now to be EIR: And my understanding is, there are criteria for which

farms are taken, if you could explain that?6-7,000 people. So, it is now a countrywide, and massive
movement that has taken place. Dr. Mubako: Yes. There are indeed criteria. The govern-

ment wants just the land which is underutilized. In otherAnd the question was, what the government would do
about it, whether the government would again go and move words, farms, parts of the farm, which are not being used by

the farmer. Because the farms are too big anyway. All reports,people out. And the government this time said, we are not
going to move people out by force. People are demonstrating farming reports, that I’ve had, even during the colonial period,

stated that half, more than half of the land, which the farmerstheir frustration, and we sympathize with that. We support
their views, that they must have the land, and for that reason, owned, was not being used. So, we’ll go first of all for that

underutilized land. Second, land owned by absentee land-we’re not going to send police to move them out. The govern-
ment just refused. Although the courts had said that they lords. In other words, people who are in England, or South

Africa, Johannesburg, and so on, and who own farms, forshould be moved out.
speculative purposes, those lands will be taken. Third, the
government had said that there will be a new policy, that noEIR: It was reported that there was legislation pushed

through the Parliament on May 23, which now allows for the farmer will be allowed to own more than one farm.
So, if the farmer has more than one farm, the rest will betakeover of farmland, particularly 841 farms. According to

reports I have—and you can correct me, sir—this is now part taken. He will only remain with one farm. Because as it is,
there are some farmers—one farmer has got 11 farms; othersof the legislation of the Zimbabwe government, to take over

these lands, when previously the policy had been to provide have got five, six, and so forth.
compensation, provided that it came from outside govern-
ments. What is the intent of this new legislation now to—you EIR: And how big are these farms, in acres?

Dr. Mubako: In terms of acres, the average would be aboutsaid, 1,500 farms were occupied; are 840 more farms going
to be taken over? 6-10,000 acres.

These are very large farms. But then, you’ve got someDr. Mubako: Yes.
that are much larger, which are as large as 600,000 acres, with
some ranches and farms and so on; very, very large. So, it willEIR: And how is this resettlement project going to work?

Dr. Mubako: Well, yes, legislation has now been passed. In be these, which will be taken first. But the government has
stressed, that none of the white farmers will actually go with-the past, we were governed by a Constitution which had been

agreed by the Lancaster House conference, at independence, out land, if they want to continue in farming. Their farms will
be reduced, but they will get land. Either the land they’reand that Constitution stipulated that, when government ac-

quired land, it had to have the money to pay compensation. occupying, or another farm.
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The Zimbabwe government believes that, even today, it’s still possible to
defeat these forces, provided you know what they’re doing. There’s no doubt
that the British government has always wanted to look at the Commonwealth
as if it’s just the British Empire by another name.

EIR: Has there been any immediate reaction from the white still, there won’t be enough land to go around for everybody.
That will never be the case, but a lot of people will have infarmers to this new policy?

Dr. Mubako: Yes, there has been. On the whole, they are fact been settled by the end of the process.
The idea now is to bring order to the resettlement process,very hostile to it. To the extent there has been considered

action by the farmers, some of the farmers, at any rate, assisted rather than allow people just to move onto the farms, and to
stay on like that. The government will now be able to settleby the British and South African interests, [are trying] to get

rid of the Zimbabwe government, of President Mugabe, and them in an orderly manner, according to the legislation which
has been passed.to put in a government which would allow them to continue

as they are—that’s the first line.
Second, some of them have realized that this is not viable, EIR: Is there a lot of land in Zimbabwe that is just not used,

because there is no water, or no development of the land? Isthat this may not work, and therefore they have come to some
kind of accommodation with the government. They’re negoti- there more land that could be brought into agricultural pro-

duction?ating even now, with the government. They say they accept
that some land has got to be taken, and they’re ready to give Dr. Mubako: Oh, lots of it, lots of it. Zimbabwe is generally

a dry country. You don’t have a lot of rainfall during theup the land which the government wants. The only thing they
would want, is to be assured that they will get their money, whole year round. But, a lot of the land can be brought into

agriculture if there is development, if you build dams.their compensation. And the Zimbabwe government has said
that everybody will get compensation as to improvements
which have been effected on the farms. The Zimbabwe gov- EIR: Irrigation, water management?

Dr. Mubako: Irrigation, yes.ernment is prepared to pay for that.
In other words, the farmers built up a homestead, has got

tractors, has got equipment, and so on. EIR: So, potentially, there could be enough land for every-
body, but there’s been a lack of investment in infrastructure.
Dr. Mubako: There has been a lack of that. If the money isEIR: So, the government will pay for those kind of improve-

ments. found—and there are attempts now to find the money, even
through the United Nations, and through many other agen-Dr. Mubako: That’s right.
cies—and resettlement takes place as is now envisaged, then,
in fact, we could move into an area of improved agriculture,EIR: But won’t pay for the land.

Dr. Mubako: But will not pay for the land itself. agricultural output, with many more farmers being able to
produce twice as much as is produced now in Zimbabwe.

EIR: You said that there were 1,500 farms that were occu-
pied by the veterans, and this legislation says 841 farms; I EIR: One of the reports I read, is that there were just under

100 million acres of land that is arable, and could be used forguess that additional farms would be taken?
Dr. Mubako: Yes. production. Do you have any estimate of how much more

land could be brought into production?
Dr. Mubako: I would think that you could double that.EIR: That’s only 2,300 farms, and yet you’re talking about

resettling about 10 million people. This is a massive effort. But obviously, there may be a lot of development that is
required. There are a number of big schemes which haveHow much land, how much money, how much infrastructure

would be involved? It seems to be very large. already been planned, such as to the Zambezi water project,
which has already been planned, to bring water from theDr. Mubako: It’s still a very large effort. The estimation

now, is that about $1.2 billion will be required now. It was Zambezi River, right down to the city of Bulawayo, which is
about 400 miles or so.assessed at $2 billion, but we have since settled some people,

and now it is thought that we still need $1.2 billion. It’s a
massive effort that is required. It will settle many people. But EIR: What would be required to do that?
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The Kariba
hydroelectric project in
Kariba, southern
Zimbabwe.

Dr. Mubako: It’s an irrigation canal; a canal would have to There are many other countries which have been in worse
situations than Zimbabwe, which nevertheless were able tobe built, and there would be irrigation systems throughout the

400 kilometer length, and that means a lot of land which is hold elections. If you take South Africa itself, during the first
election, in 1994, there was much more serious violence there;not now idle, would be brought under agriculture.
and again, I was myself one of the observers in South Africa.

EIR: Now, if I can just shift gears a bit. There has now been
a decision made by the government that there will be parlia- EIR: You were there in 1994?

Dr. Mubako: Before 1994. In 1992, ’93, we were observingmentary elections on June 24 and 25 in Zimbabwe. And just
recently, a group called the National Democratic Institute has the process toward the election. Altogether, within two years

leading to the elections, over 3,000 people were killed. Now,issued a report, saying, in effect, that Zimbabwe is not in the
right climate—I’m just paraphrasing—for elections. And, of in Zimbabwe, the figure now is 24, I think—24 have been

killed. Yet in South Africa, all the observers—and I was onecourse, this is the same group that is now trying to overturn
yesterday’s elections in Peru. What would you say that the of them—we encouraged the holding of the elections, in spite

of the violence that was going on, which we knew it wouldgovernment is going to do, to guarantee fair and free elections,
and how would you respond to this report by the National be. The way to stop the violence is to have the elections. If you

don’t have elections, then you’re encouraging the violence.Democratic Institute?
Dr. Mubako: Well, we read that report, and Zimbabwe has But, this commission says you shouldn’t have the elec-

tions. In other words, they are in fact encouraging disorderalready dismissed it as completely biased—and really they
did not study the situation properly in Zimbabwe. It has been in the country, rather than order. For that reason, really, it’s

clear that there was no objectivity, and it was completelydismissed by South African President Thabo Mbeki, when he
was in Washington, and this Embassy has itself also dismissed biased throughout, and what they wrote seems to us could

have been written here in Washington before they left. Andit. So, many people have dismissed it out of hand, because
it’s obvious that you cannot say six weeks before the election, the fact that there were black faces represented in the com-

mittee, doesn’t mean anything. They were simply obeyingthat there’s no possibility of holding an election in a fair and
free manner. their paymasters—in other words, the people who paid for
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the trip, the people who dictated what should be written in it to continue. And anyone who wants to assert their indepen-
dence, as President Mugabe does, is a threat to that policy,that report.
and therefore they want to try and remove him.

But, the deciding force is, of course, the people of Zim-EIR: At this point, is the government going ahead with the
elections, and making sure that they are free and fair elec- babwe themselves. It will be these elections that will decide

that. And I believe that the people of Zimbabwe now knowtions?
Dr. Mubako: The elections will be held, and the government that the opposition groups, in particular the MDC, are being

supported by these imperialist and sinister forces, and I dohas said that they will allow observers, as in other countries.
Observers will not be allowed to run the elections; they are not believe, myself, that the people of Zimbabwe will elect

them into power.there to observe, to see what happens. And already, Southern
African Development Community (SADC) observers have
arrived. And I understand that the Commonwealth, the British EIR: Now, concerning the role of the International Monetary

Fund: I think there’s maybe $5 billion in external debt thatCommonwealth observers are going to arrive also, and the
European Union is also going to send observers—I under- Zimbabwe owes. Recently Zimbabwe was cut off from the

IMF, allegedly over its support for the government of Presi-stand 160 observers. So, there are going to be many, many ob-
servers. dent Laurent Kabila and the sovereignty of the Congo. Is the

IMF, in its monetary policies toward the country, helping to
destabilize President Mugabe, is it part of this effort, or doesEIR: One additional factor is that, in the main opposition

group, the Movement for Democratic Change [MDC], are it appear that they’re helping this effort by the British against
the sovereignty of Zimbabwe?supported by a group called the Zimbabwe Democracy Trust.

Now, this group, as we’ve reported in EIR, is headed by some Dr. Mubako: Well, it should be clear that the IMF follows
the policies of the major shareholders, the United States andof the more notorious British colonialists whom we’ve seen

in the recent period, who have never given up the idea of Britain, and other big powers. And in this case, it was the
British government which vetoed the renewal of the loans ofthe British Commonweatlh controlling Africa; in particular,

Baroness Lynda Chalker, who previously headed the Over- the IMF last year.
seas Development Corporation, known as the Colonial Office
of the British Commonwealth; Lord Peter Carrington, who EIR: In 1998, or 1999?

Dr. Mubako: In 1999. Yes. It is the British government,works with Henry Kissinger in Kissinger Associates; Chester
Crocker from the United States; and more lords and ladies, so because they are pursuing these policies which we have men-

tioned against Zimbabwe, and because they are in fact back-to speak, are supporting the Zimbabwe Democracy Trust,
essentially trying to kick out President Mugabe—you could ing the invaders in the Congo. They are backing Uganda and

Rwanda, which are invading and wanting to overthrow thesay, overthrow President Mugabe in Zimbabwe.
Recently, there was a report that President Mugabe called government of Kabila. And therefore, they are against Zim-

babwe assisting Kabila, and foiling the invasions by Ugandathis an anti-imperialist struggle in Zimbabwe. How is the
government going to resist what appears to be very deter- and Rwanda. It’s as simple as all that.

The Congo has very many minerals, and these minerals—mined efforts by the British Commonwealth, the old colonial
crowd, to use these elections to destabilize the country, and the British and American interests want to continue exploiting

these interests, particularly diamonds. The South African in-build up the movement through the MDC, to overthrow the
President? terests, the DeBeers company, and so on, is very closely con-

nected to the British interests, and they would not want KabilaDr. Mubako: Well, the Zimbabwe government is aware of
all these machinations. They have been aware for quite some to endanger that control over those resources. And this is

why they hate Zimbabwe—for no other reason. And for thattime, and the attitude of the Zimbabwe government is, we’ll
fight them in the same way as we have been fighting British reason, they want to cut off the aid to Zimbabwe, from the

IMF, but at the same time, they encourage the IMF to givecolonialism and imperialism in the past. They were much
stronger in the past—they even had an army, and everything, aid to Uganda and Rwanda.
within Zimbabwe, and we were still able to defeat them.
The Zimbabwe government believes that, even today, it’s EIR: The land issue is also a problem in other countries. In

South Africa, you have the whites owning about 80% of thestill possible to defeat these forces, provided you are aware
of them, and you know what they’re doing. There’s no doubt land. I think also Zambia.

Dr. Mubako: In Namibia, they own 46% of the land.that the British government has always wanted to look at the
Commonwealth of nations as if it’s just the British Empire
by another name; to many of them, they would want the EIR: And I think they also own a large part of the land in

Zambia, in Kenya. One of the reasons that the British may beCommonwealth to be used as an instrument to exert British
influence in what used to be the British Empire. They want making such a target of President Mugabe, and the nation of
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Zimbabwe, is to head off a much larger effort in Africa, to
take back some of this British land that they control, and they
took over, essentially, when the British and Cecil Rhodes
moved in at the turn of the century. Sino-Indian Relations
Dr. Mubako: Absolutely. You’re quite right. The land in
Zimbabwe, compared to the other interests in South Africa, Get a Big Boost
and in Namibia, is in itself insignificant—what is left now is
insignificant to the British. I accept that there are also lives in- by Ramtanu Maitra
volved.

But clearly, they’re worried, that what they call the Zim-
The May 28-June 3 trip to China by India’s President K.R.babwe contagion might affect South Africa, and Namibia,

and, indeed, the Africans there have begun demonstrating in Narayanan has not resolved all outstanding issues between
the two Asian giants, but it has pushed the relationship in thesupport of the movement in Zimbabwe.
right direction. The Indian President, an unabashed proponent
of close Sino-Indian ties, has done well to bring to the foreEIR: So, it’s possible that there could be a very significant

uprising, or movement in southern Africa against these old the reasons that Beijing and New Delhi must create an envi-
ronment in which both countries can pursue a common pur-British landed interests?

Dr. Mubako: If the demands of the Africans in Zimbabwe, pose and goal. Beijing indicated that it, too, wants to pursue
the same objectives, and both countries assured each otherand in these countries, are not met, and met urgently and

quickly, you can expect that there will be an upheaval inside that there would be more frequent high-level political ex-
changes in the near future. Beijing has indicated that ForeignAfrica.
Minister Tang Jiaxuan and Prime Minister Zhu Rongji will
be visiting India in the coming months.EIR: Just to conclude, Mr. Ambassador. A lot of the ques-

tions that we’ve discussed, relate to the fact that there are President Narayanan, which is to his advantage, has a
personal rapport with most Chinese leaders, and Beijing madecertain imperial, colonial interests which want to control the

mineral wealth in parts of Africa, that we’ve identified in that clear as well. The 80-year-old Indian President, a member
of the Foreign Service earlier in his career, was sent to BeijingZimbabwe, southern Africa, but other parts of West Africa as

well, to maintain their financial system. Mr. LaRouche, who in 1976 as the first ambassador to reestablish diplomatic rela-
tions between India and China (following the 1962 borderis the founder of EIR, has said that the only way out is to

provide for a new system, what he calls a New Bretton Woods war, the two had severed diplomatic relations). Later, in 1994,
he visited China again, this time as Vice President. Through-system, to build upon the positive steps that were made by

President Roosevelt, back in 1944, and to have a community out the present trip, Chinese leaders referred to him as “an old
friend of China.”of principle of sovereign nations, each dedicated to guarantee-

ing the general welfare of their citizenry. He has proposed At the same time, instead of turning this trip into just
a “homecoming,” President Narayanan carried with him anthat this new system come into being now, and one of the

things he’s discussed many, many times, is the need for mas- important agenda, and felt free to talk about it with the Chi-
nese leaders. Echoing the late Deng Xiaoping, builder of mod-sive investment in infrastructure: railroads, roads, electrical

power, water management, irrigation for agriculture. That ern China, who said that Asia would not realize her destiny
unless India and China learn to cooperate and prosper, Naray-Africa would require billions and billions of dollars of invest-

ment credits, and that he sees this, through a New Bretton anan stated: “I hold that in the new century cooperation be-
tween India and China is a historical necessity.”Woods system, as the only way out.

Do you support that kind of effort as a solution to the The three most important issues which President Naraya-
nan chose to impress upon the Beijing leadership were: en-overall problems of Africa, rather than the piecemeal ap-

proaches of each country trying to survive on its own? hancing of economic and trade relations between the two
countries; seeking China’s support for India’s permanentDr. Mubako: Well, we must fight both ways. Each country

has to put up its own defenses, to start with, and may be membership on the UN Security Council; and expediting the
resolution of the thorny issue of the Sino-Indian border delin-called on by others to help. But, the country itself has got

to fight. eation. He spoke on all three issues fervently, and drew
Beijing’s attention.But, at the same time, we must explore the global methods

which have been suggested, such as the ones you have just It is recognized widely in both New Delhi and Beijing
that the economic partnership between India and China mustmentioned. It would be a very welcome idea, that the Bretton

Woods institutions, as well as the United Nations, should grow, to the financial and political benefit of both nations.
China’s overall trade amounts to almost $340 billion—a littlebe reviewed, so that they reflect the needs of the present-

day world. more than three times that of India’s. But trade between the
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two nations has remained at the pitiful level of about $3 bil- Vietnam, and there is no reason why the same can’t be done
with India. Zhu Rongji conveyed a similar thought by sayinglion. One of the principal reasons why this has been the case,

is the lack of a direct trade route between the two countries. that rushing the process, would serve no purpose.
Sino-Indian relations, which reached their nadir duringSeparated by the Himalayas and the Great Taklamakan De-

sert, India and China sit in isolation from each other, despite 1959-62, resulting in a border conflict, are on the mend. In
1986, a meeting between the Indian Prime Minister Rajivtheir shared border.
Gandhi and the Chinese leader Deng Xiaoping broke the ice.
In 1993, during the visit to Beijing by former Indian PrimeSuggested Road-Link

As a remedy, Beijing has suggested to President Naraya- Minister P.V. Narasimha Rao, an agreement was signed
which called for maintaining “peace and tranquility” alongnan opening up a highway that would connect northeastern

India through Myanmar to southern China. At a press confer- the line of actual control between the two countries and com-
mitted both sides to delineating the line of actual control asence in New Delhi, India’s Minister for Heavy Industries and

Public Enterprises, Murli Manohar Joshi, who accompanied early as possible. Subsequently, 13 meetings of the Joint
Working Group have taken place without producing any re-the President on the trip, said: “The Chinese want the signing

of an agreement for constructing a highway running through sult so far. The Indian position is that China continues to
illegally hold 38,000 square kilometers of Indian territory inChina, Myanmar, and India.” Beijing pointed out that trade

and tourism cannot develop without such a link. disputed Kashmir, besides the 5,180 km2 ceded by Pakistan
to China. China, for its part, lays claim to 90,000 km2 of terri-In addition, a memorandum of understanding, for com-

mercial and air services between China and India, signed in tory in the Indian state of Arunachal Pradesh, and has yet to
recognize Sikkim as an Indian state. It is evident that some1997 but grounded because of its uncertain commercial via-

bility, was given a push. India-China tourism, which is in the give and take would be necessary on both sides to resolve this
undefined boundary.nascent stage, takes place by air through Hong Kong, which

was formerly a British colony and has been a part of China On India’s permanent membership on the UN Security
Council, where five elite members—the United States, Rus-only since 1997. What is essential, of course, is to link directly

by air China’s major cities, such as Beijing, Shanghai, Nan- sia, China, Britain, and France—which also happen to be the
five original nuclear-weapons states, enjoy a decided advan-jing, and Chongqing, with the major Indian cities of New

Delhi, Mumbai, Calcutta, and Chennai. Narayanan has sug- tage over such populous and effective nations as India, Japan,
Germany, Indonesia, and Brazil, Beijing’s response was nei-gested setting up a joint committee to expedite building the

highway, and to set up the direct air link. The proposal has ther positive nor negative. President Jiang made it clear that
China will be willing to work with India in carrying out wide-met the approval of President Jiang Zemin.

China has also expressed interest in Indian machinery, ranging reforms of the UN. It is evident, though, that Beijing
is hesitant at this point to support India’s candidacy for perma-automobile components, computer software, marine prod-

ucts, and chemicals, among other commodities. India, in turn, nent membership.
A number of issues cloud Sino-Indian relations. To beginwould like to import soft coal, pre-fabricated housing, elec-

tronic components, silk-processing technology, ceramics, with, China considers that India’s sheltering of the Dalai
Lama, and now the 17th Karmapa of the Kagyu sect, who fledand underground mining equipment.
from Tibet to India last year, is a policy which New Delhi
adopted to exert political pressure on China. New Delhi main-Utilize the Potential

Throughout his trip, the Indian President reiterated the tains that India isfirm in its belief that Tibet is an autonomous
zone within China, and that the Dalai Lama is not allowed tohistoric necessity of a friendly border between the two coun-

tries. Addressing the students and faculty of Beijing Univer- carry out any political activity inside India, nor is any other
Lama. Beijing was also upset in 1998, following the Indiansity, President Narayanan returned to the theme. He

maintained that India and China “should persevere in our joint nuclear tests in Pokhran, when India’s Defense Minister
George Fernandes announced that India’s nuclear develop-efforts to seek a fair, reasonable, and mutually acceptable

settlement of the boundary question within the framework of ment is directly related to a Chinese nuclear threat. The state-
ment set back Sino-Indian relations significantly, if tempo-national interests and sentiments of both our peoples.”

The boundary question was featured in Narayanan’s talks rarily.
China’s economic and military support to Pakistan, withwith President Jiang Zemin, Zhu Rongji, and former Prime

Minister Li Peng. Most Chinese analysts believe the Great which India has fought three wars and continues to have a
very difficult relationship, has made a number of people inHimalayas mountain range acts as a natural barrier to any

wide-scale conflict between India and China and, hence, the India suspicious of China’s role in the subcontinent. The 1962
border war and other difficulties in the diplomatic relationsborder issue can be settled, slowly, but surely. Jiang told Nara-

yanan that China has resolved most of its border disputes, between the two nations were also highlighted during the Cold
War days, when India and China were hesitant adversaries.including those with Russia, the Central Asian republics, and
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Australia Dossier by Robert Barwick

Land Rights Threaten Sovereignty
uty chairman, then-Rio Tinto director
Sir Gustav Nossal, and Robert Cham-The “reconciliation” movement is pushing for a “treaty” with
pion de Crespigny, the chief ofAboriginal Australians. Normandy Mining, one of the world’s
largest gold-mining companies, and a
front for the Oppenheimers’ AngloThe long-standing goal of the Ab- the reconciliation movement has fo- American Corp., which are the leading
sponsors of the WWF in South Africa.original land-rights movement to cussed on virtual reality, such as insist-

ing that a national apology be deliv-splinter Australia into separate na- The Council’s just-issued Reconcilia-
tion Declaration calls for “the right totions, has been pushed closer to real- ered by the Prime Minister, on behalf

of the nation, to Aborigines, followedization as a result of the May 28 “Cor- self-determination.”
Prime Minister John Howard hasroboree 2000” event, when an by a treaty.

A formal treaty was first proposedestimated 150-250,000 people walked rejected the treaty. “A nation, an undi-
vided united nation, does not make aacross the Sydney Harbor Bridge in by Prime Minister Bob Hawke in

1988, but the idea originated in 1924,support of “reconciliation” between treaty with itself,” he told Sydney Ra-
dio 2UE on May 29. “I mean, to talkAustralia’s 250,000 Aborigines and when the blueblood-controlled Com-

munist Party of Australia, in its Work-the other 19 million Australians. “The about one part of Australia making a
treaty with another part is to accepttide has turned in favor of national rec- er’s Weekly newspaper, called for Ab-

original land rights, involving theonciliation,” Australian Democrats that we are in effect two nations.”
While accurate, Howard’s state-leader Meg Lees said at the march. handing back of large tracts of land

to Aborigines to enable them to formAborigines have indeed suffered ment comes less from principles, than
from sniffing the political wind. Ininjustices, but Corroboree 2000 was separate “states or republics,” “inde-

pendent of Australia,” with “the rightno attempt to help them in real terms, 1997, Lyndon LaRouche’s Australian
co-thinkers in the Citizens Electoralbut rather the culmination of a social to make treaties with foreign powers,

including Australia.”engineering project, over the past sev- Council, issued a groundbreaking ex-
posé entitled “Aboriginal Landeral decades, which claims that the The land rights movement really

geared up in 1963, when Prince Philiponly way to make amends for the past, Rights: Prince Philip’s Racist Plot To
Splinter Australia,” which shaped theis to make a treaty, and “give the Abo- founded the Australian Conservation

Foundation with funding from globalrigines back their land.” Such a cynical anti-land-rights movement, which
gave birth to the One Nation party ofploy would do nothing to give Aborig- mining giant Rio Tinto, whose largest

shareholder is his wife, the Queen.inal Australians the possibility of a former Member of Parliament Pauline
Hanson. One Nation exploded intobetter future. Philip founded the ACF to do what his

World Wildlife Fund (WWF) and itsTake the issue of health, for exam- prominence in 1997-98, and drew over
1 million votes in the October 1998ple. Aborigines have a life expectancy Primitive People’s Fund were doing

worldwide: sponsoring indigenous in-20 years below that of white Austra- federal election, many from voters
usually aligned with Howard’s rulinglians, and are twice as likely to be ad- surgencies in order to split up sover-

eign nation-states, with the includedmitted to a hospital as the rest of the coalition.
Howard has been attacked by self-population, usually for kidney or res- intent of grabbing precious raw mate-

rials deposits. The ACF continued thepiratory disease or injury. However, proclaimed spokesmen for Aborigi-
nes, such as Geoff Clark, the chairmanattempts to address the Aboriginal treaty push: ACF president and former

Australian central bank head Nuggethealth crisis have been an abject fail- of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Commission, and Michaelure, mainly because globalist-dictated Coombs, the “father of Aboriginal

land rights,” was also the longtimebudget cuts have crippled Australia’s Mansell, the deputy chairman and sec-
retary, respectively, of an unofficialentire health industry over the past chairman of the Aboriginal Treaty

Committee.two decades. Aboriginal “state,” the Aboriginal
Provisional Government. They don’tInstead of implementing policies Two years after Hawke’s 1988

call, his government founded thethat would raise the health and living hide their agenda: “It is two nations. It
always has been,” Mansell said onstandards and job prospects of Aborig- Council for Aboriginal Reconcilia-

tion. Among other pro-separatist fig-ines (and of the 2 million other Austra- May 29. “A treaty has to be the end
product of the reconciliation process.”lians who officially live in poverty), ures, the Council included as its dep-
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Gore’s Theft of LaRouche
Vote Provokes a Backlash
by Michele Steinberg

On June 9, in Little Rock, Arkansas, two delegates for Demo- In Virginia, more than 30% of the Democrats were disenfran-
chised—their votes were discarded!cratic Party Presidential pre-candidate Lyndon LaRouche

took one of the most important actions for freedom in the
United States since the great victories of the civil rights move- Worldwide Outrage against Gore, DNC

The good news is that an international outcry is buildingment in the 1960s. Led by Rev. Robert L. Aycock and Erma
Jennings, the LaRouche delegatesfiled their slate of delegate- around the LaRouche case.

On June 6, the Brazilian daily Monitor Mercantil ridi-candidates to be elected as part of the Arkansas delegation to
the Democratic National Convention. The delegates represent culed both Gore’s stealing of LaRouche’s delegates and the

threats that the United States has made against Peru for alleg-more than 53,000 Democrats who voted LaRouche in the
Arkansas Democratic primary on May 20, and gave him 22% edly running “undemocratic elections.”

The article, entitled, “Glass Roof,” stated:of the vote. But, as reported by EIR last week, Al Gore has
stolen the LaRouche votes, and claimed all of Arkansas’s 48 “At the same time that it poses as the champion of democ-

racy, attacking the irregularities which marked the election ofdelegates for himself.
The Arkansas case is only one illustration of Gore’s des- Alberto Fujimori to his third term as President of Peru, the

U.S. government faces domestic challenges. The campaignperate behavior, which has turned the U.S. election into a
fascist charade, which has international voices and loyal staff of the Democratic Party Presidential pre-candidate Lyn-

don LaRouche requested that the Organization of the Ameri-Democrats expressing their disgust with the unelectable Gore.
At the center of the controversy is Gore’s stealing of can States (OAS) and its Inter-American Human Rights Com-

mission take measures to prevent the corruption of theLaRouche delegates and votes in Arkansas, Michigan, and
Virginia. In the primary elections, LaRouche received over electoral process in the United States. LaRouche complains

that, despite having obtained 53,280 votes (22% of the total)20% of the vote in Michigan and 22% in Arkansas. In Vir-
ginia, members of the LaRouche wing of the Democratic in the primary election in Arkansas, as against 194,171 for

Vice President Al Gore, the party’s state leadership an-Party ran as delegates to the state convention as the “uncom-
mitted” slate (after Democratic Party officials announced that nounced the transfer of the 6-10 delegates which were his

right, by the criteria of proportionality, to Gore.”they would obey Democratic National Committee [DNC] or-
ders not to seat any LaRouche delegates to the state or national The OAS has accepted the LaRouche campaign’s demand

for an investigation into the vote fraud in the U.S. Democraticconvention), and won more than 90 delegates to the state
convention. The Gore campaign went into high gear to force Party. In addition, the Organization for Security and Coopera-

tion in Europe (OSCE) has replied to the campaign,the bureaucrats who run the Virginia Democratic Party like a
plantation, to disqualify the “uncommitted” slate. LaRouche’s Committee for a New Bretton Woods, following

a formal request for investigation: “We have received your 1Gore’s crime is not directed against the delegates alone.
It disenfranchises the more than 30% of registered, voting June 2000 Supplement to the 24 April 2000 complaint and

Request for Investigation and considered them seriously, asDemocrats, who want their voice heard in opposition to Gore.
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reflected in two recent meetings with your representatives in still an ongoing inquiry into discrepancies in the vote totals.
LaRouche was officially given 5% of the vote.Warsaw. We provided them with advice on how they might

proceed within the OSCE context, as the ODIHR does not A very uncomfortable Bill Bradley was interviewed by
reporters as he left the polling place. While he admitted thathave a mandate to investigate electoral complaints.” In order

to get a mandate to proceed, eight member governments of the he had voted for Al Gore, the former U.S. senator and chal-
lenger for the Democratic nomination fudged about whetherOSCE, or the executive committee of the OSCE, comprised of

Austria, Norway, and Romania, must demand an investi- he would actively support Gore’s election bid. So far, Bradley
has refused to release his more than 400 convention delegates.gation.

The Arkansas vote theft draws local attention, as well. On Gore’s growing unpopularity among Democratic Party
core constituents came in the June 7 Financial Times of Lon-June 9, the day of the Little Rock press conference by the

LaRouche delegates, the Benton County Daily Record in don, which published a column by Gerard Baker, reporting
that “guys hate Gore.” Forty percent of voters polled recently,north Arkansas published an accurate account of the Gore

campaign moves to steal the LaRouche votes and delegate Baker reported, had strong negative feelings about Gore.
“Polls indicate that men especially find something objection-seats.

“Democratic Presidential candidate Lyndon H. able about Mr. Gore. He reminds them of the smart kid in
school who always knew all the answers.”LaRouche, an economist and frequent Presidential candidate,

certainly won about 22% of the vote in the Arkansas Demo- Days earlier, Gore had been exposed on television in his
hometown, and campaign headquarters, of Nashville, Ten-cratic primary May 23—some 53,280. But how many dele-

gates that showing should permit him to get is a matter of nessee, as a slumlord, who refused to make essential repairs
at a home near his ranch that he leased to a family on disabilitydispute,” the paper wrote.

“State and national Democratic Party spokesmen have with five children. National newspapers rushed to Carthage,
Tennessee, and gave the “Gore the slumlord” story days ofsaid LaRouche, 77, won’t get any Arkansas delegates to the

Democratic National Convention; won’t get delegates to the coverage.
state Democratic convention; and won’t get delegates to the
Democrats’ Arkansas Congressional District caucuses. . . . The Party Is Over!

Gore’s campaign strategy for dealing with his unpopular-“Arkansas’ Democratic Party chairman Vaughn
McQuary said that was because Joe Andrews [sic], Demo- ity is clear: He has not given a press conference in six weeks,

and sources close to the Vice President indicate that he wascratic [National] Committee chairman, declared LaRouche
ineligible to receive delegates. . . . soflustered by questions from LaRouche supporters at several

public appearances, that he is going to dodge any uncontrolled“Still, LaRouche said Thursday, he won’t be surprised
if events force an open convention, giving him a chance at media opportunities for the indefinite future. And, several

senior Democratic Party officials, including one member ofArkansas delegates, as well as a chance at the party’s Presi-
dential nomination. Congress, have confirmed that the Democratic Party nominat-

ing convention on Aug. 14-17 is going to be the most con-“He’s in frequent contact with people—people who ask
not to be identified publicly—who are dissatisfied with trolled affair in history. The Gore forces have reportedly made

costly arrangements to have all communications betweenGore’s Presidential election prospects, and he believes that a
worsening economy is already hastening the day when Demo- state delegations handled through laptop computers and

e-mail, to assure that no insurgency from the floor to open thecrats will seek another standard-bearer, LaRouche said.”
The article concluded by quoting LaRouche: “ ‘I would convention can get off the ground.

Furthermore, the DNC-Gore combine has unilaterallyhope for the sake of the country and the Democratic Party to
deny Mr. Gore the nomination, because if he is nominated, cancelled public hearings on the Democratic Party platform.

Such hearings, which traditionally occur throughout the coun-the Democratic Party is going to take a worse pasting than it
did with [Michael] Dukakis as candidate in 1988. He’s a loser. try, serve as a summertime rallying point for the party faithful,

and give grass-roots activists a chance to have their voicesNot only would he lose to Bush, but he would drag down the
Democratic Congressional vote considerably . . . and there’s heard on vital policy matters.

With the DNC taking this suicidal decision, supporters ofa great deal of fuss inside the Democratic Party about what
they’re going to do about this.’ ” LaRouche have called platform hearings in Washington, D.C.

on June 22, where dozens of party officials are expected to
engage in a free-wheeling policy dialogue—the very thing‘Guys Hate Gore!’

On June 6, the last of the Democratic Party Presidential that Gore and company fear the most, and the very thing that
may save the Democratic Party and the nation from the Gore-primaries occurred in New Jersey, Alabama, and New Mex-

ico. In the latter two states, nearly a quarter of all Democrats DNC suicide pact. Right now, that suicide pact has folks at
the George W. Bush campaign headquarters smiling from earwho turned out to vote, voted against Gore. In New Jersey,

where Gore was running against LaRouche alone, there is to ear.
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Dr. Emerita Gueson: Stop
the ‘Holocaust’ of Managed Care
by Marianna Wertz

The battle to ameliorate the ravages of managed care in tried to get her license to practice medicine revoked. She says
that Ridge should be impeached, or even jailed, as responsibleAmerica has been going on almost from thefirst day Congress

voted up a subsidy for it, and President Richard Nixon signed for forcing Pennsylvania’s elderly and poor into managed
care, and for forcing the state’s doctors to subsidize theit into law in 1973. But not until May of this year, with Demo-

cratic Presidential pre-candidate Lyndon LaRouche’s call for CATFUND (the Medical Catastrophic Fund, into which doc-
tors must pay in order to cover the cost of malpractice suitsthe banning of health maintenance organizations (HMOs),

has there been real leadership for a movement to ban managed against them and the insurance companies).
In a 1997 letter to Ridge (whose principal campaign con-care altogether, and to return to the approach to health care

which this nation embraced with the passage of the Hill- tributor was Aetna-US Healthcare CEO Leonard Abramson),
enclosing the case studies of HMO victims (see below), Dr.Burton Act of 1946.

Pennsylvania gynecologist Dr. Emerita Gueson, having Gueson wrote, “If you still don’t vote for an anti-HMO bill
and abolish the CATFUND, after reading the lists I havewitnessed the death and devastation that it has wrought among

her own clients, has been calling for a ban on managed care provided you, then you deserve to be recalled, to be im-
peached, to be voted out of office, or to be advertised in thesince the mid-1990s. On her own, she has been suing man-

aged-care companies and the state of Pennsylvania, using the Hall of Shame in the HMO page of the Internet.”
As to Ridge’s political ambitions, Dr. Gueson said thatpower of existing law against what she calls “the Second

Holocaust”—only this time, she adds, “it’s directed at ev- his vice-presidential bid must be stopped. She called EIR’s
attention to the fact that Ridge is not even permitted to speakeryone.”

Dr. Gueson has researched the legal records of Pennsylva- to his own Catholic diocese, in Erie County, under a policy
in place in many dioceses, that any Catholic politician whonia’s managed-care companies, and compiled a lengthy list

of case histories, with details of the atrocities which managed holds views differing from the professed view of the Church
(Ridge is pro-abortion), is not permitted to be honored by, orcare leaves in its wake. She published these histories, together

with her observations on the “homicidal behavior” of the to speak in functions of that diocese. So much for Ridge’s
supposed “Catholic credentials” as a calling-card for Bush.HMOs, in Survival Guide for HMO Patients and Do HMO’s

Cut Costs . . . and Lives, which publications, unfortunately, Dr. Gueson told EIR that she is optimistic that managed
care will die out because of its own evil over time. However,are not currently available, because they are the subject of her

suit against Aetna-US Healthcare. she added, its very existence is a symptom of a greater prob-
lem, against which Americans must continue to fight. “TheSo when one of Dr. Gueson’s patients brought her

LaRouche’s May 2000 pamphlet, “Ban the HMOs Now! Be- success of HMOs is clearly a symptom of a morally warped,
ailing society which is crying for help.”fore They Get You and Yours,” she naturally called the cam-

paign to get more pamphlets for her patients and their net- By organizing to ban managed care now, we can provide
that help in a direct, tangible form.works, and to get EIR her story.

More Deaths than Vietnam Case Histories
We reprint here the summary of 23 case histories, takenIn her June 3 interview with EIR, which follows, Dr. Gue-

son discussed the research she undertook into HMO legal from the legal records of US Healthcare Systems of PA, in
Dr. Gueson’s Survival Guide for HMO Patients:records. By discovering why patients are suing HMOs, she

was able to piece together a hard-evidence indictment of man- 1. Two unnecessary postpartum deaths due to “Flesh-
Eating Bacteria” (Necrotizing Fasciitis) caused by prema-aged care. Dr. Gueson said that, if this same investigation

were carried out for the whole country, “probably they’ve ture discharge.
2. A young man lost part of his genitalia due to the “Flesh-killed more than the whole Vietnam War.”

When she sent these case histories to Pennsylvania Gov. Eating Bacteria” due to his premature post-operative dis-
charge.Tom Ridge (R) (now mooted to be George W. Bush’s Vice-

Presidential running-mate), he did not respond to her, but he 3. Twins in utero die by double decapitation due to failure
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to follow up with ultrasound testing (inappropriate denial of Center. Patient arrived at the designated hospital already a
quadriplegic.testing).

4. Four patients died of a heart attack due to capitation (For hundreds of more such managed-care case histories
from around the country, the reader is referred to the Internet(inadequate cardiac work-up). [Capitation is the HMO prac-

tice in which a flat rate is paid to a primary care doctor (the website www.his.com/~pico/1-25.htm.)
“gatekeeper”), per person per month, which is supposed to
cover all medical care the patient needs, with tight control
over prescription drugs, and referrals for specialists or tests. Interview: Dr. Emerita T. Gueson
Doctors are financially penalized if they allow their patients
to see too many specialists.]

5. A young woman lapsed into a coma due to capitation
(inadequate cardiac work-up). ‘I Cannot Practice

6. A young man lapsed into a coma due to capitation
(inappropriate denial of referral to hospital emergency room). Medicine Like This’

7. Three mentally ill patients committed suicide (due to
capitation). One of them killed his own son.

Dr. Emerita T. Gueson, a Philadelphia gynecologist, is a8. A pregnant woman died of Eclampsia due to delayed
admission (capitation). devoted practitioner of medicine and fervent advocate of pa-

tients’ rights. She graduated from the University of Santo9. Two stillborn babies were delivered due to withholding
of testing (capitation). Thomas in the Philippines. She had her rotating internship at

Germantown Hospital, and her General Practice residency10. A woman in her early forties died of previously undi-
agnosed malignant Melanoma, due to the fact that the excised at Community General Hospital, in Reading, Pennsylvania.

In addition to her Obstetrics and Gynecology residency train-mole was not sent for pathological examination (no test-
ing—capitation). ing, she took a year of Gynecologic Pathology and Cytology

at Philadelphia General Hospital. In 1970, Dr. Gueson was11. Three women had delay in diagnosis of breast cancer.
One of them died. All were victims of capitation. a gynecological research consultant on herpes simplex at the

University of Pennsylvania Dental School. She is presently12. Delay in diagnosis of three types of cancer, in two
female patients—cancer of stomach and choriocarcinoma— on the medical staff of Holy Redeemer and Nazareth Hospi-

tals. The interview was conducted by Marianna Wertz onand in a male patient, cancer of the larynx. There is always
delay in the diagnosis of cancer because of delay in obtain- June 3.
ing referral.

13. Delay in diagnosis of ruptured, inflamed appendix and EIR: You’ve been advocating the elimination of managed
care for several years. Could you say why you want to seeobstruction of colon due to inappropriately delayed referral

of two women. managed care done away with?
Dr. Gueson: This all started when my mother suddenly be-14. Inappropriate denial of referral to a specialist of a

patient with Subacute Bacterial Endocarditis, resulting in mo- came ill. This was in 1986. I met a lot of people, while we
were taking support-group therapy. When you are with antor and speech impairment.

15. US Healthcare Systems of PA trying to dictate the HMO, if you have a stroke, they admit you for one day, then
they start calling the hospital, to get you moved to the hospitaltreatment of a patient with T-cell Lymphoma (direct liability).

16. Undiagnosed pregnancy resulting in fetal demise. where they have a contract. They dictate how many days you
can stay, even if you are not well yet.17. Birth injury due to HMO dictating on Cesarean section

rate (Erb’s Palsy).
18. A baby developed cerebral palsy due to amnionitis EIR: So it was not through your own practice, but through

your mother’s treatment that you first encountered managedfollowing premature delivery at 32 weeks.
19. Another baby developed cerebral palsy due to delayed care?

Dr. Gueson: No. My mother didn’t have any problem, be-and inadequate testing prior to mother’s delivery at term.
20. Accidental death of a drug rehabilitation patient who cause she had good insurance. She had Blue Cross/Blue

Shield. What bothered me is that other patients were havingwas discharged prematurely.
21. Post-operative injury of a post-splenectomy patient problems. I’m doing this for them, for the public, because I

know my way around with this health care.resulting in total urinary incontinence.
22. Patient was complaining of chest pain. An EKG [elec-

trocardiogram] was done. No further testing was done. As a EIR: In Survival Guide, you give numerous case histories,
documenting how the implementation of managed care inresult of withholding testing, he continues to suffer.

23. Patient had cervical abcess. Physician refused to au- Pennsylvania has cost lives and destroyed lives.
Dr. Gueson: It’s bad. A lot of doctors are closing their of-thorize treatment to a non-participating Spinal Cord Trauma
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approach to medicine. It basically said that the number of
hospital beds should be capable of providing adequate hospi-
tal services for the whole population. That’s the exact oppo-
site of what managed care is doing today.
Dr. Gueson: What they try to do is close the beds, and pa-
tients are being discharged prematurely. And they die. A lot
of deaths.

EIR: Both Bush and Gore are for managed care.
Dr. Gueson: I know. That’s why people are upset. Ridge
wants to run as Vice President. We have to stop him.

Dr. Emerita
EIR: We have to intensify this fight.Gueson’s 1997
Dr. Gueson: I’m going to tell my patients to distribute yourreport, which

exposes the killing pamphlet in their neighborhoods.
that is being
carried out under EIR: You attribute your ability to withstand thisfight to your
“managed care.”

“life of faith,” through which, you say, you developed moral
courage and “the dignity of the human spirit.” Could you
expand on that?
Dr. Gueson: If you suffer, the more you suffer, your faithfices. They cannot afford it. This is a civil rights violation,

because we are being denied economic freedom. I’m going gets stronger, and you mature intellectually, spiritually, and
emotionally. While this was all going on, I was doing theto challenge the law. It’s unconstitutional. In Pennsylvania,

it’s terrible, the HMOs have perpetual credentialing. I re- research on the book, Ridge tried to get me suspended, be-
cause they [her fellow physicians] could not get anybody toported this to the Insurance Commissioners and the Director

of Health, and nobody did anything. lead the lawsuits against the CATFUND. So, they got me; so
I got it started. It’s the way I was brought up. My mother was
a very strong woman.EIR: In 1996, Lyndon LaRouche said that Pennsylvania

Gov. Tom Ridge should be impeached for Nuremberg crimes. I am Catholic. When everything goes downhill, what is
left is your faith, and your sense of humor!Dr. Gueson: He should. I wrote him a letter, that he should

be impeached.
EIR: How does managed care affect doctors?
Dr. Gueson: These doctors are just giving up. Yesterday, IEIR: You have also called managed care “the second Holo-

caust.” met a doctor who’s going to close his office. He has no job.
They are depriving doctors of the right to make a living. ThoseDr. Gueson: Right, it’s true.
who injure patients—the HMOs should be charged with fraud
with malice, because they know these doctors are bad andEIR: What has happened to you as a result of what you’ve

done? they are marketing them. It’s terrible, and patients have no
knowledge of what’s going on. That’s why a national data-Dr. Gueson: US Healthcare, because I think someone gave

them a copy of my first book, Doctors Under Fire, What’s bank should be available to the public. These HMOs have
flourished because the doctors did not stand up. The doctorsWrong with HMOs, they did not want me. They terminated

me with Aetna, once they bought it [Aetna merged with are greedy, too.
They were banking that I would be afraid, because every-US Healthcare in 1998]. Then they kept on inviting me, solic-

iting me, because patients were asking for me. So I applied, body is afraid. But if you feel you have been wronged, you
have to stand up for what’s right. And you should be willingbecause my patients wanted me to apply, so I could protect

their interests. to suffer. My friends said, “You’re going to sue Ridge and
the Attorney General, but they are so powerful.” I said, “I am
more powerful, because God is with me.”EIR: Do you have any managed-care patients now?

Dr. Gueson: Yes, because Blue Shield lets me do what I I can’t stand what they are doing to people. But, if I don’t
do anything, I am just as bad as them. They are trying towant. They know I will sue them if they don’t let me. I do the

lawsuits myself. I study at night. Everybody’s afraid of them. deprive me of my right to practice my profession.
They should not have touched the medical system, which

was working. They should only havefixed what wasn’t work-EIR: Mr. LaRouche is organizing a movement to shut down
managed care altogether. To ban it. LaRouche would like to ing. When I saw the HMO law signed by Nixon, I said to

myself, “I cannot practice like this.”return to the principles of the Hill-Burton Act of 1946 as the
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Democratic Progressive Party (DPP) candidate Chen Shui-
bian as President—all combined to create some obstacles, he
indicated. And then there was the NATO bombing of the
Chinese Embassy in Belgrade, on May 7, 1999, which allU.S. Ambassador to China
but put a stop to many of the U.S.-Chinese exchanges. The
reverberations of that particular incident are still being feltAssesses Situation in
in Beijing, the Ambassador admitted. The Ambassador was
correct as far as he went: U.S. insistence that the bombing ofWake of Trade Vote
the Chinese Embassy was “accidental,” has never been taken
seriously by the Chinese authorities, and still serves to feedby William Jones
strong suspicions over U.S. motives.

Nevertheless, Prueher was confident that things were
At a June 2 ambassador’s briefing at the Willard Hotel in moving in the right direction. “The fundamental goal of our

policy is a secure and stable Asia-Pacific region, and thisWashington, D.C. sponsored by the Asia Society, Adm. Jo-
seph Prueher (ret.), the U.S. Ambassador to China, had an can’t be done without the participation of China,” he said. He

noted the important role that China has played in brokering aopportunity to give his analysis of the situation in Beijing.
Speaking shortly dialogue with the opaque government in North Korea, with

which China has historically had fairly close ties.after the House of Rep-
resentatives passed Per-
manent Normal Trade PNTR: A Weathervane

The PNTR vote was considered a weathervane of U.S.Relations (PNTR) with
China, on May 24, intentions. Had that bill been defeated in the House, its failure

would have cast a pall over U.S.-China relations. One ques-Prueher was generally
upbeat in his comments. tioner at the June 2 briefing, an old China hand, expressed his

surprise at the May 24 telephone call from President JiangComparing his present
post as Ambassador to Zemin to President Clinton on the day of the House vote, in

which Jiang thanked Clinton for his role in getting the mea-his former job of landing
fighters on an aircraft sure passed. “The call was unprecedented,” Prueher agreed.

“It came up suddenly in a 24-hour period. Not only that: In acarrier, Prueher made
note of the precision an- meeting with Prime Minister Zhu [Rongji] before the vote

was even taken, he asked me to extend his thanks to Presidentdcoolness needed toland
an airplane on a car- U.S. Ambassador to China Adm. Clinton for the effort he had made in trying to get the PNTR

extended to China.”rier deck even with fair Joseph Prueher (ret.).

weather and a calm sea. Pruher also noted that, despite initially strident tones in
discussing Taiwan and the victory of the independence-“A discrepancy of a few feet one way or the other becomes

decisive,” he observed. “Now, factor in darkness, waves that minded DPP, the Chinese government now seems prepared
to move forward with the cross-Strait dialogue. Beijing haspitch the carrier up and down, and other disturbances. The

possibility of landing in that situation is then much more dif- also restarted the important non-proliferation talks and the
military-to-military exchanges with the United States, heficult.” All of this was to imply that the “stridency” that often

arises in the debate over China, propelled by the machinations said; they had been scuttled in the aftermath of the bombing
of China’s Embassy in Belgrade.of the notoriously anti-China “Blue Team” lobby, financed

by billionaire Richard Mellon Scaife, makes it much more “China has many problems to deal with as they enter the
WTO [World Trade Organization],” said Prueher, naming indifficult to keep the important U.S.-China relationship on

track. particular the problem of non-performing loans, environ-
mental concerns, the problem of state-owned enterprises,When one young major asked Ambassador Prueher about

the volatile rhetoric that often appears in People’s Liberation and corruption. “The adjustment by China to the new WTO
membership will take years, if not decades,” he continued.Army publications, Prueher replied, “China is not a monolith.

And besides, when you read some of our own press, you “Lectures and threats are, in that situation, not at all construc-
tive.” Returning to his aircraft carrier analogy, Prueherwould also tend to think that their statements on China are

pretty ‘hard-line.’ ” added, “It is a ‘bad news’ situation if we have to deal with
conflicts all the time. We have important strategic interestsRecent “surprises” haven’t made things easier for the new

Ambassador. China’s publication of its White Paper on Tai- to deal with in our dialogue with China, with arms control,
the world financial system, the environment. There are manywan, indicated heightened concern in Beijing over the re-

newed impulse toward independence by Taiwan, and the rum- variables involved. We must therefore keep any necessary
‘corrections’ small.”blings around that—as well as the surprise election of
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The Clinton-Putin Summit:
Another Missed Opportunity
by William Jones

The Moscow June 4-5 summit between U.S. President Bill taking the two countries into the political changeover in
Washington in January. This, in turn, helps fuel the Adminis-Clinton and Russian President Vladimir Putin raised no great

expectations when it was first announced. Consequently, its tration’s self-imposed delusion that only a Gore Administra-
tion, following in Clinton’s footsteps, could bring such effortsshortcomings caused little disappointment when it was con-

cluded. Lacking even the camaraderie that existed between to fruition. In fact, one Russian political analyst, Vsevolod
Marinov, interviewed on one of the Sunday morning showsPresident Clinton and former President Boris Yeltsin, which

always lent something of a human-interest element to what in the United States on June 4, commented rather bluntly,
“The political solution is within sight. It would be a Presidentmight otherwise be a lackluster event, the meeting with the

new Russian President was a decidedly chilly affair. Between Gore that would have to follow along these lines.” Marinov
does not appear to be well informed about the rapid unravel-Putin and Clinton there was not the “Bill” and “Boris” of

the Yeltsin encounters, only a cordial formality, with each ling of the Gore campaign.
Despite Administration efforts to downplay expectationsaddressing the other as “Mr. President.”

of a breakthrough on arms control issues at the summit, even
President Clinton probably felt that he might be able to narrowThe Gore Factor

But the emptiness of the summit was not primarily due to the distance between the two countries regarding an agree-
ment on amending the ABM Treaty. If so, he was sorelya lack of personal chemistry between the two leaders, nor to

the lack of significant issues to discuss. The real problem with disappointed. President Putin is undoubtedly not so optimistic
about the possibilities of a Gore victory, and, even if he were,the Moscow summit was the Clinton Administration’s all-

consuming fixation on the political fate of the one player who he would probably not be prepared to sign an agreement with
the Clinton Administration that might well be abrogated bywas not even present—Vice President Al Gore. More than

anything, the waning months of the Clinton Presidency have the next administration, even one led by Gore. So the Russian
President gave Clinton’s overtures the cold shoulder.been geared to accomplishing the almost impossible task of

getting Al Gore elected President.
During the summit, the Gore campaign was never far from Missile Defense a Bone of Contention

What was signed at the summit on arms control was athe foreground. Al Gore has served as something of a public
figure on Russia policy—a position in which President Clin- rather vague statement of principles by the two leaders, un-

doubtedly authored by Deputy Secretary of State Strobeton placed him in order to “enhance” the Vice President’s
foreign policy profile in the Administration. Ironically, Talbott, the point-man on Russia policy for President Clinton,

regarding the “road ahead” in the two countries’ discussionsGore’s cozy relationship with Russian bankers’ stooge and
former Prime Minister Viktor Chernomyrdin, in the Gore- on arms control and the ABM Treaty. The document reaffirms

the two sides’ commitment to the ABM Treaty “as a corner-Chernomyrdin Commission, almost led to the political de-
mise of the Vice President himself, as it became known that stone of strategic stability,” but also promises to continue

efforts “to strengthen the ABM Treaty and to enhance itsChernomyrdin was up to his neck in dirty deals—deals which
the Vice President’s office refused to take seriously, despite viability and effectiveness in the future.” Something for ev-

erybody, but committing no one to anything particular.warnings from the CIA.
The inconclusive status of the issues between the United Ever since the Clinton Administration indicated that it

was considering the development of a limited national missileStates and Russia, particularly the unsuccessful attempts by
the Clinton team to get Russia to agree to amending the Anti- defense system, in the aftermath of the launching of a long-

range Taepodong missile by North Korea in August 1998,Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty in order to allow the United
States to build a limited ballistic missile defense system Russia and China, fearful that this would lead to the scrapping

of the ABM Treaty, and the Europeans, fearful of a U.S.against “rogue states,” obviously necessitates a follow-up,
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I have no objection to doing
that. I think we should work
together on it. The problem is,
we think it will take 10 years
or more to develop; the tech-
nology is not yet available.”
But on this, as on other ques-
tions, the parties agreed to dis-
agree.

Early-Warning Center
What they did agree to was

a modest proposal for creating
a joint U.S.-Russian early-
warning system. This proposal
has been in the works since
September 1998, when Clin-
ton and Yeltsin agreed on the
exchange of early-warning
types of data and the potential
establishment of a multilateralPresident Bill Clinton meeting Russian President Vladimir Putin in Moscow on June 4.
notification system for the
launch of ballistic missiles.

This led to Russian participation in a temporary early-warningreversion to an America First orientation, have expressed
strong reservations about the American plans. center established at the end of 1999 in Colorado Springs,

specifically to deal with any problems that might arise inDuring his trip to Portugal and Germany, before arriving
in Moscow, President Clinton tried to allay European fears missile computer controls during the Y2K transition. From

the U.S. side, there were also concerns about the disintegra-by offering to share technology on a missile defense system.
In his press conference in Portugal on May 31, he offered to tion of the Soviet early-warning system with the breakup of

the Soviet Union, and fear that “blind spots” in the Russianshare the technology with all “civilized” nations that are “in
harmony with us on a non-proliferation regime,” implying system might lead to a failure to identify an otherwise harm-

less launch somewhere, and might cause it to be interpretedthat he would be willing to share such technology, albeit in a
more limited way, with Russia. as an attack. Now, lacking other points of agreement, this was

made into a showcase item for the summit and put on theSpurred on, perhaps, by Clinton’s statements in Portugal,
President Putin, in an interview with NBC News’ Tom Bro- fast track.

The agreement envisions the establishment of an early-kaw, made the surprising statement that Russia would be in-
terested in cooperating with the United States in a system that warning center in Moscow, manned by both U.S. and Russian

specialists, which would observe and report on missilewould be capable of killing missiles aimed at Russia in their
“boost phase,” according to press reports, taking his cue from launches anywhere in the world. The system would provide

information on the geographic area from which a launch hassome suggestions regarding theater missile defense systems
which are being propagated by Richard Garwin, neo-conser- occurred; the time at which it occurred; the generic type of

missile, as closely as can be detected; the azimuth of thevative Frank Gaffney, and others in the United States.
Putin never made himself more explicit on this matter launch; the projected area of impact; and the projected time

of impact.in his public statements during the summit—and perhaps
not privately, either. But Talbott, when asked about the Putin In addition, so as not to come up entirely empty on the

arms control issue, an agreement was signed regarding theproposals on June 4, responded, “We’re not sure we could
develop a system of, say, theater-based boost-phase inter- irreversible disposition of 68 metric tons of weapons-grade

plutonium, and a promise to accelerate work on constructingcept, in anything like the time frame in which this [North
Korean] threat is maturing.” President Clinton, in his press facilities for conversion of plutonium and its fabrication into

fuel.conference with President Putin on June 5, was even more
explicit: “I have no objection to working with Russia on a In another deferential bow to the Gore campaign, the two

parties also signed an agreement to fight “global warming.”joint missile defense that would intercept a missile directed
at Russia or the United States from a hostile power in the In his press conference with Putin, Clinton said, “We believe

it’s essential to conclude work on the Kyoto Protocol, includ-Middle East or anywhere else, in the so-called boost phase.
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ing market mechanisms, to protect the environment, promote
clean energy, and reduce costs. Book Reviews

“And on these issues,” Clinton continued, “the President
and I are asking the U.S.-Russia binational commission, un-
der the leadership of Vice President Gore and Prime Minister
Mikhail Kasyanov, to carry forward the work.” Good-bye,
Gore-Chernomyrdin. Hello, Gore-Kasyanov! ‘Starr’s Stenographers’
‘It’s the Economy, Stupid!’ and the Conspiracy To

The conference, however, missed an opportunity to deal
with the fundamental issue which will determine the fate of Destroy the PresidentRussia in short and long term alike: the industrial revival
of the Russian economy. Putin, anxious to come to some

by Edward Spannausagreement with the International Monetary Fund and the Paris
Club, gave a thorough run-down of the measures he was sub-
mitting to the Duma (parliament), “structural reform” mea-
sures penned by his stable of “free market” economists. Clin-
ton’s economic adviser, Gene Sperling, met with Putin’s top Truth at Any Cost: Ken Starr and

the Unmaking of Bill Clintoneconomic advisers Andrei Illiaronov and German Gref, in
by Susan Schmidt and Michael Weisskopforder to encourage them in their attempt to implement the
New York: HarperCollins, 2000same bankrupt “reform policy” which almost finished off the
308 pages, hardbound, $26Russian economy in thefirst place. “It’s good to talk the talk,”

Sperling told reporters on June 4, “but you have to walk the
walk.” Sperling’s advice to his Russian counterparts, as they
“walk the walk” down the gangplank to the shark-infested
waters of “free market reform”: “Stay the course, boys, and

The Hunting of the President: The Ten-everything will be fine!”
Year Campaign to Destroy Bill and HillaryIt must also have been with some amusement, or perhaps
Clintoneven suppressed anger, that Putin, the former KGB operative
by Joe Conason and Gene Lyonsand security chief, listened to President Clinton recount how
New York: St. Martin’s Press, 2000he, too, had had to bite the bullet in his first year in office in
373 pages, hardbound, $25.951993, in order to institute “tough reforms” which would

change “a negative market perception”—as if there could be
any comparison between the situation in the United States in
1993, and Russia’s devastation today! Aside from this facile Media critic Steve Brill, in his famous 1998 “Pressgate” arti-

cle, described the Washington Post’s Susan Schmidt as some-comparison and facile advice, there was really very little the
American President was offering Russia economically, ex- one who “does stenography for the prosecutors.” Schmidt was

one of the “mainstream press” reporters who was skeweredcept for promising to send Robert Strauss (a.k.a. the Prince
of Thieves), over to Russia with a delegation of capitalists to by Brill for uncritically taking dictation from independent

counsel Kenneth Starr and his staff, and then reporting thelook at new “investment opportunities.” It was something
like Queen Elizabeth sending Sir Francis Drake to help the results as if it were objective news.

Although Brill was subject to merciless attacks by theSpanish Treasury manage its gold surplus.
In a Russian talk show on the Ekho Moskvy radio program very reporters and news outlets which he was exposing—an

irony, because they themselves knew full well the truth ofon June 4, President Clinton was asked by the first caller, “Do
you think a financial crisis is possible in the United States?” what he was saying, being the very recipients of the leaks

from Starr’s office—Brill is now fully vindicated by the new“I think a financial crisis is unlikely in the United States,”
the President replied, “as long as we have a good economic book by Susan Schmidt, Truth at Any Cost, co-authored by

Time magazine writer Michael Weisskopf, also a Washingtonprogram, as long as we keep our budget in surplus, as long as
we’re continuing to open our markets and compete with other Post reporter for many years.

Not without reason, has Schmidt become known as “Ste-countries, as long as we’re investing in our people. If we have
good policies and we work hard, I think a big financial crisis nographer Sue” among reporters following the Clinton

scandals.is unlikely.” With the U.S. stock market about to burst, the
President’s response seems to be an extreme case of the condi- Simply put, the Schmidt-Weisskopf book is a shameless

public-relations promotion for Kenneth Starr and his staff.tion known as “whistling past the graveyard.”
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Linda Tripp, Kenneth Starr, and Paula Jones. Tripp, the Bush Administration holdover and White House mole, assisted independent
counsel Starr’s office to take over the Paula Jones sexual harassment lawsuit. Jones’s lawsuit was an outgrowth of the Richard Mellon
Scaife-funded “Arkansas Project,” and was instigated by British spook/reporter Ambrose Evans-Pritchard; it gave Starr’s office the
pretext to turn the Whitewater investigation into a pornographic sex-and-lies inquisition which destroyed Bill Clinton’s Presidency. Starr
had already been working to destroy Clinton before he became the “Whitewater” independent counsel, and his former law partner
Theodore Olson was coordinating the Scaife-financed “Get Clinton” effort well in advance of Starr’s appointment.

Starr certainly did his part, sitting for ten interviews, each the extent of demanding that they lie about Clinton, that they
tell a story that would conform to Starr’s version of theof several hours duration, “resulting in nearly three hundred

pages of typewritten transcipts,” as the authors state in the “truth.”
Yet, Schmidt and Weisskopf sympathetically relate howAcknowledgements. (The authors still had a little bit of work

to do: Since the text of the book is only 278 pages, they did “Starr felt he was up against an infernal system” in Arkansas,
facing uncooperative witnesses and local officials, and withhave to edit the transcripts down slightly.) Additionally, they

were able to supplement Starr’s dictation with over 200 hours President Clinton’s own lawyer, David Kendall, even having
“dined openly with Susan McDougal and her counsel.”of interviews with Starr’s staff.
Horrors!

“To see the President allied with the McDougals, criminalStarr’s Acolytes
The book’s title itself betrays the authors’ slavish devo- defendants in a duly authorized Federal investigation, out-

raged Starr and his team,” Schmidt and Weisskopf dutifullytion to Starr’s crusade. Starr is portrayed as a disinterested
but righteous seeker after the truth, who is obstructed in this report.

Starr’s own tormented, paranoid worldview pervades thenoble effort at every turn by the evil Bill Clinton and his White
House lawyers, who use every technicality in the book—plus entire book, with its depiction of the upright, Bible-quoting

Starr ever under attack and repeatedly stymied by the devioussome new ones—to impede Starr’s search for the truth.
There is not even any pretense on the authors’ part to any White House cabal of the Clintons, their lawyers, plus James

Carville, Sidney Blumenthal, and other anti-Starr conspir-sort of “journalistic objectivity” about their subject. Right
from the beginning, they paint Starr as an aggrieved victim ators.

When Monica Lewinsky’s second set of lawyers, Wash-of Clinton’s criminal machine. For example, anybody who
has paid even passing attention to Starr’s witch-hunt, knows ington insiders Plato Cacheris and Jake Stein, joined David

Kendall in seeking court action to stop the torrent of leaksthat Starr was targetting James and Susan McDougal (and
Webster Hubbell) for one and only one purpose: to use them from Starr’s office, we have the privilege of learning what

Starr’s innermost thoughts were at that moment:as stepping stones to get to Bill and Hillary Clinton, even to
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“He [Starr] had been disturbed, though, by the role of report to Congress expecting it to get the same judicious han-
dling a sensitive brief would receive at the Supreme Court.”Stein and Cacheris. What were respected lawyers like them

doing on the other side, Starr wondered. Why were they (One can picture Starr helpfully pausing at this point in
his dictation, to make sure the stenographer gets it all down.)allied with the enemies of the truth, defenders of the dark-

ness. . . ?” The related fraud of the Schmidt-Weisskopf public-rela-
tions brochure for Starr, is its blithe dismissal of any sugges-Starr is not the only object of the authors’ adoration. At

times, this verges on the pornographic, such as their descrip- tion that Starr was part of a larger conspiracy to bring down
Clinton. In order to maintain the fiction that Starr was nothingtion of Starr’s top deputy, Hickman Ewing, while he was

presenting the evidence against Hillary Clinton to a meeting more than a righteous truth-seeker, who was dragged into
the controversies surrounding Clinton against his will, theof the combined Little Rock and Washington staff: “Ewing,

compact and athletic, began his presentation. . . .” authors are compelled to skip over the circumstances of his
appointment, and attempt to prove that there could not haveThere’s more. Consider the following passage, concern-

ing Starr’s reaction to the investigation of the leaks of secret been any conspiracy involving the right-wing spooky billion-
aire Richard Mellon Scaife—because Scaife and Starr sup-information from Starr’s office to the news media. That day,

Starr had just learned that Deputy Attorney General Eric posedly never met. They reduce the story of the Scaife-bank-
rolled “Arkansas Project” to one paragraph, enabling them toHolder had offered to Chief Judge Norma Johnson Holloway,

who was supervising Starr’s grand jury investigation, to assist dismiss the whole thing as “wispy.”
the court in any way possible in its leak investigation.

“That night Starr woke up at 3 a.m. with a start. Holder Why the Washington Post?
In this respect, the The Hunting of the President by Joewas trying to insert himself into the leak investigation, he

thought. Starr felt betrayed.” Conason and Gene Lyons is a useful, albeit incomplete, anti-
dote to the fantastical cover-up perpetrated by Starr’s enthusi-The reader might justifiably wonder: Just exactly how do

Schmidt and Weisskopf know what Starr was thinking at 3:00 asts Schmidt and Weisskopf.
For starters, the Conason-Lyons book provides some in-in the morning?

sight into both the Washington Post’s and Sue Schmidt’s
shameless promotion of Kenneth Starr.‘It’s Not About Sex’

The most amusing portions of the book—apart from the As to the Post itself, Conason and Lyons report that Starr
“had earned the deferrence of the Washington Post” by hisadulatory descriptions of Starr’s relentless “search for the

truth”—are the authors’ defense of the salacious sexual 1987 appellate court decision in the libel suit brought against
the Post by a top executive of Mobil Oil. Not only did Starrdetails included in Starr’s 1998 report to Congress. You see,

Ken didn’t really want to do it, but it was that nasty Bill overturn a multimillion-dollar jury verdict against the Post,
but, they report: “Among editors and executives at the Post,Clinton, insisting on his legalistic definition of sexual

relations, who forced Starr to put all that dirty stuff in the Bob Woodward was hardly alone in regarding that opinion as
one of the most important moments in the paper’s history,report.

In fact, there were strenuous disputes within Starr’s staff freeing it from inhibiting strictures on its tradition of aggres-
sive investigative reporting.” (However, we might note, “in-about how much detail should go into the report. And the

authors make the case that it was Starr himself who overrode vestigative reporting” is too kind a term for the sort of pro-
prosecution smear jobs which pass for reporting at the Wash-the objections, and determined that so much explicit material

should go into the report. ington Post.)
Schmidt, a reporter on the savings and loan institutionsStarr took the hard line, arguing that the sexual detail was

essential to prove their case against the President—but he beat, was catapulted onto the Post’s special Whitewater team
in 1993, as the result of having received an important leakednevertheless maintained that the case was not about sex.

“To him [Starr], this was no more a sex case than Water- document from the Resolution Trust Corp. (RTC). That par-
ticular document was the politically motivated—and spe-gate had been a third-rate burglary,” Schmidt and Weisskopf

write. “It was a test of the rule of law, a challenge to Clinton’s cious—criminal referral regarding the Clintons and Madison
Guaranty bank in Arkansas. It ended up in a front-page articlemockery of it. He told the staff it was their ‘duty’ to present

contradictory facts from other witnesses to prove the Presi- by Schmidt in the Washington Post on Oct. 31, 1993, which
helped launch the drive for an independent counsel to investi-dential lies. ‘We cannot afford the luxury of blinking,’ he

said. . . . ‘We have to prove our case.’ ” gate the Clintons’ Whitewater-related transactions.
Although it was never proven that Jean Lewis, the fanati-And then, we learn that Starr was shocked, shocked that

Congress decided to release the entire report, with all its por- cally anti-Clinton RTC investigator who drafted the phony
criminal referral, was the one who leaked the document tonographic detail, to the public. “It never occurred to Starr that

lawmakers would release grand jury material unedited,” we Schmidt, the Post reporter’s flattering (and inaccurate) por-
trayal of Lewis during Lewis’s stumbling and self-contradic-are told. “Starr had misread Congress. . . . Starr had sent his
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tory Congressional testimony two years later, did nothing to time, that which EIR is now in the process of documenting:
that Starr was in the running to be appointed earlier, atallay those suspicions. The Lewis referral, as many EIR arti-

cles earlier reported, was based on allegations made by David the beginning of 1994, when Attorney General Janet Reno
ultimately named Robert Fiske as the first Whitewater inde-Hale, a Little Rock con-man and former municipal judge, who

was the beneficiary of legal assistance from one of Mellon pendent counsel.)
Scaife’s top lawyer operatives in Washington, Theodore
Olson, aleady by late 1993. From Atwater to Olson

Conason and Lyons have gone this author’s descriptionWhen Hale took the witness standing during Whitewater-
related trials in Little Rock in 1996, the Post’s Schmidt (never of the “five-year campaign” to bring down the President

one better: They have documented a ten-year campaign toone to forget a favor) again presented Hale in the most favor-
able, flattering—and grossly inaccurate—light possible. destroy Bill and Hillary Clinton—as suggested by the book’s

subtitle. They trace the campaign against Clinton back toAnd then, on Jan. 21, 1998, it was Schmidt, on page one of
the Washington Post, who was the first to break the Lewinksy 1989, when George Bush operative and Republican National

Committee chairman Lee Atwater went to Little Rock tostory into the mainstream print media—a story once again
based on leaks from Starr’s office. conspire with local Republican operatives about how to en-

sure Bill Clinton’s defeat in the 1990 gubernatorial elections,
so that Clinton could not be the Democratic PresidentialThe True Origins of the Lewinsky Scandal

At the end of 1998, this reviewer wrote an article entitled nominee in 1992.
Atwater believed that Clinton, as a southern moderate,“It Didn’t Start with Monica: The Five-Year Campaign To

Bring Down President Clinton” (EIR, Jan. 1, 1999). That arti- was the one potential Democratic candidate who could beat
Bush in the 1992 elections. Atwater vowed to work with Ar-cle traced the then-ongoing impeachment effort back to

Hale’s “Whitewater” tales peddled during the 1992 election kansas Republicans “to throw everything we can at Clinton—
drugs, women, whatever works,” adding: “We may or maycampaign, and to Hale’s efforts to save his own skin after

being indicted in the fall of 1993. not win, but we’ll bust him up so bad he won’t be able to run
again for years.”By late 1993, we showed, Hale had been picked up by

Olson and the “Arkansas Project”—the $2.4 million covert The cabal of Clinton’s enemies in Arkansas who plotted
with the Bush camp and Atwater around the 1990 campaignoperation run through the British-linked American Spectator

magazine, with Scaife money and Olson’s legal expertise, were ultimately unsuccessful, but they formed the core group
that made themselves and their dirt-collection available to thewhich was designed to dig up derogatory information and

potential witnesses against Bill and Hillary Clinton. Sex got national news media during the 1992 Presidential campaign.
They didn’t succeed in stopping Clinton in 1992 either, butadded into the mix with the December 1993 publication of

the “Troopergate” saga in the American Spectator. nor did they give up.
Toward the end of Clinton’s first year in office, this sameAs EIR reported, the ubiquitous Olson was not just the

lawyer for the American Spectator and an operative for the Arkansas gang put itself at the disposal of a well-financed
group of operatives for the Scaife-Olson “Arkansas Proj-British-trained Mellon Scaife; he was also Starr’s former law

partner and close friend. Additionally, Olson and his wife ect”—which was organized at a meeting at Olson’s Washing-
ton law offices. EIR has reported previously that Olson func-Barbara came to host a weekly “salon” at their secluded Great

Falls, Virginia home, where much of the planning for Starr’s tioned as Starr’s controller: that he was the one with the
“overview” of the entire field of activity bearing on Starr’sassault on the Presidency was carried out.

The Paula Jones civil suit—Starr’s vehicle for transform- operation, and that he was also Starr’s liaison to the Justice
Department’s permanent bureaucracy. Conason and Lyonsing the Whitewater real estate inquiry into a tawdry sex-and-

lies inquisition—was, of course, an outgrowth of the “Troop- provide additional detail on Olson’s central role in providing
the link from Starr’s office, through David Hale, to a networkergate” article. At the time of Starr’s appointment as indepen-

dent counsel to replace the first Whitewater independent of right-wing journalists such as Ambrose Evans-Pritchard of
the London Sunday Telegraph, Chris Ruddy of the Scaife-counsel in August 1994, it was known to some extent, but not

fully, that Starr had been involved around the edges of the owned Pittsburgh Tribune-Review, and the Wall Street Jour-
nal’s Micah Morrison.Paula Jones case.

What was not known at the time—except perhaps to Although EIR has been the most persistent in elaborating
the crucial role of Olson in the legal attack on President Clin-some of those doing the recommending and appointing—

was that Starr’s associate Theodore Olson was already ton, we are pleased to see that Conason’s and Lyons’s re-
searches led them to the same conclusion. They write:deeply involved in efforts to bring down President Clinton.

Had the full extent of Olson’s activities been public knowl- “If any single figure in Washington embodied the effort
to undermine Clinton it was Ted Olson, the former Reaganedge at the time, it is inconceivable that Starr could have

been named independent counsel. (Nor was it known at the aide turned Republican power lawyer. Olson didn’t seek pub-
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licity (leaving his name off Spectator essays, for example)
but he had played a part in almost every assault on the Presi-
dent, as an attorney for David Hale, as counselor to the Arkan-
sas Project, as friend and defender of Kenneth Starr—and as
a secret advisor to the lawyers for Paula Jones as well.”

Whitewater Dead-End
For all their efforts, the “Whitewater” saga manufactured

by David Hale and his cronies, and laundered through Olson
to Starr, was never sufficient to bring Clinton down.

And despite Starr’s later protestations to the contrary, EIR
has shown many times that there was nothing fortuitous about
Starr’s hijacking of the Paula Jones “sexual harassment” case.
Starr’s takeover of the Jones civil suit is documented in The
Hunting of the President, in excruciating detail.

By no later than mid-1997, Starr’s Whitewater investiga-
tion was dead in the water. The only hope Starr and his depu-
ties had of reviving it, was if they could turn either Susan
McDougal or Webster Hubbell into witnesses against the
President. Joining Starr in efforts to pressure McDougal into
cooperation were two leading members of the Get-Clinton
press corps: Newsweek’s Michael Isikoff and ABC-TV’s
Chris Vlasto.

Meanwhile, Starr had begun, already soon after the 1996
elections, deploying FBI agents and a team of private investi- Bill and Hillary Clinton, April 1999. The dirty tricks and slander
gators to try and dig up dirt on Clinton’s sex life. But, how campaigns against them which began in Arkansas in the 1980s,

were taken over by Clinton’s British- and Wall-Street-backedto turn sexual indiscretions into a criminal, or impeachable
enemies in the 1990s.offense, presented a formidable challenge.

The break for Starr and the Get-Clinton Olson salon came
in May 1997, when the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that pre-
trial discovery could go ahead in the Paula Jones case. And a lawfirm Kirkland & Ellis. When Jones’s lawyers were getting

ready for their Supreme Court argument in early 1997, themonth later, the Washington Post (under the by-lines of Bob
Woodward and Susan Schmidt) reported in a front-page story elves arranged for them to be prepped in a secret session

by two of their mentors and leading lights of the Federalistthat Starr’s investigators were actively digging for dirt around
Clinton’s sex life, having questioned at least eight present Society: former judge Robert Bork and Ted Olson.

After the May 1997 green light from the Supreme Court,and former Arkansas state troopers, about Clinton’s personal
affairs, and specifically naming Susan McDougal and Paula Jones’s lawyers felt free to seek out and take testimony from

any women who had claimed sexual harassment by Bill Clin-Jones, among others.
From the beginning, the Paula Jones case was a project ton. With some help from a private investigator/informant

working for Starr and Hickman Ewing in Arkansas namedof the covert Scaife-Olson Get-Clinton task force. EIR has
emphasized over the years the critical role of London’s Am- Larry Wood, Jones’s lawyers learned the identity of one-time

White House volunteer Kathleen Willey, who was alreadybrose Evans-Pritchard in launching the lawsuit—a point also
made in the Conason-Lyons book. telling her now-transformed tale of sexual harassment to

Newsweek’s Isikoff—who is described as “an honorary mem-What is presented with much new detail in The Hunting
of the President is the secret, behind-the-scenes workings of ber of the Jones team.”

(Conason and Lyons also reveal that Wood was the liaisonthe group of young lawyers grouped in the Scaife-bankrolled
Federalist Society, who provided extensive legal assistance between Ewing and a group of reporters who got regular leaks

from Starr’s Little Rock office—notably Evans-Pritchard,to Jones’s on-the-record lawyers, and who eventually func-
tioned as the covert back channel linking the Jones lawyers Ruddy of Scaife’s Pittsburgh Tribune-Review, and the New

York Post’s John Crudele.)with a select group of journalists and with Starr’s office.
This group—which one of its members, Ann Coulter, The strange saga of Kathleen Willey (see EIR, Nov. 13,

1998) was further complicated by two factors, detailed in thecalled the “elves”—was centered around Jerome Marcus of
Philadelphia, George Conway III of New York, and Richard Conason-Lyons book: that Willey’s one-time friend Linda

Tripp was adamant that Willey was not a victim of sexualPorter, a former Dan Quayle aide who was a member of Starr’s
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harassment by the President, but that she had in fact been the Paula Jones case, on the grounds that it was investigating
possible obstruction of justice and suborning of perjury bystalking Bill Clinton, and that the “elves” group was taking

confidential information about Willey from Jones’s legal the President or his top aides. Second, Tripp played a key role
in setting up the “perjury trap” for Clinton himself in histeam and leaking it to the news media, particularly to cyber-

gossip Matt Drudge. deposition in the Paula Jones case. The broad outlines of this
story—how Tripp set up Lewinsky to be grabbed by Starr’sOne of the purposes of the leaks, orchestrated by Ann

Coulter and the “elves,” was to prevent any settlement of the agents on Jan. 16, 1998—are well known; and that Tripp met
that same evening with Jones’s lawyers, and briefed them onJones case—something which Jones’s lawyers and Clinton’s

lawyers were close to. Coulter later told Isikoff: “We were what had taken place that day with Lewinksy, is also gener-
ally known.terrified that Jones would settle. It was contrary to our purpose

of bringing down the President.” This sabotage led to the In addition to providing some new details of those events,
Conason and Lyons also point out that when Tripp’s lawyerresignation of Jones’s lawyers in August 1997.

For those who deny the existence of a “right-wing conspir- met Newsweek’s Isikoff still later that same night to play the
crucial Tripp-Lewinsky tape for him, this was being done atacy” around the assault on President Clinton, the Conason-

Lyons description of how Linda Tripp got in contact with the behest of Starr’s office.
Jones’s lawyers (the new team) is instructive. The contact
was made by Richard Porter, the law partner of Kenneth Starr, The Bigger Picture

What Conason and Lyons make no attempt to do, is towho was also a close friend of “elf” Jerome Marcus. To make
the story as simple as possible, it worked like this. Tripp was situate the assault on the President in its political context. EIR

has elaborated that the attack on Clinton was not simply aput in touch with the spook-turned-literary-agent Lucianne
Goldberg through former White House speechwriter Tony linear continuation of local Arkansas politics, or even of na-

tional party politics along Republican-Democratic lines. AtSnow. Goldberg called the right-wing Chicago publisher and
Scaife friend Alfred Regnery; Regnery called Peter W. Smith, the root of the entire operation, was the fear on the part of the

British-American financial establishment that the new Presi-the Chicago businessman who had funded both the original
“Troopergate” research and Newt Gingrich’s GOPAC; Smith dent, Bill Clinton, would break out of the confines of the

Anglo-American special relationship, by overturning funda-called Porter; Porter called George Conway; Conway called
Jones’s new lawyers in Dallas; and Tripp got a subpoena. mental aspects of British geopolitics (such as Clinton did with

his promotion of peace processes in the Middle East, NorthernIt is believed that Tripp also made several anonymous
calls to Jones’s lawyers, urging them to subpoena both her Ireland, and the Balkans), and of the International Monetary

Fund-dominated financial game (which Clinton threatened toand Lewinsky. But, Tripp wanted to maintain the pretense
that she was being summoned to testify involuntarily—which do around the IMF and Russia in late 1993).

Evans-Pritchard, the Hollinger Corp.’s agent in Washing-aided her in setting up the famous “talking points” memo,
which was later used to falsely claim that Lewinsky (with the ton, gave the game away already in June 1993, less than six

months into Clinton’s first term, when he worried out loud inWhite House urging her on) was asking Tripp to perjure
herself. the pages of the London Sunday Telegraph, that Clinton was

establishing a new “special relationship” between the UnitedThe “talking points” document—illegally leaked to the
Washington Post, Newsweek, etc.—provided the pretext un- States and Germany, which would downgrade Britain “to the

status of a secondary ally.” In 1994, the British press wentder which Starr’s office was able to insert itself into the Jones
case, transforming the civil suit into a criminal matter. Cona- berserk against Clinton, accusing him of killing off the “spe-

cial relationship” with the mother country.son and Lyons make a compelling case that the “talking
points” were nothing more or less than Lewinsky’s writing- As the global financial crisis deepened, particularly in

1997-98, the British and their assets inside the United Statesup of Tripp’s own discussions with Lewinsky about what
Tripp herself would say if “forced” to testify. were determined to do everything they could to ensure that

President Clinton did not break out of the mold, and act asIronically, Jones’s lawyers weren’t very enthusiastic
about having Tripp testify: They believed that her testimony Franklin Roosevelt might have acted, to take on the British/

Wall Street “economic royalists” and to move toward a new,would contradict and discredit the allegations of sexual ha-
rassment being made by Willey against the President—alle- just international economic order.

To understand the deeper motives behind the campaigngations which the Jones lawyers needed to bolster their own,
extremely flimsy case against the President. to bring down President Clinton, this context, especially as

relates to foreign policy and the financial crisis, must be takenVia the network of lawyer “elves” (who had inserted one
of their own, Paul Rosenzwieg, into Starr’s office by Novem- into account. Once that is done, then the Conason-Lyons book

is an excellent description of how the mechanics of that pro-ber 1997), Tripp provided two critical elements to Starr’s
office. First, through the fraudulent “talking points” docu- cess worked. When read against the backdrop of “Stenogra-

pher Sue,” it’s even better.ment, Starr’s office was provided with the excuse to take over
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Appeals reinstated the indictment, and Hubbell then pled
guilty to a lesser, misdemeanor charge, with one of the condi-
tions being that the charges against his wife and others would
be dropped.U.S. Supreme Court

With Hubbell still refusing to “cooperate” with Starr
against the Clintons, the independent counsel then broughtSlaps Down Starr in
yet another indictment against Hubbell, charging him with 15
felony counts of fraud, perjury, and obstruction of the originalHubbell Indictment
investigation of the Whitewater allegations conducted by the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. and the Resolution Trustby Edward Spannaus
Corp. To get rid of the prosecutions, Hubbell pled guilty to
one felony count in that indictment—which still stands.

On June 5, the U.S. Supreme Court threw out the tax convic- “It is not normal for a prosecutor to keep indicting the
same person over and over again,” his attorney John Nieldstion of Webster Hubbell, the former Justice Department offi-

cial and friend of President and Mrs. Clinton, on the grounds said at that time. “It is wrong for a prosecutor to keep on
indicting the same person over and over again in the hope thatthat independent counsel Kenneth Starr had unconstitution-

ally indicted Hubbell on the basis of documents which Hub- he may some day tell him something about his real quarry”—
i.e., President Clinton. Hubbell himself declared: “I don’tbell had handed over to Starr under a grant of immunity

from prosecution. know of any wrongdoing on behalf of the First Lady or the
President, and nothing the independent counsel can do to meNews reports called the ruling a “stinging setback” and a

“rebuke” to Starr. But it is also a rebuke to the U.S. Justice is going to make me lie about that.”
Hubbell was also subject to unrelenting attack from keyDepartment, which had supported Starr before the Supreme

Court, with the Justice Department defending the right of a media organs of the “Olson Salon” (see review p. 80). The
Wall Street Journal began targetting Hubbell in March 1993prosecutor to subpoena documents from a target, and then to

use those documents to indict that same person. with a series of “Who Is Webster Hubbell?” editorials, fol-
lowed by series of “Who Was Webster Hubbell?” editorials
after he was forced out of his position in the Justice Depart-Starr’s Pressure To ‘Cooperate’

The background is this: While Hubbell was already in ment. The American Spectator also pummelled Hubbell mer-
cilessly—often with the aid of leaks from Starr’s office.prison as a result of Starr’s first indictment, Starr opened

another investigation, as retaliation for Hubbell’s lack of “co-
operation,” trying to force Hubbell to turn against the Clin- Unusual Supreme Court Ruling

In their June 5 ruling, eight justices (only Chief Justicetons. Starr issued a very broad subpoena to Hubbell, calling
for the production of 11 categories of financial and tax infor- William Rehnquist dissenting) held that because Starr’s office

was only vaguely aware of the existence of the documentsmation. Hubbell objected on Fifth Amendment grounds, and
Starr obtained a court order, granting Hubbell immunity from Hubbell was forced to produce, that the act of production also

involved “testimonial” aspects—i.e., he was admitting theprosecution for the act of production of the documents.
The pretext for this second investigation and the subpoena existence of the documents, that he was in control of them,

and that they were authentic. The court said that this “waswas the assertion that the White House had conspired with
Hubbell and others to obstruct justice, by helping Hubbell tantamount to answering a series of interrogatories asking a

witness to disclose the existence and location of particularobtain high-paying consulting jobs. But, unable to come up
with evidence of obstruction, Starr instead turned around and documents fitting certain broad descriptions.” And, they said:

“It is abundantly clear that the testimonial aspect of respon-indicted Hubbell, plus Hubbell’s wife, his lawyer, and his
accountant, on tax conspiracy charges. (Which led Hubbell dent’s act of producing subpoenaed documents was the first

step in a chain of evidence that led to this prosecution.”to declare that Starr could indict his dog and his cat, and he
would still not lie about the President and the First Lady.) Today’s ruling may have far-reaching implications. Since

1976, the Supreme Court has held that the Fifth Amendment’sFederal District Judge James Robertson then threw out
the indictment, on the grounds that the use of the documents stricture that no one can be compelled to be a witness against

himself in a criminal case, applies only to testimony, not to theviolated Hubbell’s Fifth Amendment right against self-in-
crimination. (In a hearing on the matter, when prosecutors production of documents or things. In a concurring opinion,

Associate Justice Clarence Thomas, joined by Antonin Sca-said that they could indict Hubbell, using documents pro-
duced under a grant of immunity, Judge Robertson called that lia, suggested that this is at variance with what the Fifth

Amendment meant at the time of its adoption, and Thomasnotion “really scary.”)
Robertson was unceasingly vilified by the right-wing said that he would be willing to reconsider whether the Fifth

Amendment bars compelled production of any physical evi-press for allegedly protecting President Clinton, who had ap-
pointed him to the bench. Subsequently, the U.S. Court of dence.
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National News

part to reward the President Abdurrahman EIR is confident that Arkansas voters
know the difference between Lyndon John-Wahid’s government for imposing civilian

control over the military, and for removing son and Lyndon LaRouche. But the question
is, who is Wesley Pruden?senior military officers alleged to have beenViolence Increases

involved in the post-referendum violence in The author of the “Pruden on Politics”in G-Rated Films East Timor. column is a native of Arkansas, whose fa-
ther was a prominent segregationist in LittleA group of 29 human rights groups andResearchers from the Harvard Center for

some Congressmen, including Sen. Russ Rock in the 1950s—in fact, his father wasRisk Analysis conducted a survey of vio-
Feingold (D-Wisc.), are not happy. The hu- the chaplain to the White Citizens Council,lence in feature-length, animated films for
man rights groups have petitioned Secretary a sort of country-club version of the Kuchildren over the past 60 years, the Journal
of State Madeleine Albright to block “re- Klux Klan. According to a source in Littleof the American Medical Association re-
sumption of military engagement at any Rock, the elder Pruden was one of thoseported on May 24. They found that the aver-
level.” The Pentagon is working around inciting white mobs, as black students en-age time during which violence is on-screen
these objections by renewing ties first with tered Central High School in Little Rockin these children’s films has increased by
the Indonesian Air Force and Navy, but not in 1957.over 50% since 1940. One film, Quest for
the much-maligned, and dominant, Army. Pruden’s father was also a close ally ofCamelot, depicts violent acts for 28% of its
The July joint exercises with the Marines “Justice Jim” Johnson, Arkansas’ most no-duration.
will concentrate on humanitarian assistance torious segregationist, who was Bill Clin-The study states, “Our content analysis
and disaster relief. ton’s biggest enemy in the state, and the localreveals a striking behavioral message im-

Albright has responded to the human point man for operations against Clinton,plied by many of the G-rated animated films
rights crowd that only after consultations feeding information to the national newsthat the good guys triumph over the bad
with Congress, does the Administration media during the 1992 election campaign,through the use of physical force.” The re-
hope to begin “carefully calibrated” ties be- and later, as the Whitewater scandal wasport cites Disney’s The Lion King, wherein
tween the two militaries. Ironically, EIR was building in 1993. His son is obviously a chipthe hero-lion refuses to kill his adversary
told that when Indonesia’s new civilian De- off the old block.after winning a fight—but the hero-lion is
fense Minister, Juwono Sudarsono, was inthen killed by hyenas.
Washington in April, the same State Depart-The Journal points out that most parents
ment severely restricted Pentagon contacthave little idea about what their children are
with him, while he was seeking precisely thewatching, though noting that “parents of
kind of assistance that Albright is now sug-young children ages 2-5 years reported that John Train Getsgesting.their children watch an average of 2.2 hours

per day of television and 1.5 hours per day Presidential Appointment
of videotapes.” President Bill Clinton named New York

Banning guns would have little impact, City investment counsellor John Train as a
as EIR has emphasized. Only a small per- member of the Federal Retirement Thrift In-
centage of the films depict guns; otherwise, vestment Board, according to U.S. News-Pruden Peeks Out From
the violence is carried out by “rope, broom, wire on June 1. Train was a leader of the
stone, . . . and magic.” Under Klan Hood “Get LaRouche” task force, which rail-

roaded Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. and associ-The rabidly anti-Clinton editor-in-chief of
the Washington Times, Wesley Pruden, in ates into prison beginning in 1989. (See Lyn-

don H. LaRouche, Jr., “U.S.A. vs. Lyndonhis column of May 26, tried to spin the 22%
vote for Lyndon LaRouche in the Arkansas LaRouche: ‘He’s a Bad Guy, But We Can’t

Say Why,’ ” EIR, March 10, 2000, footnoteDemocratic primary as an expression of theU.S. Resumes Military
anti-Clinton sentiment, and also stupidity, 27; Jeffrey Steinberg, “Wall Street ToryTies with Indonesia of Arkansas voters, as EIR noted last week. John Train Revives ‘Get LaRouche’ Salon,”

EIR, May 27, 1994.)The United States is quietly restarting mili- “Some Democrats put it down to ‘anybody
but Gore’ in a season where W. [Bush] istary cooperation with Indonesia, after an The move apparently reflects Clinton’s

continuing effort to save his own hide—spe-eight-month freeze, the New York Times re- looking better every day,” Pruden wrote.
“Some others say the LaRouche vote wasported on May 24. Indonesian military ob- cifically, to prevent his post-Presidency im-

prisonment—by putting the election of Alservers were invited to joint exercises in meant to embarrass Bill Clinton in a week
when he humiliated the state one more time.Thailand in May, plans were made to hold Gore above everything, including sanity.

The Federal Retirement Thrift Invest-the first joint exercises between American And some Democrats even say that a few
of the folks back in the hills and hollowsand Indonesian Armed Forces in July. ment Board is responsible for managing the

Thrift Savings Fund, a tax-deferred fund es-Journalist Elizabeth Becker says that the confuse Mr. LaRouche with that other Lyn-
don, and if ol’ LBJ is back for one last hurrah,Clinton Administration plans to present a tablished by the Federal Employees Retire-

ment Act of 1986.military-to-military program to Congress, in well, it won’t hurt to he’p him out a little.”
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Editorial

When the Blind Lead the Blind

President Clinton’s Moscow trip was a bungled failure, him that both he and his wife will be quickly sent to
jail under a George W. Bush, Jr. administration. Theas he himself apparently recognized from the begin-

ning: For the most part, the President appeared dull and President is so eager to believe that only a Gore Admin-
istration would protect him from imprisonment, that heuninterested throughout it. As the first American Presi-

dent to address the Russian State Duma, or lower house makes himself forget, first, that Gore is not electable,
and, second, that he is not loyal.of parliament, he read a long speech from notes, in a

bored and listless manner. It seemed to have been writ- In this circumstance, Gore’s own wild mental insta-
bility has permeated the Presidency. Make no mistake:ten for him by someone else; its least forgettable point

was that Russia should not be the only industrialized Insiders agree that Al Gore makes 1988 Democratic
candidate Michael Dukakis look like a poster-boy forcountry not to join GATT.

In everything he said and did, the President was mental health. Why does he refuse ever to hold press
conferences? The sense of insanity which always leaksweighed down by carrying baggage for others. When

he insisted that the Internet and “free-market” policies out from Gore’s carefully controlled campaign events,
points to mental problems which leading Democratsguarantee against an economic crisis in the United

States, he was retailing Gore campaign slogans which cannot ignore. For this reason, there is a behind-the-
scenes effort to find an alternative candidate, beforehe knows to be untrue. Similarly, in trying to convince

the Russians to accept a U.S. “National Missile De- Gore sinks Democratic prospects, not only for the Presi-
dency, but for the Congress as well.fense” allegedly directed against a future threat from

North Korea, the President was telling stories which When the worse, like Gore, are driven by insane
criminal energy, and the better, like Clinton, are re-neither he nor any other intelligent person believes. Al-

though the President’s friend Strobe Talbott went so far duced to an obsessional delusion—in either case, we’re
dealing with an insane ruling class, like that of theas to say that North Korea could threaten the United

States with an ICBM within five years, both know well Roman Empire. It has lost the capacity to assess prob-
lems. They are incapable of rational statements;that North Korea is an impoverished and desperate

country, moving toward eventual union with South Ko- they’ve lost it. It’s the same as what you see at the
end of doomed empires.rea, rather than toward thermonuclear attack on the

United States, and its own certain annihilation immedi- In their delusionary states, the U.S. Administration
and other leaders want to keep the Nasdaq bubble goingately afterwards. No one knows this better than Clinton

and Talbott, since their own years of negotiations with through the August Democratic Convention, or even the
November election. That’s where Lyndon LaRouche’sNorth Korea, have been instrumental in helping it along

the path toward peace, normalization, and unity. paper, published in this issue, is so important. The dis-
continuity in the LaRouche Triple Curve has enteredStill more damaging was that the President failed to

address any of the issues of real concern to Russians. what Riemann defined as a shock front, as it did in
Weimar Germany during the course of March throughWhy the failure? The success of their earlier initia-

tives toward North Korea, among others, makes clear October of 1923. The rate of monetary inflation required
to keep the bubble alive, has come to exceed the rate ofthat it is not for the lack of intelligence and good will

among Clinton and his friends. financial asset-inflation. The rate of increase in mone-
tary aggregates exceeds that of financial aggregates.It is because President Clinton and his circle have

mortgaged everything to the effort to elect Al Gore as There’s nothing they can do; the system is overripe for
explosion. The more they try to keep it going, the worsePresident. Every day’s events—like the disbarment

proceedings against Clinton in Arkansas—convince it gets.
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